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Abstract 
The aim of this work has been to use the soft impressor technique to investigate 
the plastic deformation of single crystal diamond and in particular to determine the effect 
that single substitutional nitrogen has on plasticity. 
Traditionally hardness tests in the form of Vickers or Knoop rigid indenters have 
been used to investigate the mechanical properties of materials which cannot be fabricated 
into tensile or three point bend test specimens. The high stress concentrations created by 
these types of test introduce a large degree of brittle failure in ultra-hard, covalently bonded 
materials. The soft impressor technique, on the other hand, allows large pressures to be 
applied without large stress concentrations. The result is that plastic deformation can be 
more readily induced into super hard materials such as diamond. This work has shown that 
not only can diamond be readily plastically deformed but that traces of nitrogen impurities 
within the lattice have a significant effect on the conditions necessary to produce 
dislocations. 
For this work, several different soft impressors were used to produce a range of 
pressures in the temperature range 800° to 1400°C. A selection of synthetic (HPHT) 
diamonds with various nitrogen concentrations were impressed and compared with 
impressions placed in natural type IIa specimens containing no nitrogen but heavily 
dislocated. Numerous analytical techniques were used to determine the level of 
deformation produced and gain a better understanding of the effect of nitrogen related 
defects. 
The first two chapters of this thesis review, first plasticity and then diamond, with 
reference to those properties/characteristics relevant to this topic. The third chapter 
discusses the principle of the soft impressor technique and the methodologies used. In the 
fourth chapter, models by which single crystal diamond plastically deforms are introduced, 
together with results that have extended the brittle-ductile transition schematic produced 
by Brookes, EJ. (1992). Results on the effect of dwell time and the phenomenon of 
impression creep are also presented. The fifth chapter identifies the predominant defects 
associated with substitutional nitrogen in HPHT diamond and presents profiles of 
impressions for diamonds with different 'grown-in' defect levels. The results are discussed 
and conclusions are made, in conjunction with suggestions for further work in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION TO PLASTICITY 
1.1 Introduction 
There are two types of deformation that a material can undergo, elastic and plastic. 
Elastic deformation is where a material will change shape under the influence of a force, 
but upon the removal of the force the original form is returned, e.g. an elastic band. Plastic 
deformation is where the shape change produced by the force remains after the removal of 
that force. Both types of deformation have been known about and used for millennia. 
Elasticity, for instance, was used very effectively by the ancient Greeks to build bows and 
catapults, which rely heavily on the elastic properties of the wood from which they are 
made. The plastic properties of materials were probably the ftrst to be put to use. Ever 
since man started to mould materials into the desired shape rather than making tools by 
chipping lumps off pieces of flint, he has been inadvertently making use of plasticity. 
However, only with the advent of the theory of crystallinity could the theory of plastic 
deformation really begin to be understood. 
The theory of plasticity can be split up into two interdependent parts. The ftrst part 
is the macroscopic view and deals with the consequences of plasticity such as ductility, 
work hardening and creep. The second part is the microscopic view, where the theory of 
dislocations and their interactions become important. In engineering, the main emphasis is 
on the stresses exerted on components under certain conditions and the consequences of 
those stresses. However, these calculations/predictions are meaningless without a measure 
of the strength of the material(s) used to make the component. The strength characteristics 
of a material can be gained by looking at its stress/strain diagram. The microscopic plastic 
deformation of a material becomes important when it is used to explain features on the 
stress/ strain diagram, such as yield point or a brittle ductile transition temperature. 
Experimentation reported within this thesis has concentrated solely on the stress/strain 
diagram of single crystal diamond. Therefore, discussion will be conftned to. topics relevant 
to face centred cubic (f.c.c.) single crystals. 
1.2 The Effects of Plastic Deformation 
The most obvious consequence of the plasticity of a material is a change in shape 
without significant fracture. In engineering, the plasticity of a material is used to explain 
phenomena such as ductility, work hardening and creep. Each of these is an essential 
property to understand when using materials in modern-day engineering. The advent of 
cost effect manufacture has forced engineers to design and build with economy in mind. 
Techniques such as stress analysis have allowed design engineers to push the mechanical 
properties of materials to their limits in order to reduce the cost of manufacture by 
reducing the amount of material used. For this type of engineering to succeed, it is essential 
to fully understand the responses of the materials to stresses. In many respects, however, 
macroscopic investigations into the plastic behaviour of materials can be misleading or 
contradictory. This is because the level of plastic deformation depends on the type of 
experiment, its conditions and the criteria the experimentalist uses to quantify plasticity. 
Ductility: 
The ductility of a material is a measure of the response of a material to external 
forces, based on the ratio between britde failure and plastic deformation. A material is said 
to be britde if it fails catastrophically via a cleavage mechanism, whereas it is said to be 
ductile if it changes shape under the influence of an applied force. In reality, all materials 
possess both britde and ductile characteristics, the degree to which each characteristic is 
dominant over the other depends on the experimental conditions. For instance glass is 
widely recognised to be a britde material, however Joos (1957) showed experimentally that 
glass could behave in a plastic manner. In addition, when the experimental temperature of 
the glass was raised, its tendency to britde behaviour was reduced until such point when it 
became molten. The influence of temperature on ductility has led to the concept of a 
britde-ductile transition temperature (BDTI). 
The BDTT is the temperature at which a material, under load, ceases to behave in a 
britde manner and becomes ductile/plastic. In a single crystal, this temperature is solely the 
temperature at which dislocation activity is possible. The identification of the BDTT is 
dependent on the definition and experimental conditions. It is possible for a crystal to fail 
in a britde manner but still show signs of plasticity. The identification of the BDTT is 
reliant on the definition of the point at which britde behaviour ceases and plasticity begins. 
To an engineer, the BDTI represents the point at which dislocations affect the properties 
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of the material. To a physicist, the BDTT is at the point when the very flrst signs of 
dislocation activity are observed. The effect of the type of experiment can clearly be seen in 
work on the plasticity of silicon. Originally, it was thought that dislocation activity in silicon 
was limited to temperatures above 600°C when subjecting a single crystal to compression 
tests at constant strain rates. However, when a confming hydrostatic force was applied to 
suppress cleavage fracture, the temperature at which dislocations could be induced was 
reduced to about 30QoC (Castaing et ai, 1981). This suggests that a material can never be 
fundamentally brittle i.e. if an experiment was designed to inhibit crack formation, it would 
be possible to initiate dislocations at any temperature, in any material. 
Work hardening and creep: 
The phenomena of work hardening and creep are of great interest to the materials 
engineer. The degree to which a material will deform under a given set of conditions is 
increasingly important to understand, especially with the advent of high temperature, high 
tolerance applications such as those demanded in the aerospace industry. Work hardening 
is the phenomena whereby a material is observed to become harder the more it is 
deformed. On the other hand, creep is the continued plastic deformation of the material 
whilst under load. In many respects, work hardening and creep are the same phenomenon, 
looked at from a different perspective. Both deal with continued plastic deformation of a 
material, only creep looks at how and why the material continues to deform whilst work 
hardening concentrates on reasons why it slows down. In each case they are dependent on 
the production and subsequent interaction of dislocations. 
As a crystal is plastically deformed, the stress necessary to continue to move the 
dislocations that cause the deformation increases. This is known as work hardening. The 
causes behind this in single crystals were ftrst considered by Taylor in 1934, where he 
suggested that work hardening was due to internal stresses created by the dislocations 
themselves. Since then, a great deal of work has been done on this phenomenon, but very 
little progress has been made. This is because to understand why a crystal has work 
hardened, one must ftrst know what the dislocation structure of a plastically deformed 
crystal is. Then one must know how much strain is needed to create that structure and 
flnally calculate the stress needed to propagate slip. This is a fairly easy task if the 
deformation is restricted to a single slip system, at a flnite temperature and the stress field is 
uniform. In most cases, however, this situation does not exist. 
The stress/strain relationship for F.c.c. metals was devised by Friedel et at (1955) 
and for single crystal germanium by Alexander (1961). As seen in figure 1.1 there are three 
stages to the work hardening of F.c.c. crystals. Stage I is characterised by an initial rapid 
hardening that levels out. Stage II is a region of rapid work hardening where the slope of 
the line is constant, regardless of conditions. Stage III is temperature dependent and is 
where the hardening rate is significantly reduced. 
I 
Resolved shear strain 
Figure 1.1. Graph showing the three stages of work hardening in F.C.C. single crystals. 
The work hardening in stage I is, in part, due to the interaction between newly 
formed dislocation loops and the Frank network. A Frank network is the net of 
dislocations grown into the crystal that have relaxed during annealing processes to form a 
randomly oriented network of low energy dislocations. An expanding dislocation loop will 
have to intersect some of Frank network dislocations (known as trees) as it moves. The 
intersection of the trees produces jogs in the loop, which slows its movement, therefore 
hardening the crystal. Hardening in stage I is also characteristic of a material that is 
deforming via an easy glide or laminar flow mechanism as opposed to a complicated one 
(Cottrell, 1953). Easy glide is when a material slips only on one slip system, thereby 
producing long parallel slip lines on the surface. As these slip lines are produced by 
favourably positioned Frank-Read sources, the continuation of deformation should extend 
the length and height (of the cut the surface) of each dislocation rather than produce more. 
The parallel dislocations react elastically with one another, either by their proximity to one 
another or by slight inhomogeneities. This interaction can slow the movement and change 
the direction of the dislocations, which can cause a hardening of the crystal. The hardening 
due to elastic interaction between dislocations in laminar flow is much greater than that of 
the jog formation, however, neither are sufficient to explain the rapid hardening seen in 
stage II. 
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The rapid work hardening seen in stage II is caused by turbulent plastic flow. 
Turbulent plastic flow occurs when the crystal is not restricted to flow on a single slip 
system. If several slip systems are active, then there is a greater opportunity for the 
dislocations to interact with one another to form jogs, kinks and ultimately sessile 
dislocations. The sessile dislocations form barriers to any subsequent dislocations, causing 
pile up. As the stress increases, the dislocations are increasingly stressed but are unable to 
move, thereby reducing the amount of strain. 
Stage III is the point on the graph when the rate of work hardening is significandy 
reduced. The crystal may still work harden but not as quickly. This sudden reduction in the 
work hardening rate is seen as the point at which secondary cross slipping is observed. The 
cross-slipping mechanism allows the dislocations to avoid the sessile dislocations, which 
relieves the piled up dislocations. Cross slipping in itself, however, produces Frank-Read 
sources, which increases the dislocation density and the production of sessile dislocations. 
The added number of sessile dislocations produces extra barriers to slip. Stage III is 
therefore a competitive process between stress relief via cross slipping and increased barrier 
production. The onset of stage III behaviour is thermally activated. As the temperature is 
increased, the stress at which it starts is reduced, i.e. the stage II region is reduced. In some 
cases, if the temperature at deformation is low enough, stage III may never be observed 
and stage II hardening is seen until the crystal twins or fractures. 
Creep is the time dependent plastic deformation of a material. This phenomenon is 
most readily seen when a cylindrical specimen of soft material with a low homologous 
temperature (i.e. lead) is uniaxialy loaded in tension. The temperature and load are kept 
constant and the extension of the specimen is recorded over time. A typical creep curve for 
metals, polymers and ceramics (given the correct homologous temperatures) can be seen in 
figure 1.2. It can be seen that as in the work hardening scenario, there are three distinct 
sections; not including the initial plastic strain of the material as the load is applied. The 
fust section is known as primary or transient creep, where a rapid deceleration of the strain 
rate occurs. This is due to the same dislocation interactions that cause work hardening in 
stages I and II. The second stage, known as steady state creep, is denoted by a region on 
the graph where the strain rate is constant. This is analogous to stage III on the work 
hardening diagram and is attributed to the competitive process of increased strain due to 
cross slipping and diffusion mechanisms against work hardening due to increased 
dislocation interaction. The third stage or tertiary creep is characterised by the accelerated 
J 
strain rate due to decreased material surface area (but the same applied load) as the 
specimen begins to catastrophically fail. 
tertiary creep 
/ 
steady state creep 
'" 
1 - initial elastic strain 
Time (t) 
Figure 1.2. A typical creep curve for a material in uniaxial tension. 
Creep can also be measured when loading the specimen in compression. A useful 
way of achieving compression creep data is through indentation testing. Hargreaves (1928) 
was the ftrst to notice that creep occurred in metals when increasing the contact time of 
spherical indenters. Since then the method of analysing creep data via rigid indenters has 
been considerably developed. The main consideration of these techniques is that, as the 
indenter deforms the surface, the area over which the load is applied is increased, which 
has the effect of decreasing the applied stress. This is in direct contradiction to tensile creep 
testing where the flow of the specimen tends to reduce the area of material, which has the 
effect of increasing the applied stress. This fundamental difference in creep testing means 
that tensile creep tests will tend to exhibit a region where the strain rate increases 
dramatically before catastrophic failure (tertiary creep). Whereas tertiary creep in 
compressive tests, on the other hand, will tend to show a decrease in the strain rate. This is 
due to the fact that a stage will be reached whereby the projected area of the indenter is so 
large that the applied pressure is no longer suffIcient to cause dislocation movement 
through the highly deformed zone. If failure is observed, it would be denoted by the 
appearance of cracks, caused by dislocation interaction stress concentrations. 
In general, as the creep of a single crystal relies on dislocation motion, creep is 
dependent on the experimental temperature. At low temperatures (>O.5Tm) dislocations 
are less mobile, therefore creep is unlikely. However, at temperatures above O.5Tm the 
glide of dislocations is possible, which produces primary creep. At higher temperatures the 
climb and cross slipping of dislocations becomes possible, which produces steady state 
creep (stage II). 
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1.3 Slip 
The study of stress/ strain characteristics of some single crystals has been extensive 
and has led to great advances in the understanding of plasticity on a macroscopic level. 
However, to be able to fully understand these results a closer look at the deformation on a 
microscopic level is needed. 
When looking at a well-prepared crystalline surface, the most obvious evidence of 
plastic deformation will be that of slip lines or bands. This type of plasticity is known as 
translational slip and is where one part of a crystal lattice has moved with respect to 
another, under an applied shear force, but produced no net change in the crystal order 
(figure 1.3). This can be seen when a tensile force is applied to a well-oriented crystal 
(Elam, 1936, Schmid and Boas, 1950). A closer look at slip bands revealed that only certain 
discrete planes of the crystal were deformed and the size of the undeformed sections or 
glide packets, were dependent on the conditions of deformation (Andrade 1940). Taylor 
and Elam (1926) showed that the slip band itself is not restricted to a flat plane. This type 
of deformation has been seen in crystalline iron, mercury (Greenland, 1937) and silver 
chloride (Nye, 1949) and has become known as pencil glide. 
F 
Pigure 1.3. Translational slip in a single crystal, under a tensile stress. 
The long-range order of crystals means that slip is generally confined to certain 
planes and directions, called slip systems. This anisotropy in slip is derived from the order 
in which the atoms are laid down in the crystal lattice. The most easily sheared direction is 
generally the one where the distance between the neighbouring atoms is the shortest. 
Equally, the most easily sheared plane of atoms is the one with the densest packing. In 
diamond cubic structures, the slip direction is < 1 10> and the plane {111}, whereas in 
hexagonal close-packed crystals (Hep) <ino>, {0001} are the easy shear direction and 
plane. The symmetry of crystals means that for a given crystal and direction of force, there 
may not be just one active slip plane but several, all from within the same family of slip 
planes. 
7 
Slip should occur at the point of greatest shear stress, although with crystals this 
point may not coincide with the slip plane and direction of the crystal. Therefore, the point 
where slip initiates may not be the point that has the greatest magnitude of shear rather, the 
point at which the shear force exceeds the critical value for initiation of slip in that slip 
plane (Schmid, 1924). This has led to the theory of resolved shear stress, which states that 
if a cylindrical crystal is subjected to a uniaxial tensile load (F) (figure 1.4), the force 
component in the direction of slip is: 
Fcos(A.) 
If the area of the slip plane is (A), (A.) is the angle between the load axis and the slip 
direction and the angle between the load axis and the slip plane normal is (<1», then the 
resolved shear stress is: 
F 
't =_. cos( ~). cos ('A.) 
A. 
The stress to cause the initiation of slip on any plane for a given material and 
conditions is known as the critical resolved shear stress. 
Crystals do not always slip exclusively on one slip system. In body-centred cubic 
crystals where the {llO}, {ll2} and {l23} planes all have a high density, slip can occur on 
any of these planes. Also, slip is not confined to the named slip planes. The slip planes are 
simply the planes on which slip is most likely to occur, as it is the one with the lowest 
resolved shear stress. It is possible to initiate slip on planes other than the recognised slip 
plane by increasing the resolved shear stress on them to levels high enough to initiate slip 
i.e. the critical resolved shear stress. In this way, the slipping of a crystal on a slip plane may 
distort the stress field around the slipped regions enough to produce critical resolved shear 
stresses high enough to initiate slip on different slip systems. It is also important to note 
that other slip systems may become active at elevated temperatures. 
Chaptcr I 1 t1troductiol1 to Pb~tic~~_ 
F 
Slip plane 
Slip direction 
Axis of rotarion 
F 
Figure 1.4. Resolved shear stress schematic. 
1.4 Dislocations 
Frenkel (1926) estimated the theoretical shear strength of a crystalline structure. He 
assumed that if one row of atoms was sheared over another by a known amount, the 
theoretical shear strength (tJ was approximately 1l/2n, where (/-L) is the shear modulus. 
This was based on the energy needed to simultaneously break all of the bonds and then 
remake them. The problem with this view was that the shear strength ("t,,,) measured 
experimentally was several orders of magnitude lower than this. For example, the 
experimental shear strength of annealed zinc or aluminium crystals was -10,41-1 (Cottrell, 
1953). ven refmements to renkel's work by Mackenzie (1949), who reduced the 
theoretical shear strength ("tJ to )..1/ 30, failed to produce a value which was close to that 
observed. 
Bragg and Nye (1947) and later Bragg and Lomer (1949) used a soap bubble model 
to calculate the shear strength of a crystal. The bubbles took the form of a two-dimen ional 
dUllc f'aekcc.1 mcuathe cl)'1ral. 11ll'), calcul:ued rh:1I rhe shcar ur('n~th of the bubble raft WlU 
APlunxun;url)' Jl' JO, the !l:lI1lC theorctical \'lllue IUrh'ed At by Mackenlie (1949). 111i, did 
nnt however ml\'C' the prohlem of the f:act th:u the nh!letved shear strength in r~1 cr)"Stab 
lit llignifacAnrly lowcr. E\'cn ukinp, into Account the Siren concentration!' due to thernul 
\,ihrllunnll (U('cker. 1925) •• hc pouibility of lncalillcd melting of the !llip plane or errors due 
In II two·dimcminn:al model. the \'l1lue for the thcorclJcal shear !ltren~th w:u !\till too high. 
It WAll clear rhr con\'cnrinnal "jew of mechani!lm of deformation needed to be changed to 
nne Ih;u rCllulred leu srren. 
111(' Idea th:u II crylltaltutlcc defonnJ comecutj\,cly rather than simultaneously \\'2S 
ftnt theorised by Taylor (1934). OrO\\':1n (1934) and athen. and \\':1S called dislocation 
theory. 11m idea i, A re:unnable one conllidenng that for :l crystal to shear simultaneousl)' 
nn All Ihc bonds in A plane. the forcc aCling on each bond would havc to bc cqual. 11lis. 
Alrhough pOllllihle. \\1>uld be \'ery unlikcl)'. The definition of :l dislocation is "a lillt of 
imptrf((1 "ldlrriJI IIJIlI Itp.ir-IIIJ II llipf<d arrJ ~l n]IIJI from all IIl1Jlipptd 0111' (Cottrell. 1953). 
t\hh()u~h the exact \\idth of these hne Imperfection!! ill not know11. it is thought that they 
IU'C only Il fcw Iltomic IIpacin~ \\ide. 
Burgen (1939) !lhowed that each disloation could be characterised by its direction 
and !ltren~h. and the \'cctor (b) h:u now become know11 as the BIIWrJ I'(dor. Due to the 
ordered n2ture of cryllal~ and the forces th2t hold the atoms together, llny amount of slip 
must h:l\'e di!'crete vlllue,. i.t. from one equilibrium position to anothcr. [..:tch crysullattice 
\\ill have :l different sct of discrete values depending on their I:utice structure and the 
distance between neighbourin~ atoms. The snullcst amount of slip th:u wiD Ie:a.vc thc 
cl)'!Hal bttice \\ith its original order (an identity translation) is when the Burgers ,'ector (b) 
is in the dIrection of II tuticc vcctor and i, one bttice spacing in strength. 1bis is know11 as 
Il unit dlsloc:mon. It is possible that II bttice structure has positions of equilibrium which 
lU'e less than th:n of one lamce sp:acing. producing a Burgcrs ,'ector less than unity, t.g. a 
p;mlal dlsloC2t10n. :\ Burgers vcctor th:at has strength higher th:an unit)' is unlltable and \\ill 
Jis,oci:ut' into sep:u:ate dIslocations with different ,'ccton, thereby lowering its energy 
(Frank. 1(41). 
'mere lire (\\'0 m:tin l)'Pes of dislocation. the edge dislocation (faylor and Oro\\':1n. 
1(14) Ilnd the !lcrcw disloc2tinn (11urgers. 1(19). ~ch defined by thcir Burgers \'cctors. The 
t'd~e disloc:uion hall it!! nurgers ,'ector pcrpendicubr to its dislocation line whereas the 
IIcrew dislc>C2tion h:as II parallel Burgen vector. 
1 n re:a.liry, dislocation!! arc rarely perfectly straight. :\ disloc:ation line c:an only 
lermin:ue In a (rce surf:ace or Il node. 11lt·refore. if:l disloc:ltion initi:ued in the bulk of a 
(:hapll't" 1 
crystal is unable to do this it must bend around itself to produce a circle, i.e. no free ends. 
The roughly circular dislocation line has the same Burgers vector throughout, therefore it 
must have regions which are defined as screw and edge. The regions in between the 
alternate edge and screw regions are known as mixed dislocations. 
The prismatic dislocation: 
1£ there were an excess of vacancies present within a crystal lattice, it would be 
possible for these vacancies to precipitate on the same close packed plane to form a hole. 
At some point, the expansion of this hole would exceed a critical value and collapse leaving 
a dislocation loop around the outside (figure 1.5). The Burgers vector of the loop would be 
perpendicular to the plane of the loop, therefore the entire loop would be pure edge in 
character. This is known as a prismatic dislocation. As the Burgers vector of the loop is 
perpendicular to its plane, a prismatic dislocation can only glide along its axis. Shrinkage or 
expansion of the loop would require climb. 
(A) (B) (C) 
Figure 1.5. Diagram showing a prismatic dislocation. 
The partial dislocation: 
A partial dislocation is where the imperfection in the crystal is not of any great 
magnitude but rather a slight misalignment within the crystal. They are usually associated 
with stacking faults, which are "Imp energy internal surface imperfections)) (Barrett 1952). The 
boundary within the crystal of a stacking fault is a partial dislocation. The shape of a partial 
dislocation can take many forms and each form has different properties. The properties of 
each form become important when considering the motion of partial dislocations and their 
interaction with other partial or full dislocations. 
The easiest way to visualise a partial dislocation is by using the face centred cubic 
(f.c.c.) crystal structure. By taking the densely packed layers and stacking them up one upon 
the other, it becomes obvious that there is a repeated sequence of stacking. This sequence 
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ABC A is a stacking fault (and therefore partial dislocation at its boundary) and is 
produced if this stacking sequence is upset. This can be done in three ways. The first 
method is to slip a layer in the <112> direction which would produce a stacking sequence 
of ABC B CAB instead of ABC ABC A. The second method is to remove one layer, 
which would have the same effect as the previous method. The third would be to add 
another layer, which produces ABC B ABC A. In practice, partial dislocations are 
formed by the splitting of a full dislocation into two partials which, collectively have less 
energy or by the mass transport of vacancies or interstitial atoms. 
The production of a partial dislocation by slip on a close packed plane produces a 
partial whose Burgers vector lies in the plane of the fault and is known as a Shockley 
partial. The adding or removing of part of a close packed plane produces partial 
dislocations whose Burgers vectors are normal to the fault plane, These are known as 
Frank partial dislocations and are always pure edge in character. The removal of part of a 
close packed plane produces a negative Frank partial and the addition of part of a plane 
producing a positive one. Since partial dislocations can only move in the plane of the fault, 
Shockley partials can only glide, whereas Frank partials can only move by climb. A 
dislocation that is unable to glide is known as a sessile dislocation, the opposite being 
known as glissile. Shockley partial dislocations have been seen experimentally in silicon, 
germanium and diamond (Cockayne, 1981 and Pirouz et al 1982). The stacking fault 
energies of these materials were found to be 54, 66 and 279mjm-2 for silicon, germanium 
and diamond respectively. 
1.5 Motion of Dislocations 
As a dislocation loop expands through the crystal, it inevitably encounters 
obstacles. The dislocation is either pinned at the obstacle or traverses it. Traversal is either 
by a conservative (glide) or non-conservative (climb) mechanism. The outcome of the 
interaction is that the mobility of the dislocation is affected. The degree to which the 
dislocation is slowed by obstacles is reflected in its stress/ strain and work hardening 
characteris tics. 
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KinksJjogs and climb: 
Looking closely at a straight section of a dislocation line it is possible to see parts of 
the line that are not atomically straight, i.e. there are small steps in the line of the order of a 
few atoms high. A step in the line that lies in the plane of the dislocation is known as a kink 
and does not impede the glide of the line. A jog, however, is a step in the line that is not in 
the glide plane. A jog in an edge dislocation has the same Burgers vector and therefore 
does not impede glide. A jog on a screw dislocation has edge character and therefore its 
Burgers vector is perpendicular to the direction of motion. For a jog in a screw dislocation 
to move with the dislocation, non-conservative motion or climb would be required. Figure 
1.6 shows schematic diagrams of the motion of kinks in edge (A) and screw (B) 
dislocations and also jogs in edge (C) and screw (D) dislocations. 
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Figure 1.6. Diagram showing kinks (A and B) and jogs(C and D) in edge and screw dislocation lines 
respectively. 
Climb occurs when an edge dislocation moves out of its glide plane. For this to 
occur, vacancies or interstitial atoms must diffuse to the line. By looking at a cross section 
of an edge dislocation, it is possible to visualise this (figure 1.7). For the end of the extra 
half plane to move up or down an atom must be either removed or added respectively. The 
edge dislocation moving up, i.e. removal of atoms is known as positive climb whereas 
moving down is known as negative climb. The movement of jogs in screw dislocations by 
the process of climb are, therefore, sources of, or sinks for, vacancies and interstitials. As 
climb requires the mass transport by diffusion of either interstitial atoms or vacancies, 
climb is a thermally activated process. As vacancies generally have lower activation energies 
than interstitials, it is assumed that most climb is carried out by the diffusion of vacancies. 
(A) (B) (C) 
Figure 1.7. Diagram showing the climb mechanism of an edge dislocation. 
In the case of ionic crystals, it is important to remember that the rearrangement of 
atoms that occurs during dislocation motion will be affected by the positive and negative 
charges on each atom. This can mean that dislocations have a charge associated with them 
that will affect their movement. In the case of an edge dislocation with burgers vector 
Vz[llO] gliding on {110}, for climb to occur, an atom must be added or removed. In ioruc 
crystals, however, this would mean the addition or removal of a cation or anion, which 
would upset the local electric charge. It follows that jogs in edge dislocations carry a charge 
and will electrostaticaly attract or repel each other. A kink in an edge dislocation does not 
carry any charge and is therefore not subject to electrostatic forces. s motion of a Vz[110] 
screw dislocation results in displacement parallel to its line and the line is of single charge, 
the movement of jogs and kinks in screw dislocations are charged. They are both, therefore 
subject to electrostatic forces. This theory also applies to a lesser extent, to covalent crystals 
that have large proportions of dispersed impurities, as impurities will have different 
valences and bond strengths. 
Cross Slip: 
Slip is usually confined to certain planes, but screw dislocati n arc able to change 
from one slip plane to another. This happens when the magnitude of the resolved shear 
stress is higher in a plane other than the one in which the dislocation is gliding. or 
instance, figure 1.8 shows a screw dislocation moving in the r101] direction n the {lll} 
plane is free to change to the {fI1} plane whilst still slipping in the same direction. The 
slip plane in b.c.c. crystals is not as well defined as in f.c.c., cry tals, therefore cross slip i 
more prevalent and dislocations tend to produce wavy slip. 
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Figure 1.8. Diagram of cross slip in a f.c .c. crystal. 
1.6 Initiation and Multiplication of Dislocations: 
Once the theory of plastic deformation through the mechanism of dislocation had 
been accepted, there was another problem between the theory and experimental results to 
consider. Normally, annealed crystals have a grown in dislocation density of about 106cm-2, 
When a crystal is deformed however, the dislocation density is increased. If all of the 
grown in dislocations in a crystal were on favourable planes and able to glide, the 
maximum attainable strain would be about 1 per cent. In fact, experimental results have 
produced strains of over 100 per cent, corresponding to dislocation densities of about 
1012cm-2• Cottrell (1953) calculated the stress required for the homogeneous nucleation of 
dislocations. He found that the theoretical stress greatly exceeds the experimental values. It 
is obvious that dislocations must be initiated by a mechanism other than homogeneous 
nucleation and that there must be a process for their subsequent multiplication. 
Nucleation oj dislocations: 
The nucleation of dislocations must be due to a heterogeneous mechanism. Such a 
mechanism is likely to be due to local stress concentrations within the crystal lattice, caused 
by imperfections such as inclusions or dislocations. 
Jones and Mitchell (1958) introduced stress concentrations in the form of spherical 
glass inclusions into annealed silver chloride crystals. The crystals were held at 370°C to 
remove any local strain caused by the inclusions and then cooled. Upon cooling, the 
difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion between the glass balls and the silver 
chloride was enough to initiate prismatic dislocations, which progressively moved away 
from the inclusion with each subsequent loop initiation. Although this was a simplistic 
case, it was sufficient to develop a model for a mechanism by which dislocations are 
produced around local stress concentrations. With real inclusions, which are invariably not 
perfect spheres, the associated stress field will not be simple and therefore tl1e resultant 
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dislocations will not be pure prismatic loops, but will be complicated shapes and of mixed 
character. 
The Frank-Read mechanism/ source: 
A mechanism for the regeneration of dislocations was proposed by Frank and Read 
(1950). If a dislocation were pinned at one end then (figure 1.9A), under an applied shear 
stress, the dislocation could continue to glide with the pinned end and the lattice friction 
causing the line to bend (B). As the unpinned end of the dislocation moves, it will begin to 
rotate around the ftxed end (C) and will continue to rotate indefinitely, under the applied 
shear stress, producing a spiral formation (D). For each complete revolution one unit of 
slip is produced and the dislocation remains pinned to produce more slip (figure 1.9). This 
method of regeneration is known as the Frank- Read mechanism and has been seen 
experimentally in silicon single crystals by Dash (1957). 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
1 
Applied force 
Figure 1.9. The Frank Read mechanism of dislocation multiplication. 
The model of the mechanism was developed to produce the double ended Frank-
Read mechanism or Frank- Read source (figure 1.10). If a dislocation were constrained at 
both ends and a suitable shear stress were applied (A), then the unrestrained dislocation 
segment would bend (B). A continuation of the applied stress would force the distorted 
dislocation to bend back on itself, producing two spirals, similar to two opposing Frank-
Read mechanisms (C + D). At some point, the two spirals would have distorted so much 
that they would meet behind the original position (E). When the two ends of the spiral 
meet, the portions that have like character, but opposite sign, will annihilate to produce a 
complete dislocation loop and leaving the original section of pinned dislocation to restart 
the process. These two mechanisms rely on the glide process of the dislocation, however, 
similar mechanisms can be produced during climb of a dislocation that has one or both 
ends fIxed. In the case where both ends are fixed the mechanism is called a Bardeen-
Herring source (Bardeen and Herring, 1952). 
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Figure 1.10. The Frank-Read Source. 
Multiple cross slip: 
It is possible for an expanding screw dislocation to change from one glide plane to 
another by the process of cross slip. It is possible that a cross-slipped dislocation loop 
could then cross slip back onto its original glide plane. This would produce three areas of 
slip connected by two jogs. The jogs connecting the slip planes are relatively immobile, 
which pins the dislocation loop. The pinning of the loop creates a situation similar to that 
of the Frank- Read source, i.e. the dislocations lying on the original glide planes are free to 
rotate around the pinned portions of the line. When cross slip is favourable, a dislocation 
loop may change planes many times, producing a long complicated dislocation loop 
containing many jogs and therefore many more dislocation sources. When this situation 
occurs, multiplication of dislocations and the subsequent widening of slip bands can be a 
much faster process than the simple Frank-Read source mechanism alone. 
1.7 Dislocation Interactions 
In a crystal that has mobile dislocations, it is inevitable that these dislocations will, 
at some point, either approach each other or intersect. The main emphasis of this chapter 
is to give an overview of the most common interactions in f.c.c. crystals, but some 
behaviour is given that is applicable to h.c.p. and b.c.c. crystals. 
Before considering the intersection of dislocations, it is necessary to consider the 
forces between dislocations that do not intersect. The forces between dislocations are 
found by using the surface integration method (Cotterell, 1953). This supposes that a 
dislocation is added to crystal in which a dislocation already exists and is not subject to any 
additional external forces. The force between the two dislocations will then depend on the 
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strain energy in the whole crystal. The total strain energy can then be separated into three 
terms; the self-energies of each dislocation and the interaction energy between the two. 
It can be seen that the forces between two parallel edge dislocations with parallel burgers 
vectors (b) depend, not only on how far apart they are in the x-direction, but also how 
many planes separate them in the y-direction. Two dislocations with the same sign will 
repel each other when x>y but will attract each other when x<y. The opposite situation 
occurs when the dislocations are of opposite sign to each other. When x=y and x=zero the 
force between them is in equilibrium, but the x=y position is unstable. In this way, parallel 
edge dislocations with parallel but opposite signs will tend to stack up on each other, 
whereas those of the same sign will tend to spread out. When the distance y=zero (t:e. the 
dislocations lie on the same atomic plane), edge dislocations with the same sign will repel 
each other, whereas those with opposite signs will be attracted to each other and annihilate. 
Due to the radial symmetry of the forces around screw dislocations, the interaction 
between them is more simple. Parallel screw dislocations of the same sign will repel each 
other whilst those of opposite sign will attract. There is no attractive or repulsive force 
between parallel edge and screw dislocations. 
In cases where the Burgers vectors of the dislocations are not parallel, there is still a 
force acting between them, but the magnitude and direction of the forces would have to be 
calculated for each separate case. 
Intersecting dislocations: 
When dislocations of the same sign meet, if it is energetically favourable, they can 
combine to produce a new dislocation with new Burgers vector. The opposite can also 
happen and a single dislocation can reduce its energy by dividing into two separate 
dislocations or partials. The point at which dislocations join (or separate) is called a node. 
According to Frank's rule of conservation of the Burgers vector, the sum of the Burgers 
vectors entering a node is equal to the sum of the Burgers vectors leaving the node. From 
the equation for the self-energy of a dislocation line, it can be seen that the energy of a 
dislocation line is proportional to the square of its Burgers vector. Therefore, any 
dislocation with Burgers vector b l can dissociate into two dislocations with Burgers vector 
b1 and b3 providing b tZ > b1Z +b3l • The reverse is also true, several dislocations can join 
together if the resultant burgers vector has a smaller magnitude. This rule also includes 
interactions involving partial dislocations. 
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If two dislocations intersect, and it is not energetically favourable for them to 
combine, jogs may be formed. In the case where two perpendicular dislocations intersect 
one another, a jog will be formed in each dislocation, irrespective of the character of the 
dislocations, and the strength of which is equal in length and direction to the Burgers 
vector of the other dislocation. A jog will not be formed if the Burgers vector of the other 
dislocation lies in the plane of the dislocation. 
In the case where two dislocations on different planes but with identical burgers 
vector intersect, L shaped dislocations may be formed. At the point where the dislocations 
intersect, a node will be formed. At this point, there are four separate dislocations joined by 
the node, rather than two intersecting dislocations. It is possible that one half of an original 
dislocation combines with half of the other dislocation and vice versa, forming two bent 
dislocations. This is possible as the Burgers vectors of both halves of the bend are 
conserved and the overall length of dislocation line is reduced. These bent dislocations are 
important, as under the correct conditions, the apex of the bend will act as a pin for one 
section to rotate about the other, forming a Frank-Read mechanism. 
Pile-up: 
When a dislocation meets a sessile obstacle it can either move around the obstacle 
or become sessile itself. If the source of the dislocation is regenerative then a series of 
dislocations will move towards the same obstacle on the same plane and also become 
sessile, in what is known as a pile-up. As all of the piled-up dislocations are of the same 
character and sign, they cannot combine. The elastic forces of each of the dislocations 
interact to cause the spacing between the dislocations to decrease towards the front. The 
applied stress that caused the dislocations to move in that direction is then concentrated on 
the lead dislocation and is proportional to the original stress multiplied by the number of 
dislocations in the queue. A back stress is applied that acts on the dislocation source that 
will aid in the formation of new dislocations. In this way, a large stress concentration can 
be produced at the barrier and may reach such a level that the critical resolved shear stress 
is exceeded. New dislocations are then formed or cracks initiated. 
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Thompson's Tetrahedron: 
In 1953, Thompson devised a method for visualising the intersection of the four 
{111} planes in F.c.c. crystals (ignoring the positive/negative directions). He created a 
tetrahedron (ABeD) in an eighth of a unit cell with edge length a/2 (figure 1.11). 
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Figure 1.11. Thomson's Tetrahedron, describing the slip plane interactions in F.C.C. crystals. 
The edges of the tetrahedron form the six possible intersections with <110> slip 
directions and the midpoints (apyo) of the faces correspond to the a/6[112) Shockley 
partial dislocations. The Burgers vector of a dislocation can be described by using the 
letters corresponding to the end points of the dislocation, i.e. an a/2 [110) dislocation can 
be described as AB. The dissolution of AB into two Shockley partials can likewise be 
represented as: 
AB =Ao+oB 
F. C C interactions 
Within the f.c.c. structure, there are twenty four possible interactions between a 
given primary slip system and the remaining secondary slip systems. Using Thompson's 
notation, Hirth (1961) calculated the possible outcomes of these interactions. He 
considered the long and short-range interaction of extended dislocations and the edge or 
screw character. The outcome of the calculated interactions is shown in figure 1.12, which 
shows the Thompson tetrahedron opened at corner D. The primary slip system, BA(d) is 
in simple shear of magnitude 0'=1, in addition, the resolved shear stress for each secondary 
slip system is given. The (+) or minus (-) indicates that the long-range forces are attractive 
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or repulsive respectively. For each case, the most likely interaction between the primary and 
secondary slip system is written next to the secondary slip system in question. 
o 
.y 
o 0=0.167 (c) 
jog-kink or 
weak barrier 0 0=0.333 E9 0=0.333 
repel annihilate 
.~ 
(b) 
o .n 
0=0.167 (a) 
kink-jog or 
weak barrier 
jog-jog 
L-.-----------------~--~~----------------~--~D 
D E9 0=0.667 00=0.667 C E9 0=0.667 
strong barrier strong barrier strong barrier 
or jog-jog or jog-jog or jog-jog 
00=0.667 
strong barrier 
or jog-jog 
Figure 1.12. The most likely outcome of interactions in a FCC crystal, superimposed onto Thompson's 
tetrahedron (Hirth, 1961). 
Calculation of the interactions showed that out of the 24 possible interactions only 
12 result in barriers to dislocation motion. Of the possible interaction involving partial 
dislocations, it is noted that only intersecting systems along DC produce a Lomer-Cottrell 
style, strong barrier. Also that in many cases the partial dislocation have a long-range 
repulsion but short range attraction. This means that for the reaction to occur an energy 
barrier must be overcome, making it likely that they will only occur at points of high stress 
concentration such as pile-ups. 
The Lomer-Colterelliock/ bamer: 
If two unit dislocations of the form a/2[llO], lying on intersecting {lll} planes, 
are both parallel to the line of intersection, it is possible that they could combine to form a 
partial dislocation along the edge which is sessile. U sing Thompson's notation, this could 
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happen if the unit dislocations DA(~) and BD(a) both dissociated into two Shockely 
partials: 
DA= D~ + ~A 
BD = Ba + aD 
It is energetically more favourable for two of the partials to combine to form a 
third partial. The new partial being sessile as the resultant partial dislocation is of pure edge 
character and its Burgers vector does not lie in either of the intersecting {111} planes: 
aD + D~ = a~ 
The sessile partials lie in the six directions represented by the edges of the 
Thompson tetrahedron and their Burgers vectors lie along the lines connecting the 
midpoints of the faces. The resultant partials are also a form of stair-rod dislocation. Stair-
rod dislocations are formed when a dissociated dislocation cross slips to another glide 
plane or, as in this case, reacts with another dislocation and different plane. 
Interaction between dislocations and impurities: 
There are two separate cases to consider when investigating the effect of point 
defects on dislocation motion. The nrst case involves defects that are immobile whereas in 
the second they are mobile. In the case where a dislocation encounters an immovable 
object then there are two ways in which it can bypass it. The nrst is via thermal fluctuations 
and the second is via Orowan's "pinch-off" mechanism (ngure 1.13). Orowan's method 
states than when a section of dislocation line is pinned by an immobile defect, then the 
sections of the line that are not pinned continue to advance. The extra line tension exerted 
on the sections means that they begin to curve around the obstacle (figure 1. 13B). 
Eventually, they curve around so much that they come into contact with one another 
(figure 1.13C). The sections that contact each other annihilate, freeing the dislocation line 
from the obstacle, but leaving it surrounded by a section of the dislocation (figure 1.13D). 
The degree to which the defects hinder dislocation motion in this fashion is dependent on 
the size and number of the obstacles. 
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Figure 1.13. Orowan's "pinch-off" mechanism for the bypass of an immobile obstacle by a dislocation. 
If the impurities within the crystal are mobile, then their diffusion through the 
lattice will be affected by the stresses exerted by dislocations. In the case where an edge 
dislocation approaches a large substitutional atom, the interactive force would be repulsive 
in the upper (compressive) region of the dislocation and attractive in lower (tensile) region. 
In the case where the substitutional atom is smaller than the atom that it replaced, the 
direction of the forces would be reversed. The same applies to vacancies and interstitial 
atoms, where they act like small and large impurities respectively. There would be no net 
interactive force between a substitutional atom and a screw dislocation. The net result of 
the attractive and repulsive forces is that an edge dislocation will attract impurities (or 
vacancies and interstitials). The nature of the impurities will determine the side of the 
dislocation that the are attracted to. Impurities that are attached to a dislocation in this 
manner are known as Cottrell atmospheres. 
Cottrell atmospheres tend to render their parent dislocation immobile, to the extent 
that extra stress is required to extract the dislocation in question from its cloud. This leads 
to a hardening of the material, and is a reason cited for the observed yield drop seen in 
many materials. If the movement of the dislocation is slow enough and the diffusion rate 
of the impurities fast enough, then it is possible that the Cottrell cloud will "catch up" with 
its dislocation. This leads to a repeat of the process mentioned before and gives rise to the 
saw tooth shape caused by repeated yield drops in certain non-ferrous alloys. This 
phenomenon is known as the Portevin-Lechatelier effect (Friedel, 1964) 
1.8 Summary 
There are many factors involved when considering the plastic deformation of single 
crystals. It has been suggested that, on a macroscopic level, the onset of plastic behaviour 
and degree to which a material deforms is dependent on the experimental conditions, and 
also on the definitions imposed by the experimentalist. 
The factors affecting the level of plastic deformation, such as work hardening and 
creep have been discussed, together with more microscopic factors such as pinning and 
cross slipping of dislocations. 
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DIAMOND -REVIEW 
2.1. Introduction 
Although diamond has had a virtually mystical appeal throughout the ages, in 
reality, it is simply an allotrope of carbon, which places it in the same family as graphite and 
C60 ('Bucky balls'). There are, however, very good reasons as to why diamond has gained 
such prestige when graphite has not. The short bond length (0.154nm) and almost perfect 
tetrahedral Sp3 bonding make diamond the hardest material known to man. In conjunction 
with this, the clarity of the crystal and a high refractive index make it a must for the 
jewellery trade. The high hardness of diamond, together with the highest bulk modulus, 
thermal conductivity, tensile cleavage stress, extremely low coefficient of friction and 
chemical inertness, amongst other properties, make it almost as valuable a material in 
engineering applications as in the jewellery trade. The usefulness of diamond is tempered 
only by its brittleness, perceived rarity and high cost, although with the advent of 
synthesised diamond for engineering purposes, the cost is becoming more reasonable. In 
fact, diamond usage has increased dramatically over the last century, from being used solely 
for polishing and glass cutting, to its use today, as machine tools, wire drawing dies, 
radiation detectors, heat sinks and even as medical scalpels. 
On a basic level diamond is simply a tetrahedrally bonded super-lattice of carbon, 
however, in reality diamond is more complex. Over the years, geologists and physicists 
have noticed distinct differences between diamonds. Other than by the colour (of which 
there are many), a rudimentary categorising of diamond has been devised, based on the 
defects they contain. There are two categories of diamond, types I and II, each with two 
sub-types. The initial division into two categories was made in 1934 by Robertson et at who 
observed differences in the ultra-violet and infrared absorption. Kaiser and Bond (1959) 
later determined that the differences were due to nitrogen in the crystal lattice, where type I 
diamonds contain appreciable amounts and type II virtually none. Type I diamond was 
then sub-divided into types Ia and Ib following observations by Smith (1959) of single 
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substitutional paramagnetic nitrogen (type Ib). Type Ia diamond was then further sub-
divided into types laA and laB to accommodate observations by Sutherland (1954) and 
Clark et al (1956). It was determined that nitrogen can be found in pairs (A defect) or as a 
cluster of four (B defect). Custers (1952, 1954) suggested the subdivision of type II, 
following the discovery of electrically semi-conducting diamond that contained 
substitutional boron but no nitrogen (type lIb). A general summary of the diamond types 
and sub-types is given in table 2.1. 
Type Description 
97% of natural diamond. Nitrogen concentration between 100-1 OOOppm 
Ia nearly all of which is present as various types of aggregate. Electrically 
insulating. All colours. 
laA Contain nitrogen almost exclusively as A centres. 
Nitrogen present mainly in A and B centres also N3 centres. Usually, but not 
laA/B always, contain platelets in the cube planes, ranging in size between 10nm 
laB Nitrogen present in B centres but not A centres. 
0.1 % of natural diamonds, most synthetics are of this type. Nitrogen present 
Ib as dispersed substitutional paramagnetic atoms (C defects). Electrically 
insulating. Yellow to green in colour. 
IIa 
lIb 
Relatively nitrogen free, rare in nature. Electrically insulating but enhanced 
thermal properties. Frequently brown in colour. 
Boron as a substitutional impurity, extremely rare. Semi-conducting. Blue in 
colour. 
Table 2.1. Description of the classification of diamond. 
It is important to note that the diamond categories were devised with respect to the 
abundance and position of nitrogen in natural diamond. There is, therefore, no category to 
distinguish between natural and synthetic diamond even though they may exhibit different 
properties. This is made all the more confusing when the various diamond synthesis 
methods such as high pressure, high temperature (HPHT), chemical vapour deposition 
(CVD) or shock synthesis are taken into account. Previously, the distinction between 
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natural and synthetic diamond was not an issue, as synthetic diamond was generally of poor 
quality, small size and synthesis costs high. Recently, however, with the production of large, 
gem quality, synthetic diamonds at an ever decreasing cost, there have been moves to 
improve the classification to protect the gem trade from fakes (Sunagawa, 1995 and 
Welbourn et aI, 1996). In addition, the different mechanical properties exhibited by the 
different types could be reflected in an improved categorisation system, to aid in diamond 
selection for industrial purposes. The main differences between natural and synthetic 
diamonds are due to the different growth conditions. As such, it would be necessary to 
further subdivide synthetic diamonds into those produced by the HPHT method and those 
produced by vapour deposition techniques as the diamond genesis in each case is vastly 
different. For the purpose of simplicity, the various vapour deposition techniques will be 
called CVD, although it is known that there are many different techniques for producing 
diamond from gaseous plasmas. 
Natural diamonds were produced deep within the earth's crust and spent an 
inordinate amount of time (measured in Giga Anna) going through very complex growth 
cycles. As such, they have an impurity content consisting mainly of nitrogen and silicates, 
reflecting their original growth environment. The ever-changing growth conditions 
produce a very complex growth pattern although in general, natural diamonds exhibit an 
octahedral form. It is not unusual for a natural diamond classified as type laA to have 
regions of different habits that conform to different classifications, i.e. they are of mixed 
habit. 
HPHT diamonds on the other hand are produced in reaction cells at a pressure of 
5-6 GPa and at temperatures of 1550-1600oC in a relatively short space of time (measured 
in hours rather than millennia). As such, HPHT diamonds generally exhibit very simple 
growth patterns and contain metallic inclusions from the reaction products (see pp 39-41). 
In general HPHT diamonds are cubic in form although the morphology is dependent on 
the synthesis conditions and the choice of solvent catalyst (Strong et at, 1971, Sungawa, 
1984, Kanda et aI1989). As the HPHT method of growing diamonds is better understood 
and improved, the inclusions and crystal habit are being altered and controlled, such that it 
should be able to produce diamond with any required format. When such a time arrives, 
the only real difference between natural and synthetic diamond will be that synthetic 
diamonds will be more perfect than those found in nature. 
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2.2 Impurities 
Diamond is perceived to be a very strong, very pure crystalline material, although it 
IS not uncommon for diamond to contain chemical inclusions and/or high levels of 
impurities. Indeed, these foreign atoms can readily be seen in some of the world's most 
famous diamonds. Invariably impurity atoms in diamond cause the crystal to absorb certain 
wavelengths of light, changing its colour. Famous diamonds such as the Hope, Orlov, 
Tiffany, and the Dresden green are all examples of diamonds that have sufficient levels of 
impurity to totally change the colour. The fact that the impurity atoms absorb discrete 
wavelengths of light means that the colour of a diamond is a very good indicator as to the 
impurity that lies within its crystal structure. However, care must be taken, as the colour of 
the diamond seen by the eye may be a mix of several different colours emanating from 
within the crystal. As a general guide, nitrogen absorbs blue/green light, making the 
diamond a yellow colour (the Tiffany diamond) and boron absorbs yellow/red light making 
the diamond blue (the Hope diamond). It is possible to have diamonds with virtually any 
colour and it is often possible to change the colour of a stone by bombarding it with 
radiation or via heat treatments. It is important to note that not all colours exhibited in 
diamond are due to impurity atoms, some colours are due to defects such as vacancies and 
dislocations, others are due to a combination of impurity and defect. Other colours, such as 
pink and brown are, as yet unexplained, although they are linked with plastic deformation. 
It is also important to note that the absence of any colour within the stone is not a 
guarantee that there are no impurity atoms present. 
There are two main groupings of impurity atoms in diamond. The fIrst group 
consists of H, N, a and S. These elements are relatively common in both natural and 
synthetic diamonds and have concentrations of up to 1000ppm. The second group 
contains B, Mg, AI, Si, S, Ca, Ag, Ba, and the transition metals. These are usually found in 
concentrations of O.1ppm to 100ppm (Bibby, 1982). The nature and concentration of 
impurities depends heavily on the history of the diamonds themselves. It is not uncommon 
to fInd that diamonds from the same kimberlite pipe or alluvial deposit have very similar 
impurity contents. In this way, it is possible to determine where a particular natural stone 
originated. This is can also be applied to synthetic diamonds, where impurity contents are 
strictly monitored during the synthesis process. In fact, impurity elements are crucial to the 
synthesis of diamond as they dictate the growth rate and habit of the flnal product. 
However, there is always a residual concentration of impurities left inside the crystal and 
certain companies prefer to use different impurities. Therefore the type, nature and 
2H 
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population of impurities are indicators not only to the growth history of the stone but also 
the manufacturer. 
Nitrogen: 
By far the most significant impurity in diamond is nitrogen, as it is the most 
abundant and the marker for the current classification of diamond types. Nitrogen also 
dictates the properties of diamond such as the thermal, electrical and, as will be shown, the 
mechanical properties. The three main forms that nitrogen takes up in the lattice are the 
single substitutional (Charette, 1961 and Dyer et al, 1965), the A and the B defect. Each 
defect has a characteristic infrared absorption spectrum from which the concentration of 
each can be found. Figure 2.1 shows typical infrared absorption spectra taken from 
diamonds containing A, Band C defects, labelled a, band c respectively 
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Figure 2.1. Graph showing the characteristic absorption peaks created by nitrogen defects within the diamond 
lattice. (a) A centre, (b) B centre (c) C centre. 
Over the years there has been much deliberation as to the correct absorption 
coefficient to use when calculating nitrogen defect concentrations from the heights of the 
absorption peaks. The coefficient of absorption for the single substitutional nitrogen defect 
at 1130 cm"! was determined by Sobolev (1969) and later conf.tnned by Chrenko et al 
(1971). The A centre coefficient at 1282 cm"! was established by Kaiser and Bond (1959) 
and Lightowlers and Dean (1964) and the B centre, also at 1282 cm"t, by Sobolev et al 
---------------------------------------------------------
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(1972) and Burgemeister (1980). The final values as calculated by Collins (1980) and Woods 
et al (1990a,b) are shown in table 2.2. 
Nitrogen type Peak Position (em-I) Concentration (ppm/ em-I) 
A centre 1282 17.5 
B centre 1282 103.8 
Single 1130 22 
Table 2_2_ The coefficients used to calculate nitrogen concentrations from IR absorption spectra. 
The single substitutional nitrogen atom is observed in most HPHT samples but 
only rarely in natural samples, although it is commonly seen in the coats of coated stones 
(Faulkner et aI, 1965). The nitrogen is preferentially incorporated into different growth 
sectors in HPHT diamonds, with {111} sectors having about twice as much nitrogen as 
{001} sectors and {Oll} virtually none at all (Strong and Chrenko, 1971 and Burns et aI, 
1990). There is some evidence though, that nitrogen take-up by growth sectors is 
dependent on the synthesis temperature (Satoh et at, 1990). Careful observation of a single 
growth sector reveals that the nitrogen content within it is not constant. It can be seen that 
the nitrogen concentration varies as the synthesis capsule temperature varies. The nitrogen 
take-up concentration is so sensitive that the small fluctuations in temperature that are part 
of the normal control programme of the equipment are enough to produce a banded 
nitrogen concentration structure within individual growth sectors. Figure 2.2 shows a 
cathodoluminescence (CL) micrograph of an HPHT sample in which the synthesis process 
has been interrupted and then returned to its original parameters. The dark line in the 
sample coincides with the point at which the interruption was made and FTIR 
measurements showed that it was higher in nitrogen content (Burns and Davies, 1992). The 
nitrogen banding due to the synthesis cycle can also be seen, as the intensity of the green 
luminescence is related to the concentration of H3 defects which is related to the overall 
nitrogen concentration (Woods and Lang, 1975). 
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Figure 2.2. Cathouolurruncsccnce micrograph o f the {OOl} face of a syntheoc HPHT diamond, howing the 
dominance of the cubic growth ector (green), the variation of nitrogen uptake (related to green intensity) 
and the box formaoon deliberately introduced by briefly altering the growth cycle (Burns et aI, 1999). 
It is po iblc to aggrcgate ingle ub tituti nal nitrogen int A centre by subjecting 
the cry tal to about 5 J Pa of pre ur and a temperature above 1700° (Da ie e/ ai, 1976, 
hrenko and trong, 1977 and atoh e/ of 1990). The aggregation rate of ingle 
ub titutional nitrogen to A centre al 0 d pend n the growth ctor, with the {111} 
se tors havin g a higher aggregation rate than {1 OO} sect r . The aggregation rate i 
enhanced by th ' pre ence of vacancie, produ d by 2 MeV electron. llowing 
irradiation, a I )wer temperature i need d £ r aggregation and the rate is incr a ed (C llin 
198 ). 
The A entre, whi h i the m t c mmon nitrogen centre in natural diam nd , is 
omprised of ncar 'st neighbour pair f 'ub titutional nitrogen atom lying on a {Ill} 
plan ' (1 avi s, 1976). t\ , with ingle sub tituti nal nitrogen it is pos_ ibl to aggregate A 
cntr into B ent res. T hi aggregati n i thought t happen ia the diffusion of A entre 
rath ' r than the di s luti)J1 o f A 'ntr ', into ingle nitrogen atom and ub quent 
diffusion ( I ~ an" 1982). 
Th · B entre 1. th ught to nit of four ub tituti nal nitrogen atom, 
tctrah dral y arrang 'c.l around a vaCan y (van yk and Loub r, 1980). TR abs rpti n 
spectra sh )\ ing B 'ntr ' < I sorption ar usually ac mpanied b y an th r absorption peak 
knO\: n as the B p 'ak, £ und t err ' pond to platelet ( b lev e/ ai, 196 ). Platel t ar 
mi ros opi planar defc ts, seen in cle tro n micro copy, whi h ar rient d al ng {OOl} 
plan ·s. h)l1o\! 1I1g t nn 'aJjng xp rim nt ,Evan and Phaal (1962) ugg t d that plat let 
arc nitrog ' n containing. 11m 'vcr, de pit , a numb r of imaginati e model and senou 
cxp 'rimental obse l ati n , the nature of the platcl t is till unci ar. D ripti n of th 
nitre g 'n an I other impurity o mplc e with th 'ir z ro phon n line cmissi n frequencie 
arc giv 'n in table 2.3. 
Name Description Absorption 
peak (em-I) 
N centre Single substitutional, paramagnetic nitrogen atom 1130, 1344 
A Centre Two adjacent substitutional nitrogen atoms 1282 
B centre 
Four adjacent substitutional nitrogen atoms around a 
1282 
vacancy 
B' centre Platelet 1365 
Carbon interstitial 1531 
C centre Nitrogen interstitial 1450 
Single, uncompensated substitutional boron atom 2802 
Carbon-hydrogen bond 3107, 1405 
Table. 2.3. Defect centre descriptions and absorption peak positions. 
Hydrogen, boron and other impurities: 
Not excluding the elements found in inclusions, the other main impurities in 
diamonds are hydrogen, oxygen, boron and solvent/metal catalysts. Hydrogen and oxygen 
have been found in the lattice with concentrations up to tOOOppm (Hudson and Tsong, 
1977). There is some evidence that hydrogen is bonded within the crystal (Chrenko tl ai, 
1967 and Runciman and Carter, 1971), probably as a carbon hydrogen bond, although 
there is some conjecture that it may be a nitrogen hydrogen bond or a methene group. In 
general, it is not easy to detect either oxygen or hydrogen, but there are many ongoing 
experiments to understand these impurities better (Sellschop, t 992). Absorption features 
connected with hydrogen have not been found in HPHT synthetic diamond, but have been 
observed in CVD (Bi tl ai, 1990). 
Although there has not been a lot of investigation into the effect of hydrogen on 
the properties of diamond, a considerable amount of work has been done on metals and on 
the diamond cubic structured semiconductors such as silicon and germanium. It is widely 
accepted that nascent hydrogen embrittles metals, either through phase transformations, 
hydrogen enhanced plasticity or by the weakening of grain boundaries (Myers tl ai, 1992). 
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The mechanism of hydrogen enhanced local plasticity or HELP (Beachem, 1972) of metals 
has led to an understanding of the lowering of the yield stress and ultimately premature 
fracture via the process of increased dislocation interaction (Birnbaum, et aI, 1974 and 
Lynch, 1986). More relevantly, hydrogen has been found to affect the properties of single 
crystal silicon. It has been shown that hydrogen can compensate both n-type semi-
conducting dopants (pankove et aI, 1983, 1984) and p-type (Bergman et aI, 1988). It also 
affects the mechanical properties of silicon. Corbett et al (1989) showed that hydrogen 
causes embrittlement at low temperatures, whilst Zhang and Haasen (1989) have shown 
that it affects the brittle-ductile transition. It has also been seen that hydrogen aids 
dislocation motion at elevated temperatures (Kisielowski-Kemmerich et aI, 1990). 
Considering that diamond behaves in a similar way to most other materials in its class, 
there is no reason to believe that it will be different in its response to hydrogen. If this is 
the case, then hydrogen may be one of the most important property changing impurities 
found in diamond. Greater understanding of the role of this element will be fundamental 
to controlling the mechanical properties of diamond. 
Another important impurity element in diamond is boron. This is because, when 
uncompensated by nitrogen, boron makes diamond a p-type semi-conductor. Only small 
quantities of boron are needed to produce semi-conducting diamond. Studies by 
Lightowlers and Collins (1976) and Sells chop et al (1977) have indicated that concentrations 
of only 0.02ppm are sufficient to produce effects and concentrations above 0.5ppm are 
sufficient to cause a visible blue colouration (Chrenko, 1973). The fact that substitutional 
nitrogen compensates the effect of boron means that semi-conducting diamond must be 
virtually impurity free. As with nitrogen, boron is incorporated into HPHT diamond 
inhomogeneously, i.e. the boron concentration in each growth sector is dependent on the 
nitrogen concentration within that growth sector (Kanda et al 1989). A schematic 
representation of the uncompensated boron uptake in different growth sectors can be seen 
in figure 2.3, where NA represents the concentration of boron acceptors and No represents 
the concentration of nitrogen donors. Therefore NA-NO is the concentration of 
uncompensated boron, provided that NA > No and is the point at which the diamond will 
become semi-conducting. 
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Figure 2.3. The Kanda diagram showing the preferential boron-nitrogen concentration in different growth 
sectors. 
Metal / solvent catalysts such as the group VIII transition metals, are commonly 
used to catalyse the growth of diamond via the reconstitution method. Work by Loubser 
and van Rynefeld (1966) and Collins and Spear (1982, 1983) has shown that of all of the 
possible solvent catalysts, it is only nickel that is incorporated into the lattice as a single 
substitutional impurity. Collins et al (1990) subsequently showed that nickel is only 
incorporated into octahedral growth sectors. 
Inclusions: 
Natural diamonds often contain impurities that reflect their origin. Rather than as 
dispersed singular impurities, these impurities tend to aggregate into microscopic 
inclusions. These can be either included within the crystal from " birth" or be forced into 
the diamond via fractures. From a geological viewpoint the ftrst type are very important as 
they provide a microscopic snapshot of the conditions of synthesis. Inclusions in natural 
diamond are also a good indication as to the country of origin of the diamond. 
Synthetic HPHT diamonds also contain varying amounts of inclusions depending 
on the quality of the product. They usually comprise graphite or amorphous carbon that 
has not transformed or combinations of carbon and solvent/ metal catalyst that were 
trapped. For aesthetic and mechanical reasons, steps are taken to minimise the number and 
size of these inclusions and as the HPHT technique is developed, they are becoming less 
numerous. 
Nanoscopic (1-10nm) sized octahedral features have been seen in some natural 
diamonds. Study of these features revealed that they were relatively empty, so the term 
voidite was coined (Stephenson, 1978 and Barry et at, 1987). The content of the voidites is 
-----------------
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still under discussion but it is thought that they contain nitrogen in some format, maybe as 
ammonia (Hirsch et aI, 1986). 
2.3 Defects 
There are several categories into which defects can be placed, such as point, line, 
volume or optical. The most basic of defects is the point defect and most basic point defect 
is the neutral vacancy. In diamond, the neutral vacancy is known as the GR1 centre, 
whereas a vacancy with a negative associated charge is known as a ND 1 centre. Vacancies 
are formed during the crystal solidification process by lattice vibration causing 
displacement of carbon atoms (i.e. vacancy plus interstitial) or by the movement and 
interaction of dislocations. In comparison to the C centre, the neutral vacancy is highly 
mobile. The migration energy for the GR1 is 1.7-1.gev (Bernholc et aI, 1988) and is mobile 
at temperatures above 800°C (Collins, 1980). In contrast, the single substitutional nitrogen 
defect is relatively stable, having an energy of diffusion of 2.6ev-Sev (Chrenko et aI, 1977 
and Evans and Qi, 1982) and is only mobile at temperatures above 1600°C. Using a semi-
empirical method, Mainwood (1994) was able to show that vacancies were likely to aid 
nitrogen migration. She calculated that the energy of migration of nitrogen atoms via 
substitutional sites was 6.3ev whilst the activation energy was lowered to 4.5ev for vacancy 
assisted migration. 
There are many other defects observed in diamond, most attributed to nitrogen 
vacancy interactions, which can be produced by a combination of radiation damage and 
annealing or by plastic deformation. There is evidence that some of the more complex 
defects are incorporated into the lattice at the time of growth, e.g. the H3 (N-V-N) defect 
in HPHT diamond (Dodge, 1986). When a defect either emits or absorbs incident radiation 
it is known as an optical defect. The optical centre associated with a nitrogen vacancy pair 
(N-V centre) is of particular interest to this work as it is associated with plastic deformation 
(Brookes, E.J. et aI, 1993). The trapping of a vacancy by a substitutional nitrogen atom can 
produce two distinct zero phonon lines (ZPL) , one at 1.945ev and the other at 2.945ev 
(575nm centre). The 1.945ev centre has a neutral charge state whilst the 575nm centre has 
a negative one. Both are also associated with radiation damage and subsequent annealing 
(Davies, 1976). A list of the most abundant optical defects, together with their descriptions 
and ZPL absorption peak values is listed in table 2.4. 
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Zero phonon line 
Name Description 
(eV) (run) 
N3 Three nitrogen atoms around a vacancy 2.985 415.2 
GR1 Neutral vacancy 1.673 740.9 
ND1 Negative vacancy 3.150 393.5 
H3 A centre plus a vacancy 2.463 503.2 
H2 Negatively charged H3 1.257 986.1 
1.945 C centre plus a vacancy 1.945 637.3 
575 Neutral C centre plus a vacancy 2.156 574.9 
Table. 2.4. Defect centres with luminescence zero phonon line positions. 
The most basic line defect is the dislocation. Although diamond is considered to be 
an almost perfectly brittle material (I:e. no dislocation mobility at room temperature) 
dislocations are observed in diamonds. In general, diamond exhibits the same number of 
grown in dislocations as any other covalently bonded crystal with the exception of natural 
type IIa diamonds. Natural type IIa diamonds tend to have a dense, polygonized 
dislocation structure. The reason for this is unknown, but it is thought that either the lack 
of nitrogen as an impurity makes the crystal more easily deformed or that the growth 
conditions were different. Dislocations introduced via deformation processes are described 
in greater detail later. 
2.4 Luminescence 
Most diamonds, when irradiated with UV light, lasers, x-rays or electrons 
luminesce. When they luminesce because of bombardment by light or x-rays, it is known as 
photoluminescence and when it is due to electrons it is known as cathodoluminescence. 
The emitted radiation can be of any wavelength longer than the exciting radiation and is 
due to the absorption and re-emission from the diamond itself and from some defects. 
This phenomenon is used extensively in the recovery of diamond from rock in mines 
where X rays are used as the exciting radiation. By recording the emission spectra, the 
structure (Raman), state or defect content (PL) of a diamond can be evaluated. 
Luminescence of diamond has also been observed when polishing diamond under certain 
conditions. The effect of tribo-Iuminescence on the polishing rate of diamond and on the 
fInal product itself is still under investigation (Chapman, 1999). 
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Photoluminescence: 
Photoluminescence (PL) studies are relatively simple, as all that is needed is a light 
source and a collector, although most studies have to be carried out at very low 
temperatures. PL techniques have the advantage in that the exciting radiation produces a 
spectrum of scattered transmitted light that can be used for Raman investigation. Raman 
(1928) noticed that frequency-shifted lines in the scattered, transmitted light spectra of a 
transparent object were independent of the exciting radiation. This meant that the 
frequency shift was a characteristic of the material under observation. Further 
experimentation established the relationship between the Raman spectrum of a substance 
and its vibrational and rotational frequencies. However, it is only with the advent of 
suitable instrumentation (the laser and CCD camera) that the Raman scattering technique 
has been realised as a tool for investigating the structure of materials. Raman lines that are 
shifted to longer wavelengths are known as Stokes lines and those shifted to shorter 
wavelengths are known as anti-Stokes lines. The energy difference represented by the shift 
in frequency is related to the frequency of the vibrational state. The position and sharpness 
of the Raman line is related to the degree of crystallinity of the scattering medium. 
Therefore, the exact position of the Raman spectrum lines can be used as an indication of 
magnitude and orientation of residual stress within the lattice whilst the line widths are an 
indication of the degree of perfection of the crystal structure. In diamond, the Raman line 
at 1332cm-t wavenumbers is used for investigation purposes. The nature of the exciting 
radiation in PL means that the beam can be focused at any point within the bulk of the 
crystal to gain spectra, without too much loss. Figure 2.4 shows a PL spectrum taken from 
a HPHT sample, the Raman, H3 and 1.945ev centre peaks are indicated along with the 
expected position of the 575nm centre peak. 
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Figure 2.4. PL emission spectrum showing the principal Raman line and the H3, 575nm and 1.945ev centre 
absorption peaks (514.5nm Ar ion laser) 
Cathodoluminescence: 
The emission of light due to incident electron irradiation is known as 
cathodoluminescence eCL) and is most commonly utilised in the phosphor coatings on the 
back of television and VDU screens. The energy produced is due to the recombination of 
electron-hole pairs that are created when the material is bombarded with the electrons. This 
phenomenon is generally seen in materials that have discrete band gaps, such as diamond. 
For diamond and many other ceramics, the band gap strUcture means that band gap 
transitions produce photon emission with wavelengths in the visible range. The presence of 
dislocations or impurity atoms in the lattice can introduce localised defect states into the 
band gap strUcture causing the wavelengths of the produced photons to change. If the 
photon emission is due to a fundamental band gap transition, then it is known as an 
intrinsic emission. Conversely, if the photon emission is due to electron transitions that are 
only possible in the presence of impurity atoms, dislocations etc, then it is known as 
extrinsic. The low penetrative ability of electrons means that CL is only a surface 
phenomenon. It is still however, a very useful technique as it can be used to excite large 
areas and can be incorporated into a scanning electron microscope (SEM). As with PL, 
great care must be taken with CL when making quantitative measurements of defect 
concentrations. The intensity of the emitted light is affected by the energy of the incident 
electrons and is a competitive process, i.e., the measured intensity due to a specific defect 
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can be affected by other defect in the vicinity of the emitting centre being mea 'ured. For 
this rea on, CL 1S u. ed, mainly as a qualitative rather than quantitati"e tool. 
CL has been a ,-ery u eful tool in the investigation of the growth history of 
diamond. This is becau e the different impurity make-up of each growth sector emits very 
different col urs. In synthetic HPHT diamonds, for instance, the cubic growth sector 
lumine ces bnght grecn, {Oll} teell' blue, {113} light blue and the octahedral growth 
ector docs not lurrune ' ce ~'ood ~ and Lang, 1975). CL is also dependent on temperature 
(Burns e/ ai, 1990). At temperature' of about 90K the {110} growth sectors change from a 
teely blue colour to not lumlOescing at all. Thi · effect can be seen in figure 2.5, where two 
~L lffiage ' of the arne {11 O} -lice of a HPHT diamond have been taken at different 
temperature,> but otherwise exact experimental conditions. The green colour associated 
With the cubic growth ~cctor ' is attributed to the H3 defect and i polarised due to the 
preferential oncntauon f H3 centres as they are incorporated during growth (Dodge, 
(b) 
l ' l~llre 2.1). ( alhoJojlll11l1lesCct1{l tOj1ograph of a {IIO} sheed HPHT synthette dIamond vIewed at dIfferent 
Irl11pnalUTrs (a) 29()K and (h) (JOI\.. (taken from Burns, 1990). 
2.5 Synthct1c DIamond (lIPI rl) 
The 111'1 n s\l1thl'"is of ulan1olH..I was devclopeu following the calculation of the 
dlamol1d glaphtle etlullthrtum line Berman and Simon (1955). Figure 2.4 sh ws the 
SllnOIl Berman (.'llllllthnllm 11I1l', where graphite is stable below it and diamond above. 
:-'upcnmpn"l'tl ()nto tht· diagram IS th ' melting line of nickel and carbon. Th shaded region 
Intil alc" t1H: dlam()nd growlh reglmc. The production of large synthetic single crystal' i 
\ 1a the n:u)l1"riltll1()1l te hl1ltlue (Burns and Da\'ics, 1992). This method involves dissolving 
a . rbon sour l' (usually graphltC or dIamond powder and all wing it t precipitate ut 
under onditions where diamond IS the rnost stable carbon allotrope. Reconstitution i 
facilitated by usmg a temperature gradient in ide the cap ule and by providing the 
precipitating diamond with a nucleation ite, in the form of a eed cry tal. or the 
production of large synthetic cry tals, diamond powder i the preferred carbon ource, a It 
does not produce a volume change in the cap ule upon conver ion. In additi n lvent / 
metal cataly tare u ed to aid the melting and ub equent re-cry talli ation of diam nd by 
lowering the condition needed for graphite to diamond conver ion. The HPHT 
equipment is u ually referred to a the belt apparatu (Hall, 19 ). lthou h it i clear that 
the apparatus currently u ed i based on the belt apparatu It 1 aim t certain that the 
companies involved in producing large ynthetic cry tal have de eloped it but n t 
publi hed, for commercial rea on . In general, the lvent/ metal cataly t are c mplexe f 
iron-cobalt-nickel or mangane e-nickel. The exact lvent m tal catal t u ed i depend nt 
on the final re ult required and the ynthesi conditi nand i a c mm rcial ecr t. f r this 
work, no attempt wa made to cla ify the ample by identificati n f the 
cataly t used a it wa felt that it would not affect th re ult . 
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nt m tal 
Th morph 1 gy f ynthctic (HP I di m nd i urul r 1) n turi I ,liam )11(.1 III 
that it i dependent on the c nditi n of gr wth, I ut lend to b' ul () } t. h ·d ral In hal it 
rather than ct -d d cah dral. The xact r a' n r thj<; 1<; 'lull und 'r diS u'>'>lon I ut Ih ' 
cubic nature f HPHT diam nd make them paw ul rl us - til Jr m )nollthl IOcluslr1( I 
purp s s, as th y requir littl fini run}. Th ' r lati n: hlp b 't\! "n th' ubi 00 I gro th 
and octah dral {111} r wth dep ncl n th I ' nt m 't 1 < t, Iys t, th ' S 11th 'siS 
temperatur and th rutr n c nt nt (figur 2.7). In g -n -r 1, th - hlgh'r th · I1ltt t ' n 
content, the m r d minant th cubic th o , th d ithlO th . 
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it offers fivc {001} faces on which to grow (the SL'(th is attached to the seed pad). In 
between cach of these {001} sectors there is an interconnecting sector, usually of {lll} or 
{llO} habit but {113} sectors have been reported. No two sectors of ci1C samc habit 
touch; thcre is always a layer with different habit in between, although it is sometime very 
small. The three dimensional nature of the growth, coupled with the competitive growth of 
the {OOl} and {111} sectors, means that the growth sectoring of a stone can be very 
complicated. A the stone grows away from the eed the sectoring becomes simpler a 
certain sectors are overgrown and annihilated. Once removed from the reaction cell, the 
diamonds are cleaned and the seeds removed. If enough of the reconstituted diamond is 
rem ved with the seed, the re ult is a crystal that consists, almost exclusively, of {111} and 
{OOl} sectors. If the synthe i conditions arc favourable, it i possible to produce stones 
that arc almo t exclusively {OOl} growth ectors. 
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l'igurt: 2.7 ShowlI1g the syntheSIS rempnature dcpcnut:l1ce of growth sectors in synthetic uiamond for a 
prt:sslire of 'i. 'iC Pa. Where ( \ ) represents a syntheSIS tcmperature of 1350°C, (B) 1370°C and (C) 1400°c:. 
Diagrams show {OO1 } growth sectors (shaded) and {Ill} sectors (unshaued) for a {11 O} cross scctHlIl. 
The main reason why diamond has such exceptional mechanical properties is thc 
(, C honding. There arc many materials that have C- bonds within their structure, but it is 
the tetrahedral forrnallon of the C-C bonds in diamond that allow ' it to exhibit the C-
bond strength in all din:ctlot1S. For example, graphite also ha ' -C bonds, but it has three 
C C bonds in a trigonal planar formation with the extra valency electron fornung a \ an der 
\'\.'aals bond. The trtgonal planar bonds form shect· of twO dimensional, hexagonaly 
b{)llded carbon atoms Wilh the van der Waals bonds providing the bonds berween 
succeSSI\ e sheets. [\Ithough a Single sheet of graphite may exhibit \'cry high strength 
propl'ftles, the fact thal the "heets arc free to glide over one another makcs graphite, 
macrosLOplcally speaking, a soft material. ] n diamond, however, all four valence electrons 
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form covalent bonds. The small size of the carbon atoms means that C-C bond has 
virtually the perfect tetrahedral bond angle, also that the bond is very short (O.1SSnm). This 
means that carbon can form a tetrahedral arrangement with virtually full theoretical 
strength, enhanced by the length of the bonds. This arrangement produces a crystal in 
which the bonds are very stiff and difficult to break, which in tum, means that the elastic 
modulus is very high and dislocation movement very difficult. The same effect, but to a 
lesser extent (as they are larger atoms), can be seen in the crystalline forms of the elements 
that are in the same period group as carbon, such as silicon and germanium. 
The extreme stiffness and hardness produced in diamond, however, means that this 
atomic structure is very brittle. The energy to produce a crack is equal to the energy needed 
to create the two new surfaces, i.e. there is little or no energy lost to plastic behaviour. The 
crystal periodicity of diamond means that fracture in diamond is anisotropic, with cleavage 
occurring predominantly on the {Ill} plane, although under the suitable conditions, 
cleavage has been produced on other planes (Field 1992a). A list of the relevant mechanical 
properties of diamond is given in table 2.5. 
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Property Symbol Value 
Density p 3520 Kgm-3 
Refractive Index 11 2.417 
Young's Modulus E 1141 GPa 
Shear Modulus G 507 GPa 
Bulk Modulus K 442GPa 
Tensile Strength cr 300Kgmm-2 
Compressive Strength S 8.84 GPa 
Poisson's Ratio (Isotropic) v 0.07 
{111} Cleavage Energy y 
Stress Intensity Factor K1C 3.4-5 MNm-3/ 2 
BDTI 
Thermal Conductivity (293K) (IIa) 2000-2200 
(Ia) 600-1000 
Thermal Expansion (293K) 0.8xl0-6 
Electrical Resistivity (IIa-Ia) >1014 
(IIb) 0.1-10 
Table. 2.5. Properties of diamond (Field, 1992b) 
Hardness testing: 
The concept of the hardness of a material was fIrst used by Mohs who ranked 
various substances based on which could scratch which. Mohs devised a scale of 1 to 10 
and gave each mineral a number. Any mineral with a higher number was able to scratch a 
mineral with a lower number. The scale is not linear as the gap between the number nine 
material (corundum) and the number ten material (diamond) is much greater than the gap 
between the number nine material and the ftrst one (talc). The scale does, however, take 
into account many of the available materials of the time and was a useful guide to relative 
hardness. 
The concept of hardness as a material property is a diffIcult proposition, as the 
hardness of a material depends on the type of test used and the conditions under which it 
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was done. For example, it has since been shown that, given the right experimental 
conditions, materials on the Mohs scale are capable of scratching each other, irrespective of 
their ranking. The concept of hardness is really the concept of the ability of a material to 
withstand plastic deformation by whatever means and as such, is probably not a true 
material property. The difficulty of defining such a mixed property with precision has led 
to standardising of techniques for measuring hardness. 
The main techniques used today are based on forcing a shaped indenter into a flat 
surface of the specimen, under a known normal load. The hardness is a function of size of 
the depression that is created. There are several popular shapes of indenter in use, each 
having advantages and disadvantages. The Brinell and Rockwell tests both use hardened 
balls whereas the Vickers, Knoop and Berkovich methods use polished, pyramidal shaped 
diamonds. Here, discussion is restricted to the use of the diamond indenter methods, as 
these are the only ones capable of measuring the hardness of diamond itself. Another 
consideration, when performing hardness tests, is that there is a constant relationship 
between the area of the indentation and the load. For an indentation to be geometrically 
similar, irrespective of its depth, the indenter must have a high ratio between the load and 
the indentation radius, with the perfect ratio being infInity. This is achieved by an ideal 
cone. As such, sharp tipped indenters, such as those used in diamond indenters have a high 
ratio, whereas ball shaped indenters have a low one. 
The Vickers, Knoop, and Berkovich methods utilise a diamond that is polished to a 
sharp point, such that there is geometric similarity in the indentations. The Vickers method 
uses a square based pyramidal diamond with faces polished at an included angle of 136°. 
The Knoop indenter also uses a square based pyramidal indenter but with one diagonal 
seven times longer than the other. The angle between the faces on the long diagonal is 
172°30' and 130° for the short diagonal. The Berkovich indenter on the other hand is a 
triangular based pyramidal indenter with a 65° angle between each facet and its axis. The 
Knoop indenter is favoured over the Vickers indenter in situations where cracking is likely 
or where surface properties are required. This is because the geometry of the Knoop 
indenter reduces the likelihood of cracking and also penetrates less deeply into the bulk of 
the sample. The Berkovich indenter is preferred for nano indentations, as its geometry 
produces a single sharp point rather that a chisel edge making it easier to manufacture. 
Other than geometric similarity, there are a great number of factors that can affect 
the calculated value of hardness. From the graph of hardness versus load for the {001} 
plane of diamond shown in fIgure 2.8, it can clearly be seen that the hardness value 
increases as the load decreases. This phenomenon is known as the indentation size effect 
(ISE) and several explanations have been forwarded. Khruschov and Berkovich (1951) 
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hypothesised that sample preparation techniques, such as polishing, leave a residual 
hardened layer. As the load is reduced, the proportion of the indentation lying within this 
zone will be increased thereby increasing the measured hardness. Burnand (1974) 
hypothesised that it was due to the nature of the slip associated with the deformed zone. 
He calculated that if the distances between the slip bands were smaller for lower loads, then 
this would produce more strain and therefore work hardening. It was found that the ISE is 
most significant below loads of 20N and that it has a greater effect as the intrinsic hardness 
of the specimen increases (Brookes, 1979). Another reason for the ISE may be that as the 
load is reduced the sampled specimen area is correspondingly reduced. As this happens it is 
more likely that the sampled material is defect free and as such will require increasing 
values of stress to initiate deformation (Brookes, 1984). A quantitative model produced by 
Bull et al (1989) showed that the ISE was due to the recovery of the elastic component of 
deformation within the deformed zone, which decreased the size of the measured 
indention. 
The load is not the only factor that can affect the measured hardness. The type or 
indenter used also plays a part in the final result, although this effect is not as strong as in 
the ISE. The geometry of the indenter can often give different results, as the sides of the 
indenter create shear stresses that, when resolved, act in particular directions. 
Room temperature hardness of diamond: 
Although indentation hardness experiments have been carried out on diamond 
since just after the Second World War, surprisingly little data is available. This is mainly 
because a suitable indenter material is not available for indenting diamond. What data there 
is, however, is contradictory, with values of between 60- 300GPa being quoted for the 
{DOl} plane. Figure 2.8 shows a summary of hardness data for the {DOl} plane of natural 
diamond obtained using different loads. For simplicity, it is assumed that the hardness 
values are independent of the type of indenter used or its orientation. As can be seen from 
the graph, all of the data so far collected of the indentation hardness of diamond was made 
at loads below the recognised level where the ISE becomes critical. Whatever the reason 
for the indentation size effect, it is clear that care must be taken when choosing the 
indentation load and when comparing different sets of data. 
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Figure 2.8. Graph of hardness versus load for the {001} plane of natural diamond. 
The indentation hardness anisotropy of diamond was [lIst reported by Semenova et 
al (1969) where different crystallographic planes were indented. It was found that {111} 
planes were significantly harder than {001} planes. During this work the specific 
orientation of the indenter on the surface was not recorded and it was later determined that 
it is of considerable significance. In 1971 Brookes carried out a detailed investigation into 
the anisotropy of crystals and determined that it was intrinsic to all crystals and due to the 
different active slip systems and their orientation to the facets of the indenter. Later 
Brookes (1979) reported that the <100> and <110> directions on the {DOl} plane 
exhibited significant hardness anisotropy in type Ia diamond, with the < 11 0> direction 
being harder. 
Hardness of diamond at elevated temperatures: 
It has been shown by several authors (Loladze et a4 1967, Brookes, 1979, Evans 
and Sykes, 1974, Trefllov et al1975 and Novikov etal, 1991 and 1994) that the hardness of 
diamond decreases uniformly with increasing temperature. At some point (-150Q°C) the 
rate decrease in hardness starts to level out, as shown in figure 2.9 (Borisenko et aI, 1973). 
The reason for the initial linear decrease in hardness is due to the increasing amount of 
dislocation activity. It is thought that the increase in dislocation activity is due to the 
increased temperature aiding the dislocations to overcome the Peierls barrier, to create 
laminar flow. The ease of dislocation movement aids the lattice to flow thereby creating a 
larger indentation and conversely, a lower hardness is measured. The point at which plastic 
deformation becomes significant is usually one half to two thirds of the melting point and 
is an indication as to the brittle ductile transition temperature. Although there is some 
-t() 
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scatter amongst results, significant plastic deformation is only seen at temperatures above 
7500C. At higher temperatures, however, the relationship between hardness and 
temperature ceases to be linear and the rate of decrease in hardness is reduced. This is due 
to the work hardening effect of the dislocations interacting with one another to slow down 
the dislocation movement. Although the measured hardness of diamond is reduced by an 
order of magnitude by raising the temperature from room temperature to 1500°C, the rate 
of softening is not greater than that observed for other materials. The hardness of diamond 
is still expected to be the highest of all materials at any temperature (Brookes, 1992). 
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Figure 2.9. Graph showing the hardness of diamond versus temperature (Borisenko ef ai, 1973) 
The effect of nitrogen content: 
The true nature of the effect of nitrogen content on the mechanical properties of 
diamond has yet to be detennined, despite a wealth of information. It is clear from work 
carried out so far that nitrogen content does have an effect, but that effect has yet to be 
agreed upon. For instance, BokU and Kirova (1975) and later Bokii et at (1979) determined 
that the compressive strength of small synthetic diamonds was decreased by doping with 
nitrogen. Whilst Field (1992) found that although there was some evidence of a drop in 
strength with increasing platelet concentration, there was no deflnite correlation between 
strength and nitrogen concentration. Also, during abrasion resistance testing, Chrenko and 
Strong (1975) noted that there was a decrease by approximately a factor of 10 when the 
nitrogen content of synthetic type Ib diamond was raised from 0.1 ppm to 200ppm, whilst 
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Wilks and Wilks (1982) stated that there was no discernible difference between good 
quality diamonds containing different levels of nitrogen when subjected to abrasion tests. 
Hardness measurements of diamond have been carried out by several research 
groups, with a view to determining the effect of nitrogen content. Brookes (1979) showed 
that nitrogen-containing diamond was significantly softer than those containing little or no 
nitrogen but large dislocation networks (IIa). Novikov and Dub (1992) stated that the 
fracture toughness of types la and lb diamonds, as measured from Vickers indentations 
was similar. Sumiya e/ al (1997) and M.iyoshi (1998) have stated that the hardness of natural 
type Ia and synthetic type lb diamond is decreased as nitrogen content is increased, but 
with type la diamond being harder than the type lb. They also stated that there was 
considerable hardness anisotropy, with tOOl} <100> being the hard direction, but that the 
anisotropy is reversed in type IIa samples. 
The apparent contradiction in the results between the various groups may be due to 
the inhomogeneous nature of the samples that were tested. It is likely that it is not just the 
simple case of nitrogen concentration, but the fact that nitrogen type, position and 
experimental temperature could affect results. Th.is is probably exacerbated by the presence 
of dislocation networks and the stress/ strain conditions. However, with large, good quality 
synthetic diamond routinely being produced, a better understanding of the effect of 
impurity elements in terms of their modification of mechanical properties is now possible. 
2,7 Plastic Deformation 
Before discussing the plastic deformation of diamond, it is prudent to describe the 
structure of diamond in greater detail. Diamond is made up from carbon, which has a 
valency of four. In the case of diamond, each carbon atom is bonded to another carbon 
atom (assuming no impurities) in a tetrahedral formation (figure 2.10). The distance 
between the atoms 0.155nm with a bond angle of 109.5°. When viewing the diamond 
lattice in the traditional unit cell form, it can be seen that diamond produces two 
interpenetrating F.e.c. cubes offset from on another byl /4 [111] (figure 2.11). 
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0.155nm \ 
Figure 2.10. Tetrahedral arrangement of diamond. 
a 
Figure 2.11. Arrangement of the diamond cubic unit cells. 
The F.C.C. structure of diamond means that the slip system is {111}<110>, i.e. the 
closest packed planes and the shortest lattice vector. A dislocation of unit magnitude is 
a/2..J2, where a is length of the edge of the unit cell. There are three types of dislocation 
observed in diamond, those that have d1e burgers vector parallel and perpendicular to the 
dislocation line (screw and edge respectively) and those with the burgers vector at 60° to 
the dislocation line. The dislocations in F.c.c. crystals are able to dissociate into partial 
dislocations with lattice vector a/6 <112>. The diamond cubic structure means that it is 
necessary to distinguish between alternate {111} planes, because the stacking sequence of 
the {111} planes produces two different atom densities in the dislocation direction. The 
alternate planes are known as the glide and shuffle planes. Dislocation activity is generally 
confIned to the glide rather than the shuffle plane as it has the higher atom density (figure 
2.12). 
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Figure 2.12. The diamond cubic structure showing the glide and shuffle planes. 
Plastic deformation via the twinning mechanism has also been ob erved 1n 
diamond where small diamond crystals were deformed 'at high pte sures and temperature 
(DeVries, 1(75). Subsequent work by Lee et al (1984) led the author to conclude that 
twinning is the dominant mechanism of deformation in diamond, although twin and 
dislocations were not observed at the same time. 
The question of plastic deformation at room temperature ha been raised by everal 
authors, although this would seem to contradict the notion that diam nd is a perfectly 
brittle material at ambient temperatures. In 1955 Howe and T lansky hypothe i ed that 
the raised area around indentations produced at room temperature by a diamond ball, wa 
produced by plastic deformation. Later, Humble and Hannink (1978) c nfrrmed that 
dislocations were produced beneath indentations (Vickers) by u ing tran mis ion electr n 
microscopy. The theory of room temperature pia ticity is u cd to explain hardness 
anisotropy in diamond (Brookes, 1970). 
The observation of the plastic deformation in diamond at elevated tt:mperature i· 
less controversial and now a widely accepted fact. Work cam'd out by "vans and yke' 
(1974) on the mutual indentation of crossed diamond wedges, sh wc.:d th.t ch, m nd w •. 
fully plastic above temperatures of 1850° . Work on the high t mp'raul! fractur> 
toughness, as calculated from Vickers indentations, led ovjkov fl a/ (1993) 0 'tate that 
the brittle -ductile transition temperature of type Ia diamond was d or to 135 0 • Th ' 
development of the soft impresso! technique to produce pia 'tic d· orm, ti n jn eli, m nd in 
a manner that inhibits crack growth, has showo that the brittl ductil tr, n iti n 
temperature (BDT!) for type Ia diamond is in fac cl s'r to 9S 0 
Brookes, .J. 1992). Note that this figure is well below the cony 'otion 1 p int )f th nsct 
of plastic deformation of O.5Tm (Tm :: homologou temperature). Th . cli. p rity in h 
results may be due to the difference in the defInition of plastic deC rmati n u. cd by ach f 
the authors. Another possible explanation stems from the fact that th· critic. 1 r . Iv u 
shear stress for diamond is higher than the stres' neccs ary 0 cau' elc. vag fracture. 
Therefore, in many of the previous investigations, a brittle re 'pon e was bscrv d bcfor' a 
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plastic one. The brittle fracture relieved much of the stress produced that would otherwise 
have been relieved by dislocation movement. The soft impressor technique, however, 
inhibits stress concentrations that cause brittle failure whilst allowing shear stresses to be 
set up that encourage dislocation formation and movement i.e. plastic deformation. Use of 
the soft impressor technique, over a range of temperatures, has led to identification of the 
BDIT for diamond as well as the temperature dependence of the critical resolved shear 
stress. Brookes, E.J. (1992) developed a schematic diagram to represent the effect of 
temperature and pressure on the deformation of diamond (figure 2.13). It can be seen from 
this diagram that there are three distinct regions of deformation, or regimes. Regime I is 
denoted by the purely elastic response to applied load except at pressures high enough to 
exceed the fracture stress, where Hertzian {111} ring cracks are produced. Regime II 
begins at the BDIT, and is a regime where elastic and plastic responses are evident but the 
pressure to produce plastic deformation reduces in a parabolic manner as the temperature 
increases. If cracks are produced in this regime, they tend to lie on {11 O} planes and are 
considered to be produced by dislocation interactions. The onset of regime III is where the 
level of plasticity becomes relatively insensitive to temperature. 
BDIT 
15 --- ---
-----
-----
Hertzian fracture stress 
800 Tempurature(°C) 
Figure 2.13. Schematic diagram showing the brittle-ductile transition of diamond. 
The ejJect of nitrogen content: 
As with the effect of nitrogen on the indentation hardness of diamond, the results 
of th effect of nitrogen on the plastic properties of diamond seems to be contradictory. 
vans and Wild (1965) reported dlat when subjected to three-point bend tests, type laB 
diamond required higher stresses for deformation than type IIa. Mao and Bell (1978) also 
noticed that deformation of high-pressure diamond anvils was a minimum when the 
diamond contained high level of nitrogen and platelets. Conversely Evans and Sykes (1974) 
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reported that under mutual indentation testing type Ila diamond became fully plastic at a 
lower temperature than type Ia (1700° and 1750°c respectively). Brookes E.]. (1992) used 
the soft impressor technique to estimate the brittle-ductile transition of types la, lb and Ila 
diamond. In that work it was reported that whilst the form of the elastic- plastic transition 
was the same for all types of diamond, the temperature for the onset of plasticity (BDTI) 
was different for each type. The BDIT was found to be 770°, 950°, and 1 100°C for types 
Ib, Ia and Ila respectively. In that work it was also shown that an increase in the nitrogen 
concentration of type Ia diamonds reduced the critical resolved shear stress. 
It is clear that the type of nitrogen present, as well as its concentration, plays an 
important role in the plasticity of diamond. It is also clear that great care should be taken 
not to mistake the effect of dislocation networks and platelet concentrations for that of 
dispersed nitrogen concentrations. 
Creep: 
Knoop indentation creep experiments carried out by Harrison (1973) revealed that 
although significant indentation creep was observed at temperatures of 11 oooe and above, 
no creep was observed at room temperature. Time dependant deformation or creep of 
diamond was reported by Evans and Sykes (1974) in experiments where diamond 
octahedra of different types were loaded against each other for different times and 
temperatures (1S00-18S0oq. By measuring the rate of indentation, they found that the 
following Arrhenius relationship applied: 
e-
Q1KT &=a 
where 0' is the tensile stress, E is the strain rate, K is a kinetic constant and T is the 
temperature. By varying the indentation temperatures, they were able to produce values of 
activation energy (Q) of 10.7ev (31RT.J and 14ev (40RT.J for types II and I diamond 
respectively. 
More recently, the soft impressor technique has been used to investigate the 
impression creep properties of single crystal (Brookes E.]., 1992) and polycrystalline 
diamond (Harris, 1997). Again, using the soft impressor technique it was possible to show 
that extensive deformation of diamond is possible at lower temperatures than previously 
thought. In the work by Brookes, E.]. (1992) it was shown that diamond creeps at 
temperatures just above the brittle-ductile transition temperature. This was achieved by 
loading a cubic boron nitride (cBN) cone against the {001} surface of different types of 
diamond. In each case several impressions were made, each with different dwell times (300, 
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1000, 2000 and 3000s) at a constant temperature. The resultant impression volume was 
then calculated using optical interferometry and assuming that the impression volume 
approximated to a truncated cone. The contact area increased, due to creep of the 
impressor material. The depth of the impression continued to increase, due to creep of the 
diamond and as a result, the volume of the material displaced from the impression also 
increased with contact time. The rate of change of volume for a given temperature was 
measured for natural diamond types IIa, la and synthetic HPHT type lb. The experiments 
were repeated for temperatures in the range 800-1400°C. Graphs of volume rate change 
versus reciprocal temperature were plotted and activation energies (Q) taken from the 
slopes of those lines. The activation energies (Q) calculated were 2.92eV (8.48RTJ, 2.8geV 
(8.38RTJ and 1.2eV (3.5RTJ for types IIa, la and lb respectively. 
2.8 Summary 
The notion forwarded by people such as Pliny the elder and Jean Baptist Tavernier 
and perpetuated by the jewellery trade, that diamond is the most perfect of materials and 
has the ability to resist any force, is a fallacy. Although the ultra high properties may make 
diamond seem to have a special status, in reality when the problems posed to 
experimentation by these extreme properties are overcome, diamond is subject to the same 
laws of nature as any other material. This chapter has shown that whilst on a basic level 
diamond is an ultra hard, transparent super lattice of carbon, when a closer look is taken, it 
is more complicated. Diamond is classified by the impurities substituted into its structure 
and also by the state of those impurities. 
The methods for diamond synthesis are now well established and diamond single 
crystals can be produced to a wide variety of specifications. However, the mechanical 
properties, particularly at elevated temperatures are not as dearly understood and there is 
considerable scope for future work. This chapter has looked at diamond with respect to its 
most basic defect structure, i.e. what the defects are and how they are identified. The 
measurement of hardness is outlined and the effect of nitrogen. 
The work in this thesis will show that using the soft impressor technique together 
with studies of luminescence will give information on the state of the carbon lattice and the 
defect interaction after controlled levels of plastic deformation have been introduced. 
Continued experimentation in this field may lead to a better understanding of the 
mechanical limits of diamond, which will in turn will aid with designing diamonds for 
industrial rather than cosmetic use. 
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Chapter 3 
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
3.1 Introduction 
The traditional method for measuring the properties of materials such as hardness, 
toughness and strength is to load the specimen surface with a rigid, diamond or semi-rigid 
spherical indenter and measure the size of the indentation produced. The problem with 
these methods is that they produce large stress concentrations that encourage crack 
formation, which often masks more subtle reactions, such as the onset of plasticity. It was 
shown in 1972, by Brookes and Green, that it was possible to multiply and move fresh 
dislocations in single crystal magnesium oxide as a result of the pressure developed by a 
corneal cone of copper loaded against the surface. This work not only showed that soft 
materials can induce significant deformation in harder materials, but that they can produce 
as much deformation as rigid indenters at stresses significantly lower than the cleavage 
stress. This effect is shown in figure 3.1, where two indentations have been made under 
exactly the same conditions, one using a Vickers indenter and the other using a soft 
impressor at a temperature of 1300°e. It is clear that in both instances significant plastic 
deformation has occurred, however the soft impressor has avoided cracking altogether. 
100f!m 
(a) (b) 
<110> 
t-<OlO> 
Figure 3.1. ptical micrographs of (a) a Vickers indentation and (b) a soft impression made in diamond, at 
1300°C under a load of 115N for dwell time of 300s. 
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Following this discovery, the soft impressor technique was developed and is now used 
to produce a range of levels of deformation in many different materials. The beauty of the 
soft impressor technique is its subtlety. A rigid indenter can only produce a limited, discrete 
range of contact pressures, dependent on the load used. That pressure is often 
accompanied by large stress concentrations, unavoidable due to the geometry of the 
indenter. The soft impressor technique on the other hand can produce a virtually infinite 
range of pressures whilst avoiding any large stress concentrations, the only limitation being 
the choice of materials with which to fabricate the cone. Using this technique is it possible 
to determine the pressure to produce a few dislocations or many thousands and has led to 
the studies of extensive plastic deformation of diamond (Brookes, 1992). As shown in the 
work by the research group in the department of Engineering Design and Manufacture 
(EDM) at the University of Hull, the soft impressor technique is not restricted to static 
loading scenarios. By reciprocating, or rotating the specimen whilst loaded, friction 
experiments can be made. By cycling the applied load to the impressor, fatigue data can be 
gathered and by varying the time that the specimen is under load, the time dependent 
plastic flow or creep characteristics can be determined. The specially designed equipment 
(figure 3.4) also allows the testing environment to be flooded with any chosen atmosphere, 
thereby allowing all of these experiments to be made under inert, corrosive, lubricated 
conditions etc. 
Many techniques have been used in this study to identify the quantity and structure 
of the slip for these experiments, each having varying levels of success. Optical microscopy 
was very useful for gaining an overall view of the deformation, but it was limited when a 
detailed analysis was needed. Interferometry was useful for gaining information on the 
topography of impressions, but could not identify slip or dislocations. Dislocation etching 
exposed slip lines and dislocations, but was of limited use when extensive deformation 
occurred. This was because the etch pits piled up on one another and produced a tangle of 
pits that gave a picture rather like an over exposed photograph. Cathodoluminescence (CL) 
on the other hand was useful because the nitrogen-vacancy (S7Snm) defect decorates 
dislocations (Brookes, E.]. et al. 1993). CL was particularly useful in standard synthetic 
(HTHP) diamond, as a lot of the 575nm defect was produced (due to the high levels of 
nitrogen) and luminesced bright red, whilst the {DOl} growth sector luminesced bright 
green due to the grown-in H3 defect. The overall result was a micrograph displaying bright 
red dislocations on a bright green background, which provided a very good contrast. Like 
standard optical microscopy techniques. however, CL does not reveal dislocations with 
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impunity or in any great detail. Although none of these techniques was perfect, they could 
all be used in conjunction with one another to gain the desired information. For the sake of 
simplicity and brevity, in this report only the technique or techniques that best described 
the desired result were displayed. It can be assumed that all the different techniques were 
applied as part of the investigative process. 
The soft impressor technique: 
The soft impressor technique uses a conical cone with included angle 120°, which 
replaces the usual pyramidal diamond indenter. The fact that the cone is fabricated from a 
material that is softer than the specimen means that upon loading against the surface the 
cone deforms (figure 3.2). The cone continues to flatten until the normal applied load is 
supported quasi-hydrostatically. The degree to which the cone flattens is dependent on the 
hardness of the cone material and independent of the specimen material. The mean 
pressure (P oJ supplied to the specimen is then calculated by determining the area over 
which the cone has flattened out (the contact area) and dividing it into the applied load 
used, i.e. Pm = L/ A, where L is the applied load (N) and A is the contact area between the 
cone and the specimen (m~. The fact that the cone is unconstrained and free to flow 
means that any stress concentrations at the interface and periphery of contact are 
minimised. This reduces the instances of brittle failure. 
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Figure 3.2. The Soft impressor technigue 
When a large depression is formed in the specimen there may be a small 
component whereby the sides of the depression restrict the cone from flattening further. 
There may also be some instances where the friction between the cone material and the 
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specimen is sufficient to inhibit the flattening out of the cone. In both cases, this does not 
effect the outcome of the experiment as the pressure produced by the cone is measured for 
each experiment. Owing to the obvious difference between the soft cones and rigid 
indenters, it was felt that the term indenter was inappropriate. Therefore, the term 
impressor was coined. 
Impressor materials: 
For experiments on diamond and other super-hard materials, it was necessary to 
increase the temperature of impression to gain any permanent deformation other than 
britde fracture. This was accomplished in much the same manner as with conventional 
high temperature indentation techniques. However, care had to be taken when choosing a 
suitable cone material, as not only would the cone flatten out more at elevated 
temperatures, but also in some cases the cone material was unstable at the required 
temperature. 
The choice of impressor material is fundamental to the soft impressor technique. 
To produce a range of pressures for a given load, temperature and time, different 
impress or materials must be carefully chosen, each material having a progressively higher 
hardness (at the chosen experimental temperature). To achieve sufficient pressures to 
deform diamond the cone material must be extremely hard. For this reason, the cone 
materials predominandy used in this work were reaction sintered cubic boron nitride 
(cBN) , silicon nitride (Si3N4) and hot pressed titanium di-boride (fiB,), although others 
were also used. These materials may not conventionally be thought of as "soft" materials, 
but when put into context compared with the hardness of diamond they can be seen as 
being "soft". In contrast, when working on much softer specimen materials such as 
copper, the choice of cone material was restricted to materials such as aluminium (AI), 
bronze and graphite. It was also not uncommon to ftnd that a cone material is unsuitable 
because it is chemically reactive with the specimen. Each specimen, experimental type (e.g. 
static/ cyclic loading) and conditions pose a unique set of restrictions on the choice of cone 
materials, but with time and patience a catalogue of suitable materials can be built up to 
provide any amount pressure under any conditions. Figure 3.3 shows the derived pressure/ 
temperature relationship for the range of materials that were used in this work, to produce 
plastic deformation in diamond. Each line indicates the expected pressure that the cone 
material will produce over the temperature range. An estimation of the resultant pressure 
can only be made, as the properties of the cone materials used are subject to the 
manufacturing route, can be inhomogeneous and do not necessarily flow as expected. This 
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diagram does however produce a good indication as to the most likely pressure that will be 
produced, which in turn allows the cone material to be more intuitively chosen. For the 
purposes of this work it was not thought appropriate to describe in any detail the structure 
and properties of these materials other than the pressure they impart at a given temperature 
and load. This is because the pressure supplied is the only property of the cone material 
that is important in this study. 
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Figure 3.3. Graph showing the expected pressure produced by an impressor material for a range of 
temperatures, under a load of 115N. 
3.2 High Temperature Equipment 
In this work, pressures in excess of 1 GPa, and temperatures between 700° -1400°C 
were used to develop a range of plastic deformation in diamond. As diamond is susceptible 
to oxidation at elevated temperatures, a method of applying the soft impressor technique at 
temperatures between 20° and 2000°C in a vacuum was devised. 
Figure 3.4 shows a schematic diagram of the high temperature equipment (not to 
scale), which consisted of a vacuum chamber, loading column, x-y stage, radio-frequency 
generator and a cooling system. The vacuum chamber was a square box, approximately 
40cm\ fabricated from austenitic stainless steel. Access to the chamber was via the front 
face, which was a hinged door. This was sealed by using "0" rings and vacuum grease. 
Visual contact of work in progress was made via a porthole in the front door. The vacuum 
attainable was 10.6mb and was provided by a diffusion / rotary pump backed system. 
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The loading column ran through the top of the vacuum chamber and was free to 
slide along its axis. The vacuum was maintained by a Wilson seal. The load wa applied via 
the mass of the column plus the force produced by the difference in pressures between 
atmospheric and the vacuum. The load supplied by the column and pressure difference 
combined could be increased or decreased by adding known masses to an external pulley 
system. The impress or was attached to a pyrophillite holder which was in turn attached to 
the loading column. Calibration of the load wa achieved by attaching a Kisder 
compression load cell in place of the impressor, and evacuating the chamber. The standard 
applied load of the system was in the range of 115-130 , depending on atmo pheric 
pressure. 
Heating was by a radio frequency generator (R.F.) to which was attached a copper 
induction coil. The induction coil is passed through the vacuum chamber wall via glass-
metal seals. Attached to the x-y stage and within the induction coil wa a graphite 
suscepter, into which the heat was induced. The sample to be heated was embedded into 
the graphite and was heated by conduction. The radio frequency generator wa uch that 
any temperature between room temperature and 3000°C wa attainable, within 
experimental. error, ahhougb the maximum safe temperature was about 2 0 0 due to th 
limitations of the cooling system. The x-y tage could be driven from outside the chamber 
in the x direction via a stepper motor and in the y direction via mall hand wheel. 
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Figure 3.4. DJagram of the high temp !acute, high vacuum 'quipm nt. 
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3.3 Methodology 
The samples were ftrst embedded into a graphite susceptor, to facilitate heat 
conduction and ensure that the sample remained in the position that it was placed during 
set-up. The synthetic diamond samples were paramagnetic and had a tendency to levitate in 
the magnetic field produced by the induction coil. The experimental temperature was 
determined by using a disappearing ftlament optical pyrometer, viewed through the 
porthole in the front door of the vacuum chamber. In each case, the samples were aligned 
by eye and left to out-gas under high vacuum conditions for at least twelve hours. Heating 
up from room temperature to experimental temperature was made by slow incremental 
steps. This allowed for the out-gassing of the system and ensured that the sample was 
under high vacuum conditions at all times. Once the experimental temperature was 
reached, a time of at least ftve minutes was allowed for the system to reach equilibrium. 
For each impression a cone with 1200 included angle was ground and loaded 
against either the {001} or {111} face of the sample. The standard dwell time was 300s, 
but for the creep experiments the times were increased to 1000, 2000, and 3000s. No 
additional load was added or removed, therefore, a load of 115N was used for the purposes 
of the mean pressure calculation. The mean pressure was calculated by dividing the applied 
load (N) by the contact area of the impressor (m~. The contact area was calculated by 
measuring the diameter of the contact region using a Nikon Optiphot II microscope and a 
Filar eyepiece micrometer. For each impression, four measurements of the diameter were 
recorded and an average calculated. The flattened tip of the impressor was also measured in 
the same manner to evaluate experimental error. In the case where the contact area on the 
specimen was indeterminable, the flattened cone tip area alone was used. 
The placing of the impressions on each sample was considered carefully. Care was 
taken to place the impression as far away as possible from the edges, the centre (where 
there tends to be a region of residual stress, caused by growth) and when multiple 
impressions were placed in a sample, from each other. Cathodoluminescence micrographs 
were used to identify the growth history of the stone prior to making the impressions. For 
synthetic stones, only regions of {001} growth were impressed, as these were the most 
predominant growth sectors. In most cases, only the growth face was impressed, as this 
face tended to exhibit large single character, growth sectors. This meant that it was possible 
to be conftdent that the deformed zone of the impression beneath the surface did not 
intersect a different growth sector. 
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3.4 S~ecimen Descti~tion/"Pte~atation 
The synthetic diamond specimens used in this work were either {001} or {llI} 
grown. In each case, the morphology was dominated by cubic growth sectors with minor 
octahedral growth sectors running out towards the corners. A schematic diagram of a 
typical synthetic Ib stone is shown in figure 3.5. As can be seen, the {001} oriented stones 
tended to be square with {100} edges and small {111} cleavage planes at the corners 
although some samples did have {11 O} edges. The {Ill} oriented stones tended to be 
either triangular or hexagonal with {Ill} edges. The size was usually 2mm square and 
about Imm thick, although some larger sized diamonds were used. The standard De Beers 
product samples were as polished on near parallel {001} planes. The Diamond Trading 
Company (Maidenhead) polished non-standard stones near to the desired face. In some 
cases windows on perpendicular {1 OO} faces were polished so that it was possible to view 
induced deformation from the side. Polishing lines lying in the same {1 OO} direction could 
clearly be seen on the polished {001} faces. The polishing lines on the near {Ill} faces 
were much more random in direction. The growth sectors for each sample were identified 
by using cathodoluminescence spectroscopy. The nitrogen content of each stone was 
measured using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The concentration for the 
standard samples was found to be an average of 550ppm in the {001} sectors. Other 
samples were used with specifically higher or lower nitrogen concentrations, nitrogen levels 
of these samples are indicated at the relevant point. 
Each new diamond sample received was first heated to 280°C in a solution of 
NaN03 + H2S04 then boiled in HCI +HN03• This ensured that all contaminants and 
graphite were removed. Subsequently the samples were cleaned using alcohol and an 
ultrasonic bath. 
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Figure 3.5. Schematic diagram of the growth sector morphology of the synthetic diamond samples used in 
this work. 
3.5 Microscopy 
Optical: 
All optical micrographs were taken usmg a Nikon microscope fitted with 
differential interference contrast filters (DIC), for better depth resolution when observing 
in reflected light mode. Optical interferometry, using a dedicated Nikon microscope, fitted 
with Mirau lenses and an X-Y-Z stage. The interferometry technique involves the splitting 
of the beam of light travelling through the objective by a semi-silvered mirror in the Mirau 
lens. When the two beams of light are recombined, they are out of phase with one another. 
Any change in the specimen height causes constructive and destructive interference 
between the beams (fringes). Height measurement can be calculated, as the distance 
between consecutive fringes is a quarter of the wavelength of the light used. For these 
experiments, the distance between consecutive fringes was 136.5nm. The depths of the 
impressions and the height of the pile-up were evaluated for each case by counting the 
number of fringes. The volume of the impressions was calculated by assuming that the 
impression volume was a truncated cone. Figure 3.6 shows an example interferogram of an 
impression produced by a Si3N4 impressor at a temperature of 1400°C. It can be seen that 
the impression is 17 black fringes deep, which corresponds to a depth of 4.25~m. 
-------------- ----------
Figure 3.6. Example interferrogram of an impression. 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM): 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was carried out on the piled-up areas in the 
rosettes, outside of the contact area. The aim of these experiments was to gain an insight 
into how the pile-up is formed and what affect the concentration of nitrogen has. In AFM, 
a diamond stylus is attached, via a Si3N4 tripod, to three piezo-electric crystals, which 
record the movement of the tip in three dimensions. The tip is scanned across the 
specimen whilst in contact or extremely close to the specimen. For this set of experiments, 
a Digital Instruments Dimension 3100 microscope was used which was run in contact 
mode. It is possible to obtain atomic resolution using this microscopy technique, however, 
the resolution obtainable for these experiments was about 10nm. This was because the 
surface roughness of the specimens due to the polishing lines and the slip steps near the 
impressions were too high. For each impression investigated images were taken just outside 
of the contact area, within the rosette pile-up region. In each case the image was levelled 
using the automatic levelling software built into the programming. In addition to the 
images taken, a step height analysis was made for characteristic slip steps within the rosette 
formation. In order to produce the analysis a line was scanned by the AFM and a profile of 
the slip steps produced. Again, for this analysis, a region had to be chosen against which 
the rest of the proftle could be levelled. The step-height analysis software then allowed the 
user to choose two points about which the vertical height could be measured. The AFM 
technique was not accurate enough to determine the correct angle that a step makes to the 
surface, therefore, it was assumed for the step height analysis that slip steps were 
perpendicular to the surface of the specimen. Figure 3.7 shows an example AFM image of 
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a rosette arm. The computer ' oftware produces two images. Imag (a) is a plan ,"iew where 
the contra t represents height (quantified by the Z range) and (b) is a three dimensional 
repre entation. The parallel lines running from comer to corner are {11 O} slip lines 
wherea those just off vertical are polishing line . 
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The measurement of the Oltrogen concentration of the diamond was made by 
uS1l1g the Fourier Transform infrared (FTIR) technique. Thi ' inv lve passing an infrared 
beam of Light through the sampl and ollecting the re ultant ab orption ' pectra. The 
nitrogen con 'ntration of sIngle substitutional nitrogen is proportional to the height f the 
absorption peak at 11')0 wavenumbers. The relationship used was that quoted by Collins 
(1 <JHO) whIch was 22ppn1 / cm I. The height of the peak was back ound corrected and 
normalised against a standard, to account f r differences in the thickness of the sample. 
The elluipment used for these measurements was a ic let Magna JR750 spectromct r 
with a "pot size of 1 ()()~m . The nitrogen content was initially measured for each sample in 
several dlff 'rent areas, but always within a {001} grm: th sector. The average nitrogen 
content corre"pondtng to particular Impressions was also measured. Thi · was achi ved by 
measurtng the ontent of an area just next to the contact area of the impression, a ' the 
de orm ·d nature of lh ' impression scattered too much of the infrared beam to gain 
ac ' urate data . 
Calhodoluminescence: 
Cathodoluminescence (CL) experiment were carried out by placing the ample in a 
partial vacuum and washing it with electron particle. The electron were accelerated from 
an electron gun with a beam current of 1 - 2mA (1 k and divened to wa h over the 
diamond by u ing a tandard bar magnet. The CL of the diamond wa inten e enough to 
be viewed via a porthole in the vacuum chamber. Optical micrograph ' were taken f the 
ample by u ing a stereo micro cope and LR camera loaded wIth P1600 l' ujlcruome lide 
film. The distance between the ample and the objective focal length of the micro c pe 
meant that the maximum attainable magnification a x64. Figure 3. h w two example 
CL image (a) i a whole synthetic HPHT ample of approximate ' lZe 2x2mm. The ample 
has been impre ed four time ,a can be een by the ignature red/ range 575nm 
luminescence. (b) is an image of an impre ion to ette, formed in a cube gr wth . ctor of a 
ynthetic HPHT diamond. It can be een that both the c ntact area and the r 'ette arm 
luminesced orange/red corresponding to 575nm centre, wherea the background 
lumine ced bright green corre ponding to H3 centre. 
(a) 
hgure 3.8. Example CL lmag ·s of lmpn.: ~.,l(Hh . 
Photoluminescence, RPman: 
Photolutnine cenc (PI.) spectra were recorded wang an ,\ r Ion las 'r, 51 .5nm 
line, single p ctrometcr mode u ing a 6001m 's/ mm grating antI , holograph! ' not h 
filter to fliter out th la er line. r'or H 3 lummescen e, the 488nm la er line \i a used. ,\ II 
spectral measurements were taken at a temperature of 10K ( Ie. \.J to mInlm1.., , c1' tron-
phonon broadening of the ZPL' , UIng an Oxford Tn truments tnt tOs ope ostat, 
cooled with liquid helium. The laser 'p t cltamcter was 20llm. 1'h ' dati was normaltsed 
(d) 
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by removing the background intensity, not by comparing with intensity of the Raman 
peak. As a reference, additional spectra were taken from points on the specimens that 
were known to be deformation free. 
The position and full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Raman line was taken 
from the PL data collected using the 514nm line. The peak position and FWHM were 
calculated by using the Lorenzian curve fit function within the Origin 5 software. The 
peak position was converted into residual stress by using the relationship: 
cr =dV /1.9. Where cr is the residual stress (GPa) and dV is the shift (Rcm-t) of the Raman 
line at 1332cm-t. The Raman peak position and FWHM in the unstrained state was 
calculated by taking a spectrum from a natural IIa sample, known to be strain free. The 
position of the as recorded peak positions were calibrated against a mercury line whose 
position was assumed to be at 1122.468cm-t. It was assumed that a shift to a lower value 
indicated tensile forces and higher shift indicated compressive ones. 
PL spectra were recorded around impressions made in samples containing 
different levels of nitrogen concentration. For each experiment a grid of spectra were 
taken at intervals of lOOJ,.lm centred on the impression in question. The area of the grid 
was determined in each case such that the perceived area of plastic deformation around 
the impression was covered (determined by using interferrograms). As the deformed area 
of the 850ppm N sample was very small (by comparison) the grid spacing was lowered to 
50J,.lm. The PL results were represented as three-dimensional maps with colour 
representing the change in intensity for the PL peaks and shift and FWHM for the 
Raman line. 
3.7 Etching 
The diamond samples were etched in molten KNO) in a nickel crucible at 750°C 
for intervals of 5 minutes. The crucible was heated in a standard muffle furnace. The 
molten KNO) solution was allowed to solidify slowly before being dissolved in boiling 
water so that the sample could be reclaimed. Several attempts were made to etch diamond 
by using a vaporised oxygen and water mix at temperatures in excess of 750°C (De Theije 
el aI, t 999b). Although these experiments succeeded in etching the diamond, the quality of 
the resultant etched surface was highly dependent on surface contamination of the 
specimen. For this reason a decision was made to etch using the KNO) method rather than 
O2 method. Figure 3.9 shows two DIC micrographs of the same impression rosette, (a) is 
before etching and (b) after. It can be seen that although slip can be seen before etching, 
(,7 
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the etching process reveals a great deal more dislocation activity than is suggested by the 
pre-etched optical image. 
(a) 
Figure 3.9 E xample impression rosette (a) pre-etch (b) etched 
3.8 Experimental Error 
. nfor.tunatd'j , no ex~er\m nta\ ~t ceame can be tree h m n cr n t 
do not pose a seriou risk to th 0 era\'! r u\t pt vlillng that the arc ither quantihed and 
factored into the final figure or are con id red when making a [mal conclusion a ' to the 
meaning of the re ults. In every experimental pr ceduIe th Ie ar sy· tematic err rs. The 
fact that the results given in tlu s the i are of a c mparat ry natur rath ' r th , n fundamental 
mean that systematic error do not affect the final co nclu -i ns. Tt is important howe cr t 
be aware of any errors that their effect can be Inilumis d and 0 th at co m pari . n ' 
between the ' e result and tho e of other auth r can be made. 
ignificant of the e errors i gi en bel w: 
d ription)f th mos t 
• Temperature: The temp rature wa m asured uSing a disapp 'aring filam 'nt optj a! 
pyrometer. An accuracy of 2.5% at 1 00° has rep rted 3r kcs, ~.J , 1992), taking 
lOto account the effect of having a tran parent m dium betw 'cn th sampl · and 
pyrometer. 
• Normal load: The normal load provided by the Ie ading ( Iumn \ as d ' [ermined by 
replacing the impre or material \) ith a ](j tier quar 7. lin ar I ad trl n 'du cr. T h 
accuracy f thj quoted by th manufacturer wa _ 0.4%. h nth · fa t that th u1al 
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delivered load is dependent on atmospheric pressure is taken into account the overall 
accuracy for the normal load is ±5N. 
• Contact area: The contact area was measured direcdy using a microscope with a 
micrometer eyepiece attachment, calibrated by a graticule slide. Using this method an 
accuracy of ±0.3J.lm can be gained. The measurement of the contact area depends 
largely on the operator's decision as to the contact boundary. An accuracy of ±6% can 
be used to compensate for this (Ross, 1984). This accuracy also applies to any 
measurements made using a optical micrometer. 
• Nitrogen: The nitrogen content of each sample was measured using transmitted FfIR. 
Using this technique an accuracy of ±10ppm can be gained. In addition to this the 
nitrogen content within a sample, or growth sector is not homogeneous. To minimise 
errors due to this FfIR measurements were taken from as close to each impression as 
was possible. The rough surface caused by the impression scattered the transmitted 
light too much to get an accurate reading from the centre of the impression. The error 
caused by inhomogeneity within a single growth sector can be assumed to be ±10ppm. 
In this thesis when making a comparison based on nitrogen content, the samples were 
chosen such that these errors were not significant. 
• Photoluminescence/Raman: The repeatability of the equipment used was lcm-t • 
However, the spectral measurements were taken using a 600 lines/mm grating, in 
conjunction with a CCD camera which produce a combined minimum spectral 
resolution of 2.2cm-t • Consideration of the accuracy of FWHM measurements shows 
that the bandbass resolution of this system was not ideal for measuring peak widths, 
i.e. the peak shape would not have been perfecdy Lorenzian, but would have a small 
Gaussian component. However, the error due to instrumental broadening in this case is 
a systematic error, therefore, although the figures are not perfecdy accurate the overall 
trend was not affected. 
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synthetic diamonds are mass-produced and are, therefore, virtually identical in habit, 
impurity content and size; this makes it easier to compare results between different 
individual samples. In contrast, natural stones tend to have a mixed habit, various impurity 
contents, size and morphology. Although it would be possible to find an experimental 
population of natural stones, this is time consuming and the results could never match the 
identical nature of a synthetic population. The second reason for choosing to work with 
standard synthetic stones was that the mechanical properties of this type of diamond are 
potentially of greatest interest to the industrial community. Although natural diamond is 
used for industrial purposes, the large majority that is used is synthetic. Therefore, it 
seemed prudent to maximise relevance by investigating the properties of diamond by using 
the same type as would be used in industry. A clearer understanding of plastic deformation 
of diamond and the conditions that produced it, will aid geologists in better understanding 
the history of natural diamond. It could also shed some light on the controversy regarding 
pink and brown coloured stones. 
4.2 Modelling Single Point Contacts 
Earlier work by Brookes, E.]. (1992) used the soft impressor technique to establish 
a brittle-ductile transition temperature (BDTI) for different types of diamond (la, Ib, and 
IIa) and, to evaluate the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for those diamonds at 
temperatures above the BDTI. The experimental work reported in this thesis has extended 
the original schematic diagram, by investigating the deformation of carefully selected 
diamonds at temperatures and pressures above the critical resolved shear stress under 
conditions of point loading. Particular notice was taken of the change between localised 
slip around the contact area of the impressor and the formation of extended slip and 
rosettes. An upper limit for plastic deformation of diamond without stress relief cracking 
was determined. 
Model.r: 
There have been a number of models for anisotropy in the indentation hardness of 
crystals (Daniels and Dunn, 1949, Pospiech and Gryziecki, 1970 and Brookes et a11971). 
These were based on the calculation of an effective resolved shear stress beneath an 
indenter using the Schmid-Boas resolved shear stress equation, modified by various 
constraint terms. 
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Generally, there is a good fit between the resolved shear stress curves created by 
the models and the experimental results for the majority of crystals. However, in 
developing these models, a number of assumptions have been made. The effects of friction 
at the contact interface; elastic recovery and densification have been ignored. Also, equal 
weighting was given for all slip systems and contributions due to secondary slip systems, 
such as twinning, were not taken into account. 
Whilst models of the indentation process provide a qualitative explanation of 
hardness anisotropy, they do not explain the observed ratios of mean contact pressure to 
yield strength or why there is significant variation between materials with the same crystal 
structure, bonding and slip systems. Nevertheless, the most suitable model at present is due 
to Roberts (1988) who modelled the whole of the slip pattern over an area 2a (where a is 
the contact radius) for both adjacent to and beneath different point contacts. Earlier 
models assumed that the slip systems immediately adjacent to the facets of the indenter 
controlled the hardness anisotropy. Roberts on the other hand, used extended stress fields 
produced by a circular contact in an elastically isotropic material (after Love, 1929), to 
predict the likely slip patterns and the stresses on them. This allowed complete three-
dimensional patterns of the relevant slip planes to be visualised together with the resolved 
shear stresses on them. 
For diamond cubic materials, contour maps of the maximum resolved shear stress 
on the (010) and (110) planes (sectioned through the diameter of the contact) have been 
generated, reflecting the most stressed slip system at each point as a result of impressing 
the {DOl} plane (figures 4.1 and 4.2). The contours are expressed as a percentage of the 
contact pressure and are overlaid by a slip system convention indicating the particular 
system onto which the highest shear stress resolved. The devised convention is that the 
positive sense of the slip plane is upwards with respect to the impressed surface and its 
direction into the bulk. A negative sense of the resolved shear stress is represented by a bar 
over the number. 
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Figure 4.1. The resolved shear sues contours developed beneath a circular contact o n the diamond slip 
system o n the (01 0) plane. The figures represent percentages f the applied contact pressure. 
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Figure 4.2. The re olved hear stre contours developed benea th a Circular contac t o n the diamo nd slip 
y tern o n the (11 0) plane. The figures represent percentages o f the applied (mtact pressure. 
It can be n from the model that the R '~' valucs immedjatcly below thc surfa e 
ar relatively low. H wever, th re are tw pOSitIOn f th maxunum RSS alu 'S at 
appr ximately O.5a b low the ' urface, \,; h re a is the raruu . f contac t. hen pr je tcd 
into thr e cl.imen in, this produces an ar a f maximum r 'solved sh at s tJ 'SS r< ughly 
tor idal in hape. Table 4.1 h w po ition and alu 
for the two I w index plane . 
4 
f the maxj mum rcsolved sh ar str ss 
Position 
Plane X Z Max. RSS 
(010) 0.S8a 0.54a 0.316Pm 
(110) 0.52a O.5a O.3Pm 
Table 4.1. Showing the position and maximum value of the resolved shear stress, where (a) is the radius of 
contact and Pmis the applied pressure. 
When his model was initially calculated, Roberts defIned a surface area of 2a below 
the contact surface. However, the depth modelled does not extend to cover the whole of 
the deformed zone developed as result of these experimental conditions. In an attempt to 
estimate the depth of deformation, Greenwood (1998) reasoned that it was proportional to 
the applied load, and independent of the contact area or resultant pressure. Using this 
theory, he calculated that the maximum depth of the deformed zone was about 240J,.lm, 
based on an applied load of 11?N. 
Obscrocd deformation: 
Adapting the Schmid-Boas resolved shear stress criteria to model deformation 
associated with indentation and impression techniques has been successful in predicting the 
nature of anisotropy in indentation hardness and identifying the slip systems (Brookes et ai, 
1971). It has not, however, been able to tell us what has happened once the load has been 
applied and the contact pressure developed. Ideally the stress fIeld model should be 
elastic:plastic, including the stresses from effects generated at the surface plus stresses from 
other defects inevitably present within the plastic zone. It is clear from the Roberts model 
that even at low loads and only taking into account the highest shear stress values, the 
number of operating slip systems is extensive. This is the case at low temperatures, just 
above the britde-ductile transition temperature, but at temperatures, approaching O.STm, it 
is conceivable that the number of operable slip systems is dramatically increased. From the 
moment that the ftrst slip plane is activated, the proposed shear stress contours will change. 
By the time that signifIcant dislocation activity has occurred, the shear stress contours will 
be much more complicated and by the time a rosette structure has formed, it is presumed 
that this type of model would not reflect reality at all. However, despite the 
oversimplifIcation of the modelling, some insight can be gained into the types of slip 
initiated during deformation. 
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The slip in single crystal is inhomogeneous and is re tricted to certain plane and 
directions. The shear tress to nucleate and move di locations on those particular slip 
systems is pecific to each material, and is known a the critical shear stre s. In this work, a 
pressure was applied to the crystal at an angle to the active slip ystems. The shear stress to 
initiate the slip is a component of the applied pre sure and is known as the critical re olved 
shear stres (CRS). s can be seen from the Robert model, the maximum shear tre , 
resolved onto the inclined {111} planes, is a certain distance below the urface and is 
toroidal in hape. Here, the hape of the volume wa relatively unimportant, but its location 
was. The fact that the maximum value is below the surface meant that slip wa mo t likely 
to tart at that point but then move towards the surface. s an e timate, it was decided that 
the critical re olved hear tres was achieved when the fir t lip tep was observed on the 
urface. The magnitude of the CRSS was dependent on the temperature at which the 
pre ure was applied. Therefore, the amount of deformation could be controlled by varying 
the amount of pressure applied at a certain temperature. By doing this, it was po sible to 
produce a de cription of the pha es that the deformation went through before ultimately 
producing a crack. The de cription of the deformation « tory" is given below a uming 
that the temperature and loading condition are rai ed with each con ecutive number 
(Brooke ,E.J. 1992). 
(1). When the applied pre sure was 
ufficiently high (below the BDT!), a 
eries of Herzian ring cracks formed on 
in tersecting {111} planes (H we and 
Tolan ki, 1955). 
(2). The first slip teps reached the 
surface within the contact area of the oft 
impre sor (due to its position when 
initiated and the lip plane geometry). 
(3). Subsequent deformation emanated 
from or near that initial point on any of 
the favourable {111} <1 10> slip systems. 
(4). The slip extended beyond the 
compressive/tensile boundary at the edge 
o f the contact area. 
(5). The residual stress in the lattice after 
the load was removed was sufficient to 
cause relaxation. This produced picture 
frame slip (Brooke and Ross, 1987 and 
Hirsch e/ ai, 1985a). 
(6). Slip was produced in < 110> 
dircctions cruciform in shapc, emanating 
fro m the contact area to produce a 
rosette. 
(7). Predominantly {110} crack were 
formed, due to increased dislocation 
intera lion. 
150~ 
150~ 
200J..l.m 
200J..l.m 
200J..l.m 
<110> 
.~<OlO> 
Figure 4.3 Dc~ ' npuons antI accompanying representative micrographs o f the different levels o f deformation 
()b~crved Oil the {(JOl} plane of diamond when loaded at different pressure and temperature, using the soft 
impn:ssor technique. 
Figure 4.4 is a schematic diagram of the brittle-ductile transition of diamond. 
Overlaid are diagrams representing the levels of deformation as hown above that expected 
at the particular temperatures and pressures. The deformation "story" can clearly be seen 
to depend on the temperature and pre sure. The exact positions of the transitions between 
the different deformation forms are also dependent on the diamond type (Brookes, 1992) 
the length of dwell time (this chapter) and impurity concentration (chapter 5). 
Temperature 
Figure 4.4. Schematic of the brittle-ductile rransition of diamond with the expected deformation prof ties 
overlaid. 
The mechanism of deformation: 
For a better understanding of the deformation produced by soft impressor , it was 
necessary to gain an insight into the mechanism by which dislocation activity produces an 
identifiable plastic strain. Elastic behaviour to fully plastic deformation and ultimately to 
strain-induced cracking has been ob erved experimentally, however, the mechani m by 
which this occurs is not understood. Only when this mechanism is better understood, can 
the limiting factor of plastically deforming diamond be e tablished. The deformation 
process can be split up into three parts; the first being the initiation and multiplication of 
di locations. The second is the mechanism by which they fill the highly stressed volume 
beneath the impressor. The third part of the process involve the mechani m by which 
further dislocation initiation and subsequent movement manifest itself a the visible 
rosette formation with accompanying pile-up. 
7H 
The Of/set of plastic deformatioll: 
When ubjected to a stre s, the crystal will lip on the plane mo t fa o urably 
oriented to allow di loca tions to move. s a result o f mea ur ments on real crystals 
Schmid's law states that slip occurs in a crystal when the applied shear str ss 't reaches the 
critical resolved shear stress, t c for that material. That i , fo r a gi en matet;al, dislocations 
are created and begin to mo e at a fneed level f resolved h ar stress, but restrict d to 
certain planes and directions . In diamond, the applied stress is resol cd onto {111} planes 
in the < 11 0> directions. The critical re olved h ar stress i the resolved stre s requir d to 
create and move a di I cation onto th urface. Therefore, it i po sible to en isage a 
pictu re whereby a dislocation is initiated at a discrete point under the contact area, and 
expands under th applied tre s until it reache the urface. implistic description o f this 
is given in (figure 4.5) wher the contact area has be n cross-secti ned and the dislocations 
arc represented a solid lines. It can be een that the dislocatio n arc created at a di crete 
p tnt and move under the applied load b th ont th ' urfa e and into th bulk. 
p 
1 
, 
J 
______ ---+-___ Dislocation initiatio n 
volume 
Figure 4.5. , ross se rional diagram of the point at which the critical re 'o lved shea r stress is reached . 
The deformed l)olulJle: 
Th point of highe t hear tr S ' ha b en identified and from that the sub equent 
disl calion a tivity d t rrnined. Increa ing the pres ure by a small amount will incr ase d1e 
volum in whi h lh re lved shear str s (R ) i uffici nt to initiate dislocations. Thi 
1 ads to urther di ' lo ation production, ach one able to expand on their re pecti e lip 
planes under the applied shear stress. A dislocation that expands into the bulk of the 
material, rather than towards the surface, will continue to expand until the resolved shear 
stress acting on it is insufficient to cause further expansion. Figure 4.6 shows the Roberts 
model (110 cross section), the dark shading indicates the area in which the RS is high 
enough to initiate dislocations. The lighter shading indicates the limit o f the area in which 
the RSS is sufficient to cau e dislocation loop expan ion . 
.... 
(11 0) 
Initiation 
'xpanslOn 
~L-__ ~ _______ ~ ______ ~ __ -L~ __ ~ < 110> 
Figure 4.6. Roberts model (110) showing the area of dislocation initiation (dark hading) and the subsequent 
limit o f dislocation loop expansion (light shading) . 
In this way, a dislocated volume is created, the level o f strain is increa cd and w rk 
hardening is possible. If a cross ection were taken of an impression where a ignificant 
volume had been allowed to dislocate, then the re ultant di I cation structure might I k 
similar to that shown in figure 4.7. As the lip sy tem of diamond creates two points o f 
maximum RS , the di location tructure is that of two vedapping structures, each one 
being roughly identical in shape. 
J 
(110) 
I nlLL'ItlOn 
'xpanSlon 
<110> 
Figure 4.7. Roberts model (110) howing the likely resultant dislocation structure o f an impression, before the 
onser o f reversed plasticity. 
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In reality, the picture is somewhat more complicated, but the principle remains. 
The initiated dislocations are not confined to those slip systems that intersect the surface or 
those that are perpendicular to the (110) plane; slip on all of the {Ill} < 11 0> slip systems 
is possible. With dislocations produced in two volumes and able to expand in any direction 
(defined by the slip system), it is likely that individual dislocations will be divergent and 
interact. Once that the first dislocation is produced, the ideal shear stress distribution, as 
shown in the Roberts model, is altered. As more dislocations are produced, the volume in 
which dislocation initiation is possible is increased, as the stress field of each dislocation 
will distort the elastic stress field. When all these factors are taken into account, it can be 
seen that the dislocation structure beneath an impression becomes increasingly chaotic. 
The basic, elastic stress field calculations, however, remain valid when considering the 
whole of the deformed region, as the extent of the deformed volume is similar to that 
predicted. 
At a sufficiently high level of applied stress, the level of strain within the dislocated 
volume resulted in reversed plasticity. The consequence of this was some pile-up. This 
occurred at levels of strain lower than 0.8%, i.e. lower than that associated with pyramidal 
indenter. At levels of strain approaching those produced by conventional hardness 
measurement a full rosette pattern was formed. At that stress dislocations could be initiated 
over a large volume beneath the impressor, resulting in strain sufficient to produce an 
impression with a significant depth (>2J..lm), and dislocations that emerged far away from 
the contact area. These factors, including the extra dislocations initiated by the reverse 
plasticity, created a scenario many times more chaotic than the initial mechanism described 
above. Again, the Roberts model can be used as a tool to identify the regions in which the 
rosette dislocations were created. When looking at this model it was possible to identify the 
active slip systems in each region and therefore those slip systems involved in the full 
rosette formation. However, when it was taken into account that those slip systems were 
not exclusive, then the model suggests that dislocations could be created at virtually any 
point beneath the impressor and expand in any of the <110> directions. However, 
observation of the pile up produced at the dislocation rosettes using AFM and etching 
techniques (figures 4.11 and 4.13) suggested that the strain mechanism was highly ordered. 
This implies that although the Roberts model predicts that virtually all of the slip systems 
are operable, the deformation process, as seen from the surface, only utilised a small 
number in discrete areas. 
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Extended slip: 
In general, rosettes were formed at certain higher pressures and temperatures. The 
critical re olved shear tress at temperatures above 13000 e (i.e. when it is relatively 
temperature independent) is between 0.32-1.3GPa (Brookes, E.J. 1992). From the map 
shown in figure 4.18, it is clear that at temperatures of 13000 e and above rosettes could be 
formed at contact pressure as low a 1.SGPa. sing the model of the deformation 
process, it can be shown that the resultant re olved shear stresse , at contact pressures of 
0.32-1.3GPa, were sufficient to initiate dislocations from inside the contact area but not 
outside. Therefore, the dislocations form and start to move beneath the contact area. The 
geometry of the slip plane with respect to the surface means that the dislocations emerge 
outside the contact area. A cross section of an impression at the point where rosette 
formation just begins is shown in figure 4.8. This model of the dislocation structure was 
upported by micrographs taken of the deformed volume of impressions via a window 
polished into the side of specimens. Figure 4.9 shows a micrograph of an impression 
produced by E.J. Brookes (1992), where an image has been produced of the deformed 
volume of a rosette impression by poli bing a (110) window on the side of the sample and 
viewing through the bulk of the crystal. It can be seen that the strain field produced by the 
dislocation resembled the dislocation structure model shown in figure 4.8 
Pli,-up ~--!---7-"J1 
(11 0) 
Rosette ----b~ 
Ini tiation 
Reve rse pla ticity --+-../JJ,'I f)~ 
<11 0> 
Figure 4.8. Robert model showing the likely resultant dislocation structure of an impressi n ju ·t after the 
onset of ro ette formation . 
K2 
Figure 4,9. :\1.Jcrograph of the deformed volume of an impression with a rosette formation, taken through a 
\vindow poli hed on a (110) perpendicular to the impressed surface. 
Pile-lip: 
When looking at interfer gram of impre sions with ro ettes (figure 4.10a), it was 
clear that the dislocation emerging at the surface caused the surface to rise (pile-up) . 
However, when looking at c.L. topographs of rosettes (where the dislocations were 
decorated by 575nm luminescence figure 4.1 Ob), it was clear that the dislocations were 
produced in discrete lines, not over an area, as was uggcstcd by the interferrograms. 
Indeed, it scemed impossible to prouuce a smooth, three-dimensional, curved volume by 
using discrete uislocation -. lB Figures 4.9a and b are not of the ame impression.) 
(a) 
2(l()~m 
<110> 
t?<O IO> 
(b) 
!' tgure 4- ! O. (a) I nlcrfcrogram and 0)) CI. lopograph of rosette impressions made on the (001) surface of 
synthetic dIamonds, 
To dClerm1t1e that th· pile-up was actually atomically smooth and created by 
discrete dislocatIon l!ne~, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was u ed to image mall ections 
of the ro~Clt . arms. Figure 4.11 -hows an F 1 micrograph of a small section of the rosette 
arm of the impression shown in figurc4 .10a. Pigure 4,11 con i -ts of two images, (a) i a 
two dImensIonal topographIC map (elcvation sale uldicatcd above), whil t (b) is a three-
dimensional representation produced by the computer software. The parall 1 line from the 
bottom left hand corner to the top right are slip lines, whereas those that are near vertical 
are polishing lines (figure 4.11). height range is given, but it reflects only the height 
change within the frame. The actual height of the pile-up, in relation to the rest of the 
sample was about 1-2/.!m. It can be seen from the images that the lip lines are very di crete 
in nature with large distances (-S/.!m) between con ecutive lines. It i obvious that the 
model of the ro ette with equal length, parallel slip line , does not apply to reality. The lip 
within the piled-up region was inhomogeneous in nature, the slip lines tarted and finished 
at any point within the rosette. In some cases, the lip line were longer than the diameter 
of the contact region, uch that it was possible for slip line from the neighbouring arms of 
the rosette to interact. It can also be seen that the lip line are curved, with the centre of 
the line higher than the ends. The curvature was not produced by mall dislocation teps 
but was continuous, rather like bending a ruler. The area between con ecutive lip line was 
also curved rather than planar, i.e. the image of the smooth pile-up mound that i een 
when looking at interferograms is closer to reality than the traditional ziggurat image of 
individual, stepped, dislocations (figure 4.12). 
(a) (b) 
-
< 110> 
\ <110> 
Figure 4.11. AFM micrograph of a section of the rosette pile up of the impression shown Ln figure 4.9(a). 
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Figure 4.12. eros ' cc tional diagrams o f the rosette pile-up . 
It is pos ' ible to see slip lines that are perpendicular to tho e that are conventionally 
displayed when drawing ro ette chematics (i.e. parallel to the side o f the impre io n on 
which they are found). The slip line that run perpendicular to the side o f the impressio n 
fro m which they m rg were known as 90° lip lines, whereas the conven tional ones were 
known as parallel lip lines. The 90° ' lip lines tended to be fewe r in number and more 
clos ly spaced than the parallel o ne . ' tep heigh t analyses have shown that the e 90° slip 
lines were lower than the parallel ones (4nm and 18nm respectively). T here was no 
eviden e to sugg , t that th e 90° ' lip lines travelled aU (h e way through the impression; 
rather is seems that they started and finish d o utside o f the con tact area on all fo ur arms o f 
the rosett e. Th ' slip line structure o f the ro ette can b seen in figure 4.13 where an 
impression rosettc has been ctched to reveal the emergen t dislocations. 1t can be seen that 
the 90° slip lines ex tend d farth r tha n the last parallel lip lines, also d1ey tended (0 be 
stronges t to\ ards th edge o f the o ntact area . 
h gu rc 4.1) . i\ lJc rograph of a rosell e form atIo n, et h d to rcvea l thc emergent di. locatio ns. 
As was shown by the onset of slip models, it is likely that the dislocations that 
produced the slip lines in the rosette were initiated underneath the contact area and 
travelled to the surface along a slip plane. The AFM micrograph in figure 4.11 shows that 
the slip lines were atomically straight Therefore, it can be assumed that the dislocation 
loop that produced the slip step remained on the plane on which it was initiated (i.e. there 
is no cross slip, or kinking of the loop). 
The step height of an average slip step was found to be 18nm, which is the 
equivalent about 117 atoms high (based on C-C bond length of 0.154nm). The step height 
produced by a single dislocation emerging at the surface can be calculated as follows: 
• A step on the {001} surface of diamond must involve two stable atomic layers. 
• The height between consecutive stable layers (n) is 1f4 a (where a is the unit cell 
length =0.345nm) 
• Therefore, the minimum achievable step height is 0.0892nm. 
• An emergent dislocation has a burgers vector of %< 11 0>. 
• A step height based solely on the burgers vector of the dislocation would be % 
the diagonal of the unit cell (=0.252nm). 
• As the step must be terminated by stable atomic layers, i.e. multiples of (n), the 
height of a stable step is increased from the length of the burgers vector 
(0.2S2nm) to the height of at least three stable steps (0.268nm) (Dc Thcije, 
1999). 
The steps produced by the dislocations in the impression rosette, however, are in 
the order of 18nm high. As dislocations cannot be of strength greater than the burgers 
vector, it must be assumed that the slip step was formed by about 62 single dislocations, all 
piled up on top of each other. Furthermore, the discrete nature of the slip steps suggests 
that all of the dislocations were created at the same point, i.e. a Frank-Read style source or 
mechanism. The proposed mechanism for the creation of the steps is shown schematically 
in figure 4. 14, where it is assumed that the steps are manifestations of the screw section of 
a dislocation loop that has intersected the surface. When a segment of the dislocation 
reaches the surface, it cannot expand upwards, but is able to continue to expand outwards. 
So 
Slip Step 
Slip plane 
(A) (B) (C) 
Figure 4.14. Diagram showing the creation of a slip step. 
Figure 4.15 shows how the continued production of dislocations, by a mechanism 
such as the Frank-Read source would increase the slip step height. However, at the centre 
point of the slip step there will be a greater number of subsequent dislocations that have 
reached the surface than at the ends. This disparity in numbers of dislocations intersecting 
the surface is reflected in the curvature of the slip steps. The continued outward expansion 
of the di locations would continue until the resolved shear stress on the loops is 
in ufficient for further expansion. The cruciform nature of the slip step pattern is thought 
to be due to the ani otropic nature of the stress field i.e. the resolved shear stresses in the 
< 1 00> directi n inhibit the expansion of the slip teps, hence confining them to the 
<110> ide of the impression. The lip step that do expand further are possibly able to 
becau e of the back tress created by the piled-up dislocations at the edge of the step. 
umber of dislocations 
inter eering 'urface 
Surface 
____ JO~1~2~3~4~5§§6~6~5~4~3~2~1~O~~ 
Resultant hape of slip step 
xpanding eli location loop 
Figure 4.15 Mechani m for creation of a curved Lip tep via a Frank-read source. 
cl er 1 k at th etched impres ion rosette in figure 4.13 revealed that the lip 
line wer , ind ed, c mpri ed of many di locations. The micrograph hown in figure 4.16 
are high r magnificati n image f the etched, impression hown in figure 4.13. The 
c nlact area i t ward the bottom right hand comer and can be easily distinguished by the 
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change in etch pit ize, the etch pit in ide the contact area were very large and tended (0 
be flat bottomed. Thi sugge ted that they were due to damage cau ed by frictio n effect 
between the ample and impre or, rather than di -location etch pit . The etch pit out ide 
the contact: area, but within the ro ette arm , were harp bo ttomed and quare U1 hape 
with [110] orientation, a would be expected for clislocation etch pit e Theije et ai, 
1999a). Also, they were all aligned along [110] direction and were d o ely a ociated with 
the observed slip line . The fact that the etch pit (which ar manife tatio n of edg 
clislocations intersecting the urface) lay along the lip line ugge ted that the lip Line it elf 
wa caused by the crew ection o f the clislocation l op. 
Figure 4.16. Higher magnificatio n tnIcrograph o f an etched ro~ette fo rmaoon, produced hy a St) , '4 
tmpre or, at 1400°C, under a load o f 11 5 .. fo r a dwell ti me () )()(k 
4.3 D eE rmarion Mapping 
In recent w rk by Bro t al (1990) and I ro )ke~, LJ ( 11)<)2) a ~ h ' rna ti 
repre entation wa devel p d to indicate the criti al r 'wlv 'U ~ h ', r o.; tr 's!-. (CR.'S) 0 
diamo nd in the range o f temp rarures 70 - 140 0 ~ . Th dJagram" a'> dlvid 'd Into thre ' 
regime. R gime T wa blow th brittle-ducci) · tran. iti( n t 'mp 'ratur ' (IH T lj \ h 're on l 
ela tic behavi ur wa expect d. Regime I I wa abc e the HI Tr, wh ' r ' a mi xlu re () ' I a ~ ti 
and limited pia tic behavi ur wa ex pected . Regim ' I II wa~ wher ' pl a!-. l1 d 'form, lion 
becomes dominant. depicted n this diagram was a lin ' a\ nve hi h th ' pres!-. urc WI S 
ufficient to create crack . Bel w the BD egime I) I I ' rl7.l . n r tur ' was 'x P ' t 'd, at 
high pres ure and ab v It cracks were pr duccu s a o nsc<.Ju 'n ' () dis\< atJo n 
in teraction . T h ~' and the 130 W re in e · tJgat 'U thoroughl y In lh)~' ( rks, 
howev r, the divi i n between re 
. IT and I I I and th ' upp 'r r, kIng \tmll: " er . not. It 
wa th aim of thi w rk t inclicate, with m re accuracy, thes' UI VISI )11 ~. 
Before considering the generation of figures and maps, it was necessary define a 
point of deformation change between Regime II and Regime III. The deformation profile 
of diamond is a continuous process, therefore the regime II-III boundary is likely to be a 
speculative one, unlike in the case of the upper, cracking boundary where a significant 
event occurs. For the sake of reference, a level of deformation that was definitely Regime 
III and one that was nearly but not quite was chosen. For this work, the deformation 
profile that was definitely regime III was rosette slip (figure 4.3 (6». The deformation level 
that was nearly regime III but not quite was picture frame slip (figure 4.3 (5». 
Reslilts: 
A senes of impressions were made on the {OOt} surface of several standard 
synthetic type Ib diamonds (-SOOppm N). Varying levels of deformation were obtained by 
using different soft impressor cone materials (therefore changing the applied pressure) and 
by changing the temperature at which the impressions were made. The series of 
impressions were chosen to give a broad range of deformation profiles over the 
temperature range 770°C (BDTI) to 1400°C. For each case, the contact pressure was 
calculated and the temperature recorded. The various techniques, as mentioned above, 
were then applied in an attempt to identify the level of deformation produced. For the sake 
of simplicity, the deformation profiles t +7, 2+3 and 4+5 as depicted in figure 4.3 were 
merged together. It was assumed that there was no deformation produced below the 
brittle-ductile transition line. 
The results of these experiments were then superimposed onto the schematic 
diagram. The line indicating the brittle-ductile transition was calculated by using data from 
Brookes, E.J. (1992). The upper dotted line was also taken from that work and represents 
the theoretical cleavage strength of diamond, inferred by using the dependence on 
temperature of the of the Young's modulus and shear modulus. 
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Key 
Catagory Symbol Description 
A o o 
(1) Hertzian fracture (J) Dislocation 
induced Facture 
B • ® ~ (2) CRSS/BDT (3) Slip inside contact area 
c .- Ii 
(4) Slip outside (5) Reverse plasticity 
contact area 
D 
(6) Rosette 
Figure 4.17. Key: Categories of observed deformation proflles. 
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Figure 4.18 Revised schematic diagram of the temperature/pressure dependence of plasticity for the (001) 
plane in synthetic Ib diamond 
It can be seen from the map shown in figure 4.18 that the result followed the 
predicted position of the BDT (Brookes, EJ, 1992). It also shows that the slope of the 
upper cracking limitation was greater than previously reported. The most ignificant 
observation to be made from this map, however, was the form of the Regime II/III 
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boundary. In previous work, this boundary has been represented as a vertical straight line, 
like that of the BDIT. From looking at the schematic diagram of the expected deformation 
profiles (figure 4.4), it was clear that the boundary would not be a vertical line but would 
slant inwards. Due to lack of sufficient data, however, the slope of the line could not be 
devised but was depicted as vertical The additional data points produced in this study have 
allowed this boundary to be depicted in more detail. Firsdy, it can be seen that the 
boundary is indeed, slanted inwards, however, the results suggest that the line is not 
straight. The form of the boundary is a curve that most likely mimics that of the lower 
BDT boundary. It was assumed, when producing this line, that at higher temperatures 
(> 1300°C) there would always be a transition between elastic and totally plastic behaviour, 
i.e. that area of Regime II will reduce, but never be completely eliminated. 
4.4 The Effect of Time 
In work presented so far, all of the results were gained by loading the impressor 
against the specimen for the same dwell time (300s). As has been shown by various 
authors, diamond creeps at temperatures above its britde-ductile transition temperature. In 
this section a series of impressions were made in the same diamond at different dwell times 
(300, 1000, 2000s and 3000s). This was achieved by rust impressing for 300s then moving 
the impressor to a new part of the crystal and impressing for a 1000s whilst the chamber 
was still evacuated and the sample at the experimental temperature. The process was 
repeated until the 3000s impression was completed. 
Low temperature creep 
It can be seen from figure 4.19 and table 4.2, where series of impressions have been 
made at different times but otherwise identical conditions, that the observed level of 
deformation can be drastically altered by the length of the dwell time. The impressions in 
figure 4.19 show that the deformation produced by the TiB2 impressor for dwell time of 
300s is a category C impression (using the nomenclature used in figure 4.17). However, by 
increasing the time from 300s to 3000s, the impression has changed from a category C (slip 
just outside the contact area) to a category D impression (rosette). Increasing the dwell 
time of impression, therefore, has a dramatic effect on the britde-ductile schematic diagram 
shown in figure 4.18 
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200~m 
(b) 
Figure 4.19. lnterferogtams of impressions produced by a TiB2 impressor (-4GPa). under a load of 115N, at 
a temperature of 1000°C for (a) 3005, (b) 10005, (c) 2000s (d) 30005 on the (001) face of synthetic Ib 
diamond. 
Dwell time (s) 300 1000 2000 3000 
Contact Diameter (!lm) 150 181 192 194 
Contact Pressure (GPa) 6.51 4.47 4.37 3.89 
Impression Depth (!lm) 0.25 0.75 1.875 2.125 
Impression Volume (m3xl0-14) 0.034 1.16 4.37 4.61 
Pile-up Height (J.1m) 0 0.25 0.5 0.5 
Table 4.2. Measurements of the deformed area of impressions produced by a TiB2 impre or, under a load f 
115N, at a temperature of 1000°C for increa ing dwell time . 
By increasing the time, the pressure to produce a ro ette at 10000 was reduced 
from approximately 8.5GPa to approximately 4GPa, i.e. the Regime II/III boundary was 
moved to the left. The effect of time was that, when the diamond was loaded at a given 
temperature, the intrinsic resolved shear stress of the diamond determined the level of 
deformation that was achievable. As the dislocations were initiated within the bulk of the 
crystal rather than the surface, they had to travel to the surface wh rc they c uld be en 
and recorded by the observer. However, if the time under load was n t long enough, the 
dislocations produced terminated at some point beneath the utface where th y w uld not 
be seen. This effect was more marked when investigating very low level of deformati n, 
such as would be found at the brittle ductile transition boundary (BDT). Th previ usly 
recorded data for the BDT relied on the few dislocations produced, travelling to the 
surface within the 300s time period. However, if the experiments were repeated but u ing a 
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longer dwell time (e.g. 3000s), then the recorded levels of deformation would be much 
higher than would be necessary to decide that plastic deformation had just started. This 
would have the effect of moving the BDT boundary to the left as well as the Regime II/III 
boundary. As a consequence of moving the BDT, the brittle ductile transition temperature, 
will also be reduced (figure 4.20). 
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Figure 4.20. Schematic diagram showing the effect of time on the brittle-ductile transition of diamond. 
High temperatllTr creep 
The effect of time on the plastic deformation of diamond was less marked at 
temperatures and pressures that were sufficient to produce rosettes. This was because a 
significant number of dislocations had been produced and travelled to the surface. It can be 
seen from the series of impressions shown in figure 4.21, that diamond continues to creep, 
even when a rosette has been formed. Although the form or the area of the impressions 
has not significantly altered, the depth of the impression increased with time (table 4.3). It 
can also be seen from measurements of the length of the rosette arms that, as the dwell 
time is increased, the rosette arms do not increase in length, but decrease. This indicated 
that the furthest rosette slip line was created by the highest achieved stress, rather than by 
continued dislocation motion. This suggests that the dislocation rosette size was dependent 
on the value of the resolved shear stress and was independent of time. 
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Figure 4.21. lnterferograrns of impressions produced by a SiJN4 impressor, uoder a load of 115N, at a 
temperature of 1400°C for (a) 300s, (b) 1000s, (c) 20005 (d) 3000s 00 the (001) face of yotheric Ib diamond. 
Dwell timeN 300 1000 2000 3000 
Contact Diameter (~m) 206 187 201 207 
Contact Pressure (GPa) 3.45 4.19 3.62 3.42 
Impression D~th (~m) 4.25 6 4.75 5.25 
Impression Volume_(m3x10-~ 3.8 5.4 4.1 5.2 
Pile-up H~ht (~m) 1 0.75 1 0.5 
Average rosette wing length ~~ 106.25 98.25 79.75 92.S 
Table 4.3. Measurements of the deformed area of impressions produced by a iJN4 imp! . or, under a 1 ad 
of 115N. at a temperature of 1400°C for increa ing dwell time . 
The effect of the continued creep of the diamond at the higher temp rature and 
pressures was very similar to that seen under the lower temperature and pre sure , i.e. the 
deformation process was still operating, but in a less vi ible manner. With the 1 w 
conditions the manifestation of the creep was the emergence far ettc f eli 1 cati n' at 
the surface. When the rosette is formed during the initial time peri d, the cr cp c uld be 
seen by an increasing impression volume. Although the impre 
size, the area of the rosette did not grow ignificandy. qually, a th dd nnati n depth i 
dependent on the load not the applied pre sure, the deform d v lum mu t al have 
remained relatively constant. The increase in impression volume with n increa c in 
deformation volume would have resulted in di locations becoming ev r m re den ely 
packed. Therefore, the likelihood for essile dislocation and a ciat d piled up 
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dislocations was increased. The increased possibility of dislocation interaction and pile-up 
led to dislocation induced cracking. This behaviour was seen in the deformation caused at 
dwell times of 300s, but at higher temperatures and pressures, i.e .. the conditions to cause 
dislocation induced cracking are reduced by the increase of dwell time. 
4.5 Summary 
This section has reviewed the current models that describe the plastic deformation 
of diamond when loaded under point contacts. A new model explaining the deformation 
process has been devised, using the previous models and experimentally observed results. 
A seven-point deformation story has been devised, where each point represents a 
visible change in the observed plastic deformation of diamond when using the soft 
impressor technique. It has been shown that whilst each point is reached consecutively, the 
onset of each point is dependent on the experimental temperature, pressure and dwell time. 
In addition, the schematic diagram of the britde-ductile transition (BD1) of 
diamond has been expanded. A second curve has been added to denote the change from 
localised plasticity to gross plastic deformation, in the form of dislocation rosettes and pile-
up. An upper cracking boundary has also been added, below which Hertzian or dislocation 
induced fracture were not observed. 
It has also been shown that the time for which the diamond is impressed plays a 
significant role in the onset and subsequent plastic deformation of diamond. Although the 
form of the BDT schematic is not altered the experimental conditions (temperature and 
pressure) to produce the features represented on the diagram are reduced by increasing the 
dwell time. 
The main results of this chapter are summarised below: 
• A seven-point deformation story has been devised. 
• A model explaining the observed deformation story, from the onset of plasticity to 
rosette formation and pile-up has been hypothesised. 
• The DDT schematic diagram has been expanded. 
• The regime II/III boundary has been added and found to be similar in form to the 
CRSS curve. 
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• An upper boundary, below which no cracking was observed, has been added. It was 
found to deviate significandy from the line theorised by Hertzian fracture mechanics. 
• Increasing the dwell time reduces the temperature/pressure conditions for all features 
on the BDT schematic. 
• The effect of dwell time is more marked at lower temperatures and pressures. 
Chapter 5 
THE EFFECT OF NITROGEN CONTENT 
S.l Introduction 
The effect that impurity atoms have on the properties of materials has been 
extensively studied. It is well known that impurity atoms affect the velocity of dislocations 
by either pinning them or aiding them to overcome the Peierls barrier. Macroscopically 
speaking, this means that impurity atoms can change the yield stress and britde ductile 
transition temperature of a given material, amongst other properties (Rabier et al, 1983). 
The detailed understanding of the effect of dispersed impurity elements, as obstacles to 
dislocations, requires careful study of the "host" material together with the nature of the 
impurity. For instance, in silicon single crystals, dislocation mobility is increased by the 
addition of n-type or p-type dopants with n type dopants having a larger effect (Hirsch et 
at, 1985b), but p type dopants retarding the dislocation mobility in germanium (Roberts et 
at, 1985). Indentation testing was used to induce the plasticity at temperatures up to 400°C, 
No change in indentation hardness as a function of impurity level was recorded. 
Although it is widely accepted that impurity elements within a crystal affect the 
properties, there has been litde experimentation to determine the effect on diamond. In 
fact, in most cases, there still exists the misnomer that diamond's extreme properties make 
it a "special" material, that is immune to the laws that affect all other materials. This is 
clearly not the case, as it has been shown in this and previous works that diamond behaves 
like any other f.c.c. crystal. Brookes, E.J. (1992) showed that nitrogen content had a 
significant effect on the plastic deformation of diamond and furthermore, the nature of the 
nitrogen impurity was also important. In that work it was shown that the britde ductile 
transition temperature and the critical resolved shear stress for a given temperature were 
higher for natural IIa diamond than type la, which were both higher than synthetic type Ib 
diamond. 
In this work, the effect of nitrogen content on the plastic deformation of synthetic 
(HPH1) diamonds have been studied more carefully. Synthetic (HPH1) diamonds were 
selected because this type of diamond is more available, the quality is superior, the 
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reproducibility is good and the large single growth sectors permit good experimental 
control within a region of reasonably homogeneous nitrogen concentration. Also, owing to 
the fact that the nature of the nitrogen impurity has an effect (i.e. A, B centres or single 
substitutional), it was necessary to distinguish between them. It was decided that the role of 
the single substitutional nitrogen defect would be determined as the only other nitrogen 
defect that is found in "as produced" HPHT diamonds is the H3 defect Although this 
defect is similar to the A centre, the H3 defect is not found in sufficient quantities to 
significantly influence the results. Assuming that because the H3 defect does not have an 
IR absorption peak the defect concentration in a sample 3mm thick must be lower than 
lO t4/ cm3 or O.OOlppm (Mainwood and Newton, 2000). In natural type Ia samples, 
however, there is always a mixed component of the nitrogen content present. Care must be 
taken to select samples that are predominantly one type, however, as there is still significant 
doubt as to the concentration profile within a given area. Even when ignoring the inherent 
difficulties of experimentation, it is still prudent to investigate the plastic properties of 
synthetic diamonds with different levels of nitrogen. This is, again, because the majority of 
interest lies with the industrial, rather than geological communities. When the significant 
role that nitrogen plays in the plasticity of diamond is better understood, it is conceivable 
that a range of synthetic diamonds with differing levels of nitrogen concentration could be 
produced. This would mean that it would be possible to choose the "grade" of single 
crystal diamond to be used, much in the same way as diamond grit products are separated 
today. 
The investigation of the effect of nitrogen concentration comprised of two parts. 
The first part involved detailing the macroscopic changes in levels of plastic defonnation 
for a given temperature and pressure, and were displayed in the form of a revised BDT 
map. The second part concentrated on investigating the reasons why the nitrogen content 
played such a significant role in plastic deformation. This involved producing large plastic 
rosettes in several samples containing different levels of nitrogen and detailing the resultant 
deformation in as many ways as possible, including spectroscopy and AFM. 
5.2 Deformation Map 
In this investigation, the soft impressor technique was used to create predominantly 
plastic impressions (whilst avoiding fracture), under controlled experimental conditions, in 
a range of synthetic (HPH1) type Ib diamonds. The diamonds were carefully selected for 
form and each diamond contained different concentrations of single substitutional nitrogen 
within the {100} growth sectors, in the range 0-850ppm N. The temperature and pressure 
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range for plastic deformation were 700o-1400°C and 0.S-12GPa respectively. All of the 
samples were polished {001} plates of approximate area ~2mm2. The impressions were 
carefully placed, where possible, in {1 OO} growth sectors where the nitrogen content was 
fairly uniformly dispersed and of "average" concentration. In addition, the cubic growth 
sectors exhibit only nitrogen related impurity centres as it has been widely reported that 
other impurities such as the Ni and Co are preferentially incorporated into {111} growth 
sectors. 
The level of plastic deformation for each impression was determined using optical 
microscopy and categorised using the methodology outlined in chapter 4. Due to the 
number of impressions needed to produce the plastic deformation versus nitrogen 
concentration relationship, it was not possible to show examples of every impression. 
Instead, examples are shown that best show the trends observed. 
Figure 5.1 shows interferograms of impressions made ill synthetic (HPHT) 
diamonds containing Oppm Nand 5S0ppm N, at a temperature of 1100°C using a cBN 
impressor (~7GPa). It can be seen that the nitrogen containing sample has deformed 
extensively, producing a deep impression (-6~m), a full rosette pattern and also dislocation 
induced crack , whilst the diamond containing no nitrogen has hardly deformed at all with 
a shallow impres ion (O.75~m) and no rosette. 
200J.,tm 
(a) 
<110> 
t;-<OlO> 
(b) 
igurc 5.1. lntcrferogram of impres ions produced by a cBN impressor, at a temperature of 11 OO°C, under a 
load of 115N, for a dwcll time of 3005: (a) Oppm N and (b) 550ppm N 
In figur 5.2 the interferograms of impressions made in the same samples but 
under dif£ r nt c ndition ar hown. The experimental temperature was raised to 1300°C 
and the mean pre ure wa lowered to ~2.5 Pa by using a ZrB2 impressor. In this case 
b th sample extensively plastically deformed, producing rosettes, however the sample 
c ntaining the higher nitrogen content produced a deeper impression (-l~m for Oppm 
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and -3~m for 550ppm N) and visibly higher pile-up. Neither impression produced 
dislocation-induced cracks, which was a reflection of the higher experimental temperature 
and the lower applied pressure. 
<110> <010> 
200Um V°tO> V11 
(a) 
Figure 5.2. Interferograms of impressions produced by a ZrB2 impress or, at a temperature of 1300°C. under a 
load of 115N, for a dwell time of 300s: (a) Oppm N and (b) 550ppm N 
Figure 5.3 shows interferograms of impressions in synthetic (HPHT) diamonds 
containing 550ppm Nand 850ppm N respectively, made at the higher temperature of 
1400°C whilst maintaining the pressure by using a Si3N4 impressor (-2.5GPa). It can be 
seen that the effect of the nitrogen concentration seems to have been reversed. The sample 
containing the lower nitrogen level deformed to produce 1.5J..lm deep impression with a 
rosette whilst the higher nitrogen level sample has produced an impression of O.5J..lm and 
no rosette. Again, no cracking was observed in either case. 
<110> 
t-<010> 
(b) 
Figure 5.3. Interferograms of impressions produced by a ZrB2 impressor, at a temperature of 1400°C, under a 
load of 115N, for a dwell time of 3005: (a) 550ppm N and (b) 850ppm N 
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The results of this study are summarised in the form of a revised brittle-ductile 
transition schematic, which is shown in figure 5.4. 
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Figure SA. Schematic diagram showing the effect of nitrogen content on the brittle-ductile transition of 
diamond 
This map was similar in form to the map shown in figure 4.18, where the nitrogen 
content was approximately 550ppm N. A number of observations can be made from this 
map: 
• Reducing the nitrogen content of HPHT diamond raises the temperature for the 
transition from brittle to ductile behaviour, i.e. the BOTT. 
• Increasing the nitrogen content lowers the flow stress of HPHT diamond, i.e. the stress 
to initiate and multiply dislocations or the CRSS. 
• Reducing the nitrogen content lowers the Regime II/III boundary, i.e. the boundary 
between deformation and extensive deformation. 
NB. The upper cracking limit shown in figure 5.4 was taken from that shown in figure 
4.18, as no cracking was observed during the course of these experiments. 
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5.3 Deformation Profiles 
Impressions were made using a Si3N. impressor at 1400°C under a load of 115N 
for a dwell time of 300s. The conditions chosen were such that a rosette formation of 
dislocations was expected for each impression. One impression was placed in each of truee 
synthetic type Ib diamonds with different nitrogen contents (100, 650, 850ppm N) and one 
natural type IIa sample. In each case, a number of investigative techniques were employed 
to profile the level and nature of the deformation produced. Optical microscopy in the 
form of Nomarski DIC, strain birefringence, interferometry, and cathodoluminescent 
topography was used. In addition, grids of photoluminescence (PL) spectra were taken, 
analysed and displayed in the form of three-dimensional maps. AFM microscopy was also 
used to gain high magnification images of the slip lines within the rosette arms and finally 
the samples were etched in KN03 to reveal the dislocation etch pits. The optical results are 
displayed and discussed in section 1, whilst the photoluminescence results, including the 
defect intensities and the Raman peak data are displayed and discussed in section 2. Section 
3 contains the etching and AFM images. 
Section " Optical microscopy: 
From the Nomarski DIC (figure 5.5), strain birefringence (figure 5.6), and CL 
micrographs (figure 5.7), the levels of deformation were assessed. The impression depths, 
areas, volumes and the exact height of pile-up were assessed from the interferometry image 
measurements (figure 5.8). These values are summarised in table 5.1 
Sample 
Natural IIa 100ppmN 650ppmN 85QPpm N 
Contact diameter (J..lm) 206 192 206 191 
Resultant Pressure (GPa) 3.6 4.14 3.6 4.19 
Impression De2th (J..I.m) 3 7.5 4.25 1.5 
Impression Volume (m3xl0-1~ 4.5 12.6 3.8 1.4 
Pile-up height Ulm) 1.5 2 1 0.5 
Table 5.1. Measurements of the deformed volume of the impressions, produced by a SiJN. impressor under a 
load of 115N at a temperature of 14000 C and a dwell time of 300s in dimlonds containing different levels of 
nitrogen. 
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It is clear from the Nomarski DIC images (figure 5.5) that in each case the contact 
area was similar, resulting in significant plastic deformation with multiple intersecting slip 
extending outside the contact areas. The slip steps became more coarse as the nitrogen 
content was increased. Despite the high levels of plastic deformation, there were no 
Herztian or dislocation induced cracks. 
The strain birefringence micrographs shown in figure 5.6 indicate that the strain 
field in each case was cruciform in shape along < 11 0> directions. The area of strained 
material increased as the nitrogen level decreased, indicating the level of strain associated 
with the impressions placed in the synthetic samples increased as the nitrogen 
concentration was lowered. The level of strain produced in the natural type IIa samples was 
lower than that of the 100ppm N sample but higher than the 650ppm N sample. The 
100ppm N sample showed a strain pattern that was different from the rest in that it had a 
<100> strain field superimposed over the <110> one. In the natural type IIa sample, the 
mosaic of relaxed dislocations inherent in most natural IIa diamonds can clearly be seen. 
The cathodoluminescence (CL) images (figure 5.7) show that in each case 
luminescence was produced, associated with the impressions. The synthetic samples show 
the characteristic 575nm (N-V) luminescence that is aligned along the slip plane directions. 
The intensity of the 575nm luminescence increases as the nitrogen level is reduced. In 
addition the 650 and 850ppm N samples show green luminescence associated with the H3 
(N-V-N) defect, whereas the 100ppm N sample shows none. In the 100ppm N sample the 
fact that the H3 luminescence is not obscuring the weaker 575nm luminescence means that 
the 575nm luminescence can clearly be seen in the cruciform rosette pattern closely 
associated with the slip lines. 
A measure of the deformed volume can be gained more clearly from the 
interferograms shown in figure 5.8. Whilst the contact area and, therefore, the resultant 
pressures, were similar for each impression, the resultant deformation was different. It can 
be seen that as the nitrogen content increased, the impression depths, volumes and pile-up 
heights decreased. The natural IIa sample did not follow the trend as the deformed zone 
was smaller than that of the 100ppm N sample, but higher than that of the 650ppm N 
sample. The area bounded by the pile-up of the rosette arms followed the previous trend 
with the largest pile-up area seen in the 100ppm N sample and the smallest in the 850ppm 
N sample. Again, the results showed different deformation in the 100ppm N sample. 
Where the rosette pile-up lobes tended to be elongated in the middle along <110> 
directions, producing teardrop shaped pile-up rather than the elliptical shape seen in the 
other samples. 
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Figure 5.5. omarski DIC micrograph of unpre sion produced by a I3 4 unpre · o r, at a temperature of 
1400°C, load 115 ,for a dwell time of 300 : (a) natural I la, (b) 10 ppm I ,(c) 650ppm , (u) 50ppm 
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Section 2, Photoluminescence and Raman: 
The PL investigation comprised of two components; initially, the emission spectra 
were analysed for the 1.945ev and H3 defect concentrations, then the Raman peak shift 
and full width at half maximum (FWHM) were recorded In each case a grid of PL spectra 
centred on the impression were taken. The grid size was 800J.1m square for the 550ppm 
and IIa samples and 1000J.1m square for the 100ppm N sample, with a spacing of 100J.1m, 
with the exception of the 850ppm N sample where a 400J.1m square with SOJ.1m spacing 
was used. The difference in grid sizes between the impressions reflected the difference in 
deformation area for each impression. The luminescence grids were first taken using the 
514.4nm laser line and then repeated using the 488nm laser-line. The laser was focused on 
the surface of the specimen and produced a spot size of 20J.1m. For each case, the position 
and full width at half height (FWHM) of the Raman line (1332 Rcm"l) for each spot in the 
grid were recorded. In addition, the intensities of the luminescence peaks at 614 Rcm"1 
from the 488nm line (H3) and at 3745Rcm"1 using the 514.4nm line (1.945ev) for each spot 
were recorded. The H3 and 1.945ev peak intensities were not measured for the naturallIa 
sample as these defects are nitrogen related and therefore no response was expected. The 
100ppm N sample showed no H3 luminescence, therefore a map of H3 luminescence 
could not be produced. 
The Raman line position was converted into values for residual strain (GPa) as 
described in chapter 3 and in each case, the spectra were baseline corrected. These values 
were recorded for each spot on the grid and were represented as three-dimensional maps. 
Table 5.2 gives the peak intensities of the 1.945ev and H3 defects and the values of the 
Raman peak shift and the FWHM. In each case the maximum and minimum values taken 
from within the known deformed region are given. For the defect intensities, a value for 
the background intensity was also calculated by taking a spectrum from a point on each 
specimen that was known to be undeformed. A background value for the Raman data was 
not necessary as all of the values were normalised against values taken from a natural lIa 
diamond sample considered to be strain free. 
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Sample 
Intensities (em) NaturalIIa 100ppmN 650ppmN 850ppmN 
Background / 0 406 1096 
1.945ev defect Minimum / 0 410 386 
Maximum / 12349 10145 4898 
Back~ound / 0 3411 9942 
H3 defect Minimum / 0 0 0 
Maximum / 0 4616 1625 
Raman shift Minimum 1.194 0.908 0.683 -0.057 
(GPa, comp) Maximum 1.655 1.09 0.907 0.41 
Minimum 2.391 2.149 2.192 4.112 FWHM Maximum 4.884 3.761 4.048 6.797 
Table 5.2. Values for the defect intensities, Raman shift and FWHM of the impressions, produced by Si~4 
impressor under a load of 115N at a temperature of 14000 C and a dwell time of 3005 in diamonds containing 
different levels of nitrogen. 
Maps of the photoluminescence intensities of the 1.945ev (N-V) and H3 (N-V-N) 
defects (figures 5.9 and 5.10 respectively) showed that the 100ppm N sample originally had 
zero populations of either defect. This was in contrast to the higher nitrogen samples, 
which contained high intensities of H3 but also background 1.945ev. In each case, the 
1.945ev defect was higher in intensity towards the middle of the impressions. In addition, 
an outline, reminiscent of the rosette formation, can be seen. The H3 defect on the other 
hand was shown to decrease to zero, towards the centre of the impressions. 
The Raman shift maps, displayed in figure 5.11, showed that the deformed volume 
was under a compressive residual stress with the stress becoming less compressive towards 
the centre of the impressions. In the case of the 850ppm N sample the stress became 
tensile at the centre of the impression. The residual stress was highest for the natural IIa 
sample and was reduced as the nitrogen content increased. If the difference between the 
highest recorded stress and the lowest for each map was taken, it showed that the stress 
gradient increased as the nitrogen increased, except for the natural I1a sample, which had a 
residual stress gradient nearly equal that of the 850ppm N sample. Again, the contours on 
the maps were reminiscent of the rosette formation, especially in the 650 and 850ppm N 
samples. In the 650ppm N sample the highest residual stresses were along <100> 
directions, in-between the rosette pile-up lobes, indicating that the material has been 
displaced outwards and upwards, producing a tensile element towards the centre of the 
impression. 
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The full width at half-maximum maps of the Raman peaks (figure 5.12) showed 
that, as the nitrogen content was increased, the average width of the peaks increased. In 
addition, the difference between the maximum and minimum values was similar to those 
for the Raman shift, in that the greatest difference occurred as the nitrogen content 
increased. Again, the IIa sample had a value near to that of the 850ppm N sample but 
slightly lower. The contours of the natural IIa and 100ppm N sample maps showed little 
change in peak width, except for small regions. The small regions with large changes of 
peak width were very localised and not close to any impression features. It was most likely 
that these results were either due to impurities on the surface of the specimens or sub-
surface inclusions. The maps for the 650 and 850ppm N showed much larger changes in 
peak width, the highest values being towards the outside of the impressions, i.e. the FWHM 
of the Raman peak was reduced towards the centre of the impression. The map for the 
650ppm N sample was the most reminiscent of the rosette formation and, also, of the 
counterpart Raman shift map. 
Section), Etching and atomicforce microscopy: 
As described in chapter 3, each impression was etched usmg molten KNO). 
Micrographs of each etched impression, clearly showing the extent of the deformation 
rosette, are displayed below. Table 5.3 gives the results of the AFM step height analyses 
and measurements of the rosette wing lengths, taken from the etched impressions. 
Sample 
NaturalIIa lOOppmN 6~mN 850~mN 
Step Height Parallel slip 1.063 1.945 17.995 14.744 
analysis (nm) 90° slip 0.263 0.29 3.973 3.973 
Rosette wing length average Utm) / 310 106 42 
Ta~le 5.~. AFM step height analyses and rosette wing length measurements of the impressions, prcxluced by 
S13N. impressor under a load of 115N at a temperature of 1400°C and a dwell time of 300s in diamonds 
containing different levels of nitrogen. 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrographs were taken of all of the impressions. 
In each case, the centre of the impressions could not be scanned, as the AFM is too 
sensitive to a height change of more than 1 J.1. For this reason, areas just outside the contact 
area of the impressions were chosen for scanning. The areas chosen were far enough away 
from the contact area to prevent saturation but within the area in which the rosette slip had 
been formed. For each image produced, a simple two-dimensional contrast image showing 
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the ele\Tation of the urface and a three-dimensional impression created by the so ftware 
package i given. In each case, the image was levelled by dictating a portio n of the image 
that wa deemed a flat, level area (u ually away from any deformation) . In each case, a 
chematic diagram accompanies the FM image so that a sense of position and direction 
can be gained. The slip and polishing lines have produced images ciut contain three sets o f 
straight lines . The lines that are perpendicular to each other and diagonal to the picture 
orientation, are the slip line wherea those that are at 45° to the oci1ers and near vertical 
are the p lishing line ' . 
Etching the samples (figure 5.15) has revealed that the extent of the deformation is 
much larger for the 100ppm 1 sample than for the others . This was determined by 
measuring the distance of the furthest dislocation etch pit from the edge of the impre sion. 
The extra ro ette arm length seen in the 100ppmN ample was so large that the micrograph 
shown in Fig.S .1Sb had to be taken at a lower magnification. In the case o f the natural IIa 
sample the backgrou nd mosaic of dislocations produced 0 many etch pit that the etch pits 
associated with the slip lines could not be determined . 
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Figure 5.16. FM micrographs of unpressi ns produced by a ~t3 4 Impre~\C)r. at • temp ' ratur . /) 14()()OC. 
under a load of 115 ,for a dwell lime of 30 s (a) narurailla, (b) 100pprn Where the I . t h; nd llnolg I :t 
2-D topogtaphic map and the right hand unage IS a computer generated 1 I) lrna 'c . 
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The AFM topographs of the slip in each of the rosettes (figures 5.16 and 5.17) 
produced in each sample revealed that the nature of the slip was very different for each 
sample. The natural lIa sample shows large numbers of parallel and 90° slip whereas, in the 
other samples, the number of slip lines, both parallel and at 90°, was reduced as the 
nitrogen content was increased. In addition to the numbers, the distance between 
subsequent slip lines was increased as the nitrogen content was increased. For each case the 
ratio between the number of parallel and 90° slip lines was different, with the lIa have 
roughly the equal numbers of each and the 850ppm N having virtually no 90° slip lines. 
The step height analyses and the z-range of each topograph show that as the nitrogen 
content increased the step height of the slip lines also increased. Moreover, for each case 
the average step height of the parallel slip lines was higher than that of the 900 slip. In 
general, as the nitrogen content was reduced the number of slip lines increased, but their 
average height was reduced. 
5.4 SUmma!¥ 
It has been show that varying the single substitutional nitrogen content by several 
hundred ppm affects the plasticity of synthetic (HPH1) diamond. The effect has been 
displayed in the form of a modified brittle-ductile transition schematic, which indicates the 
temperature and pressure required to cause various levels of plastic deformation with 
respect to the nitrogen content. In addition, dislocation rosettes produced under identical 
conditions but in samples with different nitrogen contents have been profiled, using a large 
array of techniques. The results of the different profiling techniques, when combined, allow 
a unique insight into the reasons why single substitutional nitrogen plays such a significant 
role in the plasticity of diamond at levels thought previously to be insignificant. 
The main results of this chapter are summarised below: 
Mapping: 
• Reducing the nitrogen content raises the brittle-ductile transition temperature (BOT!). 
• Reducing the nitrogen content increases the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) at low 
temperatures, i.e. regime 1/11 boundary. 
• Reducing the nitrogen content lowers the temperature/pressure conditions to cause 
gross plasticity (rosettes) i.t.lowers the regime II/III boundary. 
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Profiling: 
• Reducing the nitrogen content increases the size of the deformed area, i.t. larger 
rosettes, deeper impressions and higher pile-up. 
• 575nm (N-V) cathodoluminescence is strongly associated with the slip lines and 
dislocations in nitrogen containing diamonds. 
• 1.945ev (Ni-V) photoluminescence is produced during plastic deformation and is seen 
to become more intense towards the centre of the impressions. 
• H3 centres are not necessary to produce 575nm cathodoluminescence or 1.945ev 
photoluminescence. 
• H3 photoluminescence is annihilated by plastic deformation processes. 
• The residual stress around impression is compressive in nature, and has a cruciform 
structure by <100> oriented rather than <110> as with the rosette arms and pile-up. 
• The residual stress becomes less compressive towards the centre of the impression. 
• Reducing the nitrogen content increases the levels of residual stress. 
• Reducing the nitrogen content reduces the level of disorder (FWHM) around the 
impression. 
• The level of disorder (FWHM) is reduced towards the centre of the impression. 
• Etching with KN03 at 750°C produces the best results for dislocation etching. 
• Reducing the nitrogen content increases the dislocation rosette wing length. 
• Reducing the nitrogen content produces finer, more numerous intersecting slip steps. 
• The pile-up is produced by smooth, curved, slip steps for all nitrogen contents. 
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Chapter 6 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Discussion 
The experimental work described in this thesis has shown that the soft impressor 
technique can be used to investigate the plastic properties of super hard materials at 
elevated temperatures. In this work, the study of significant plastic deformation repeatedly 
introduced into single crystal synthetic (HPH1) diamonds, whilst avoiding brittle failure, 
has led to a clearer understanding of the temperature and pressure dependence of the 
plasticity of diamond. It has also been shown that using this method, creep behaviour at 
temperatures above the brittle ductile transition temperature can be studied. In addition, 
the application of the soft impressor technique has provided a clearer insight into reasons 
why it is observed that the plasticity of diamond is sensitive to low levels of single 
substitutional nitrogen (O-850ppm N). 
Discussion of work presented in this thesis can be separated into three main areas. 
The first area covers modelling and plastic deformation as seen experimentally. The second 
discusses the extension of the brittle ductile transition schematic diagrams and the effect of 
dwell time and nitrogen content. The third is concerned with the profiling of the rosette 
impressions, made in synthetic (HPH1) diamonds with different nitrogen contents. 
Modelling: 
In this work, a model of elastic stress contours based on single point contacts 
(Roberts 1988), together with estimates of the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) of 
diamond (Brookes, E.]. 1992) and the plastic deformation developed when using the soft 
impressor technique has been developed to explain the observed deformation in terms of 
dislocation initiation and movement. The Roberts model provided benchmark levels of 
stress, whilst the CRSS calculations provided the data necessary to determine where, 
beneath the contact area, it was possible to initiate and move dislocations. Together with 
the observed deformation it was possible to hypothesise as to how the dislocations moved 
and multiplied to produce a macroscopic plastic impression. 
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The model assumed that the CRSS was the stress necessary to initiate a dislocation, 
but that the stress necessary to move a dislocation was less than the CRSS. This means that 
once a dislocation has been created it moves until the stress acting on it is too low for 
further movement. The subsequent multiplication of dislocations then fills the region in 
which they are able to expand. To create a larger dislocated volume, the overall stress level 
applied would need to be raised. However, the nature of the soft impressor technique is 
such that, to raise the mean pressure, the contact area must be reduced. As the deformation 
volume is related to the contact area, raising the pressure (i.e. lowering the contact area) 
reduces rather than increases the dislocated volume. However, the resolved shear stress is 
higher, therefore, a greater number of dislocations can be initiated, producing a greater 
number of dislocations in a smaller volume. To increase the size of the deformed volume, 
using the soft impressor technique, it would be necessary to increase the load applied to the 
impressor, thereby increasing the pressure without decreasing the contact area. Therefore it 
can be said that (when using the soft impressor technique) the deformed volume and in 
particular the deformation depth is independent of mean pressure, but dependent on the 
applied load. 
When the resolved shear stress is high enough, the dislocations can expand further 
than the compressive/tensile boundary created by the edge of the circular contact. Then 
dislocations expand further into the bulk and emerge at the surface. The model assumes 
that the dislocations do not significantly alter the stress contours produced by the point 
contact. By making this assumption, it was possible to hypothesise as to the origin of the 
dislocations that created the rosette. However, for this to be correct, the dislocations that 
form the rosette must be full dislocation loops rather than punched out prismatic 
dislocations. If the rosette dislocations were prismatic in nature, then the length of any slip 
line would be fixed but its distance from the edge of the contact area (where it was created) 
would vary with dislocation velocity and the dwell time. However, it has been shown that 
the slip lines which form the rosette do not have fixed lengths and do not move away from 
the edge of the impression. This would indicate that the slip lines were manifestations of 
screw dislocations intersecting the surface. 
The AFM studies provided further evidence, revealing that the slip lines were 
curved, i.e. highest at the centre of the slip line and lowest at the edges. Assuming that the 
slip lines were manifestations of screw dislocations would suggest that the slip lines were 
several hundred dislocations, all produced at the same point, e.g. a Frank-Read source. 
However, if the slip lines were produced by the prismatic dislocations it is unlikely that the 
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slip lines be curved. The AFM study also showed that the slip lines did not kink or jog 
suggesting, again, that they were produced by the same source. 
DifOrmation Maps: 
The original deformation map or BDT schematic diagram consisted of two lines 
(Brookes, EJ. 1992). One indicated the temperature at which plastic deformation was 
possible (the BDT!) and the other line indicated the pressure and temperature necessary to 
create plastic deformation above the BDIT (CRSS). Three Regimes of deformation were 
identified together with a ceiling above which the diamond would crack under these 
conditions. Regime I was below the BDIT where only elastic behaviour was seen and 
Regime II was above the BDIT, where a mixture of elastic and plastic behaviour was 
observed. Regime III indicated the conditions necessary to produce a fully plastic response. 
The upper cracking limit was calculated using Hertzian fracture mechanics. The numerous 
impressions made during the course of this investigation has allowed an expansion of the 
schematic, and a more precise identification of the boundary between Regimes II and III 
and a better definition of the upper cracking boundary. 
To identify the Regime II/III boundary it was first necessary to quantify the term 
"fully plastic". For the purposes of this work, it was assumed that a fully plastic response 
was that of a dislocation rosette, with no cracking. As can be seen from figure 6.1 the 
Regime II/III boundary is similar in shape to that of the CRSS line but at higher 
temperatures and pressures. Two assumptions were made when producing this boundary. 
The first assumption was that at the high-pressure end of the line, it followed the form of 
the CRSS line. The second assumption made was that at high temperatures the pressure to 
produce a rosette would never equal the CRSS, therefore there would never be a point 
where Regime I (elastic) had a common boundary with Regime III, i.e. there is always some 
Regime II behaviour, however small. 
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Figure 6.1. The revised brittle-ductile transition schematic, showing areas of assumption. 
The upper cracking limit depicted in the diagram was established from 
experimental results. It was not the aim of this work to investigate the fracture of diamond 
at elevated temperatures and therefore the line is not exact. However, it does indicate that 
the line derived from Hertzian fracture mechanics was too high. It also show that the 
pressure to produce cracks reduces rapidly as the temperature is increased. This is thought 
to be due to the interaction of dislocations within the deformed volume, creating essile 
and piled-up dislocations, which can act as stress concentrators. It is assumed that a the 
temperature is lowered the pressure to produce brittle fracture will increase to the figure 
indicated by Hertzian theory, i.e. the two lines will converge at lower temperaturl!s. 
Dwell time and impression creep: 
During the course of these experiments it became clear that the warn nd def, rmed 
in set pattern - the deformation 'story'. Regardless of the temperature (pr viding it wa 
above the BDTI), simply increasing the pressure could induce th wh Ie s t of 
deformation levels. Equally, any deformation level could be achieved by kccpin the 
pressure constant and increasing the temperature. A change in dwcll time lnv ked a imilar 
effect, i.e. increasing the dwell time increased the observed deformati n I vel and 
impression creep was observed. Therefore, the effect of the dwell time n the BDT 
schematic was to reduce the temperatures and pressure necessary to pr du a disl cali n 
rosette and also dislocation induced cracking. The change in deformation with change in 
dwell time was more marked for lower temperatures and pressures, whcr nly minimal 
plastic deformation was observed. An increase in dwell rime in Regime II produced vi ibly 
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higher levels of deformation. For example, if the initial point was a few slip lines in the 
surface, extending the dwell time from 300s to 1000s produced significantly more slip that 
extended further than the compressive/tensile boundary around the contact boundary. At 
higher temperatures and pressures, when the expected response was a dislocation rosette, 
the effect of increasing the time was a deeper impression with higher pile-up. The overall 
area of the impression, including the rosette wings lengths was not significantly increased. 
On loading, the highest point of resolved shear stress is a certain distance below the 
surface of the specimen. Therefore, the initial dislocations and all the subsequent 
dislocations are also at a distance below the surface. This means that with increased time 
under load, dislocations are able to expand until they reach the surface and can be imaged. 
In addition, as the observed slip steps are produced by hundreds of dislocations, from the 
same source, an incubation time is needed before the dislocations are numerous enough to 
produce a high enough slip step to be seen optically. The reason why the creep process is 
seen to slow down at the higher levels of strain may be because the dislocations interact 
with each other to produce a barrier to further deformation. This would suggest significant 
work hardening of the diamond below the impress or. Considering the number of 
dislocations that must be initiated to produce the observed levels of strain, it is not 
surprising that the deformed volume becomes filled with sessile dislocations. If this were 
the case it would suggest that at 1400°C the dislocations are unable to cross slip i.e. at 
14000 C stage III work hardening has not been reached. This is further supported by the 
fact that the slip lines at the surface are not jogged. If the dislocations were able to cross 
slip they would relieve piled-up dislocations and multiple cross slip would initiate further 
dislocations, producing more deformation. Equally, by using the deformation modelling in 
chapter 4, it can be seen that if the volume through which dislocations are able to expand is 
fixed, then subsequent dislocation initiation would only fill up that volume. On the surface, 
this would be observed as a reduction in the strain rate as the dislocation area ceases to 
expand. On the other hand, the amount of strain may only be perceived to slow down as 
the level of strain is not calculated by the number of dislocations initiated but by the size of 
the impression. 
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Nitrogen content: 
The effect of nitrogen content on plastic deformation of synthetic diamond is 
twofold: 
• At lower temperatures, reducing the nitrogen content increases the temperature needed 
to produce plastic deformation (BDTf). Above the BDTT, the trend continues and 
lowering the nitrogen content results in higher temperatures and pressures needed to 
cause plastic deformation. 
• At higher temperatures (>1300oq the opposite is observed. Reducing the nitrogen 
content increases the extent of plastic deformation, for these experimental conditions. 
Furthermore, the deep impressions introduced into the low nitrogen samples at 
temperatures above 13000 e have formed very large rosettes, i.e. the dislocation rosette 
covers a greater area and the 'pile-up' is higher. 
At the lower experimental temperatures, (~ 7500 e - 13000 q the presence of 
nitrogen appears to have the effect of lowering the stress necessary to create and move 
dislocations. This may be due to the misfit stress concentration created by a nitrogen atom 
substituted for a carbon atom. Lang et al (1991) carried out investigations into the lattice 
dilation caused by dispersed single substitutional nitrogen. It was found that the volume 
occupied by a nitrogen atom was 1.41 times that of the carbon atom. It is possible that the 
stress concentration caused by this mismatch may be sufficient to act as a nucleation site 
for dislocations. It has also been shown that when a {110} growth sector, with virtually no 
nitrogen, is adjacent to a {111} growth sector containing -88ppm N, the mismatch 
between lattice parameters is sufficient to produce a residual stress of 7GPa (Lang, 2000). 
Although the mismatch between growth sectors produces a significant residual stress, there 
was no evidence of dislocations emanating from growth sector boundaries or that they 
played a direct role in initiating the deformation observed. However, the residual stress 
inherent in the crystal may mean that a lower stress is required to initiate slip than would be 
needed in an otherwise relatively stress free crystal. 
At the higher temperatures, the pressure exerted far exceeds the critical resolved 
shear stress of the crystal regardless of the nitrogen content, and therefore it can be 
assumed that dislocations have been created and are quite mobile. Here the dispersed 
nitrogen appears to act as barrier to dislocations as they move through the crystal under the 
action of the applied stress. 
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Profiling: 
A number of optical techniques were used to map deformation profiles of four 
different diamond samples to provide a better understanding of the process of plastic 
deformation and of the effect of nitrogen concentration on that process. Four impressions, 
made using a Si3N4 impressor at 1400°C under a load of 115N for a dwell time of 5 
minutes, were mapped. Each sample had a different nitrogen content (natural Ha, synthetic 
(HPH1) 100,650, and 850ppm N). These conditions were selected for this study in order 
to investigate significant plastic deformation without producing any cracks in the 
specimens. 
The impressions were profiled using optical microscopy, spectroscopy, etching and 
atomic force microscopy (AFM). The optical techniques and dislocation etching techniques 
were used to quantify the level of deformation produced in each sample. The spectroscopy 
was used to gain qualitative information about the defect populations, the residual stress 
and the disorder within the crystal. AFM was used to gain an insight into the mechanism 
and state of the pile-up in the rosette arms. 
The optical micrographs confirmed that in each case, significant deformation was 
produced without associated cracking. As the nitrogen content was increased the amount 
of observed deformation was reduced in that the depth of the impression, the height of the 
pile-up and the length rosette arms were all reduced as the nitrogen content was increased. 
This result was confirmed by the birefringence studies, where the extent of the strain field 
dearly showed that the deformed area for the 100ppm N sample was significantly larger 
than the 850ppm N sample. In the previous section, the effect of nitrogen concentration 
was discussed with respect to the pinning of dislocations by the nitrogen. Here the same 
effect can be seen. Clearly the dislocations in the low nitrogen diamond were able to move 
a greater distance away from the contact area indicating that the pinning ability of the 
nitrogen was less effective. In the highest nitrogen sample, however, it can be seen that 
dislocations were created but were unable to move any significant distance away from the 
contact area, as they appeared to be pinned almost immediately by the dispersed nitrogen 
atoms. 
The level of deformation observed in the 100ppm N sample was certainly the most 
extensive and the rosette was a different shape to the higher nitrogen content samples. The 
rosette arms were tear-drop shaped, instead of elliptical, with the long axis parallel to the 
tangent of the contact area. This may be due to a more even distribution of the intersecting 
slip that produces the pile-up. In the other samples the pile-up is formed predominantly by 
slip lines that are parallel to the tangent of the contact area, producing the elliptical shape. 
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If the slip lines perpendicular to the parallel slip lines were numerous enough it would 
elongate the ellipse into a teardrop. 
In most cases, the natural IIa sample did not fully fit the nitrogen trend observed in 
type Ib synthetic diamond. The deformation observed was less than the 100ppm N sample 
but more than the 650ppm N sample. As can be seen from the birefringence micrograph, 
this was heavily dislocated, with dislocations relaxed into a mosaic formation. The existence 
of these dislocations prior to impression would have served to inhibit the movement of the 
dislocations produced by the impression. Indeed it is likely that the mosaic of dislocations 
had a work hardening effect on the diamond. The effect of increasing the level of nitrogen 
to 650ppm N or greater clearly exceeds that of the work-hardening effect observed in type 
IIa diamond. 
The cathodoluminescence eCL) micrographs showed that the 575nm (N-V) centre 
was produced in nitrogen containing diamond and was closely associated with slip. The 
100ppm N sample did not show any H3 (N-V-N) CL, therefore, the 575nm CL appeared 
to be more intense. Although this may be the case, caution must be taken as CL is a 
competitive process and in the absence of the H3 defect all of the cathode energy is 
available for the 575nm defect to luminesce. In addition, the green of the H3 defect and 
the yellow/red of the 575nm defect would mean that it would be difficult to obtain good 
contrast. The absence of the H3 in the 100ppm N sample on the other hand leaves a black 
background, which gives a very good contrast to the yellow/red 575nm CL. 
The measurements of the 1.945ev and H3 defects using photoluminescence 
spectroscopy (PL) showed that in the nitrogen containing diamonds the 1.945ev defect was 
created by the plastic deformation. The area covered by the induced 1.945ev defects 
follows a rough cruciform shape, which correlate with the areas of deformation calculated 
using the optical techniques. The H3 defect intensity map did not show the same results 
and the maps did not reveal a cruciform shape, although the contact area can be seen as 
roughly circular. The maps also showed that the intensity of the H3 defect was reduced to 
zero at the centre of the impressions, implying that the H3 has been annihilated or 
suppressed. The 100ppm N sample did not show any background 1.945ev PL indicating 
that all of the recorded 1.945ev PL was due to plastic deformation. Both the 650 and 
850ppm N samples showed a background intensity, however the PL recorded at the 
impressions was significantly higher than the background values. The CL result showing 
that the 100ppm N sample did not have any H3 centres was confirmed by the PL results. 
As expected, the naturallIa sample did not show any 1.945ev or H3 PL. 
-------- ~.- ._.---- --- - - --
Chapter 6 Discussion and Conclusions 
The CL and PL results imply that the 575nm and 1.945ev centres are created by 
plastic deformation, whilst the H3 centre is destroyed. The creation of the 575nm and 
1,945ev centres is probably due to non-conservative dislocation motion. When a 
dislocation climbs it either releases or absorbs a vacancy. At temperatures above 800°C it 
has been shown that a vacancy can be trapped at a substitutional nitrogen site to produce 
an N-V, 1.945ev complex (Du Preez, 1965, Davies and Hamer, 1976b). It is assumed that 
the 575nm defect is created in the same manner, but when a neutral rather than a 
negatively charged vacancy combines, explaining why the 575nm and 1.945ev defect are so 
strongly associated with the slip lines. The vacancies produced are highly mobile and highly 
reactive, therefore they will only be able to move very short distances before either 
recombining or combining with a nitrogen atom, i.e. the 575nm luminescence and 1.945ev 
defects are an indirect consequence of plastic deformation. 
The reason for the H3 annihilation cannot be easily explained. The behaviour of 
luminescence defects at high temperatures is very complex, with defects combining and 
separating almost at random. For instance, H3 absorption in type laA diamonds decreases 
by a factor of 3 when annealed between 800° and 1500°C, but the H3 intensity is increased 
by a factor of 6 when the same experiment is carried out on type laB samples (Collins, 
2000). Therefore it is difficult to predict whether the H3 defect has been destroyed by 
dislocation/vacancy interaction, or by another process. Although the PL maps do strongly 
suggest that in this case dislocation activity played a large role. Another consideration is 
that the photoluminescence response has simply been quenched by the heat treatment, as 
happens with cathodoluminescence in MgO (Chaudhri et al 1980). 
The implications for the effect of defect populations on the plasticity of diamond 
are equally ambiguous. If the single substitutional nitrogen atom has such a significant 
effect on the plasticity of diamond, it is thought that defects that are larger and more 
reactive should have a larger effect. The ambiguity of the effects of defect populations is 
borne by the fact that diamond only shows signs of plasticity at temperatures higher than 
750°C. At these temperatures, the defects concerned become mobile and interact with one 
another. The schematic diagram shown in figure 6.2 shows the britde-ductile transition 
diagram over laid by lines indicating the mobility and interaction for some of the defects 
concerning type lb diamond. 
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Figure 6.2. Schematic diagram representing the brittle-ductile transition and the mobility/interaction of some 
of the defects seen in type Ib diamond. 
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Chapter 6 Discussion and Conclusions 
As can be seen from the diagram, in the temperature range where diamond 
plasticity is possible, both the interstitial and vacancy are mobile. At 1400°C, the N-V 
defect is also mobile. The mobility of the defects means that there are many possible 
reactions in addition to the simple interaction with a dislocation. For instance, the creation 
of Cottrell atmospheres would either drag moving dislocations or relieve the stress 
surrounding those that are piled-up. There is also evidence to suggest that defect mobility is 
increased by the presence of dislocations, a confining pressure and other impurities. For 
instance, it has been shown that the presence of vacancies enhances the aggregation of C 
centres into A centres, which do not aggregate unless there is a conftning pressure of at 
least SGPa (Collins, 1980). Furthermore, the aggregation of nitrogen has not been seen in 
{I DO} growth sectors of synthetic diamonds at 1600°C but it is readily seen in {Ill} 
growth sectors, where there are an appreciable amount of transition metal impurities 
(Watkins et al2000). 
In addition to the defect maps, proilles of the residual stress and the lattice disorder 
of the impressions were mapped using data taken from the position and shape of the 
Raman peak. The maps showed that the residual stress around the impressions was 
compressive, but became more tensile towards the centre of the impressions. The intensity 
values showed that as the nitrogen content was lowered the overall residual stress was 
increased. In the 8S0ppm N sample the residual stress was found to be tensile at the centre 
of the impression. The FWHM maps showed that the lattice disorder was reduced towards 
the centre of the impression and with lower nitrogen content. Both the intensity and 
FWHM contours of the 6S0ppm N sample map can be seen to resemble the rosette 
formation, however the high stress lobes are in <100> rather than the <110> directions of 
the pile-up arms of the rosette. 
During deformation, the models show that the stress beneath the impressor is of a 
compressive nature. However, after the load has been removed and the sample cooled, the 
values represented by the Raman peak shifts indicated that the residual stress beneath the 
impressor is tensile. As the crystal was deformed, a deep impression was produced, with a 
significant amount of material displaced as four pile-up lobes. The residual stress values 
may indicate that the material was displaced into the pile-up lobes in such a manner that 
the central portion of the impression was placed in tension. When the diamond was cooled 
to temperatures below the BDTf the tensile stresses were effectively "frozen in". This is 
supported by the compressive nature of the surrounding material. The values of highest 
residual stress are along <100> directions, particularly in the 6S0ppm N sample. This may 
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be due to the <110> pile-up lobes compressing the <100> valleys in-between each rosette 
arm. 
In each case it is clear that the level of nitrogen within the lattice has had an effect 
on the residual stress and on the lattice disorder produced by impression. The highest 
values of residual stress were observed with the samples lowest in nitrogen. This correlates 
well with the previous images of the deformation produced showed that the level of 
deformation observed for the low nitrogen was also highest. These results, however, seem 
to contradict the FWHM results, which indicated that the lattice disorder was reduced 
towards the centre of the impression and furthermore, as the nitrogen content of the 
diamonds was reduced, the level of lattice disorder was reduced. It seems, therefore, that 
although dislocation movement produces appreciable lattice disorder, the presence of the 
nitrogen within the crystal produces a larger effect. 
To investigate the nature of the pile-up, AFM was used to image small sections of 
the rosette arms for each sample. The results showed that with lower nitrogen 
concentration the number of interpenetrating slip lines increased. In fact, the average 
height of the slip steps increased with nitrogen content, as the number of slip steps 
decreased. 
It is evident from the results that nitrogen plays a significant role in the plastic 
deformation mechanism. At low levels of pressure and temperature nitrogen atoms may be 
acting as stress concentrators, which aid the production of Frank-Read style sources. As 
the pressure and temperature are increased the capacity for dislocation production is also 
increased. With the nitrogen in the crystal lattice, dislocations are produced at the discrete 
sources. However, when the nitrogen level in the crystal is negligible there are also 
negligible numbers of dislocation sources. Therefore the stress level must be raised to a 
higher level before other, less effective stress concentrators can act as sources. These are 
more numerous, however, producing a greater number of slip lines. As the pressure and 
temperature conditions were the same for each level of nitrogen concentration, it can be 
assumed that the capacity to produce dislocations was also the same. This means that 
although a greater number of dislocation lines were produced when the nitrogen 
concentration was low, the number of subsequent dislocations each source could produce 
was also low. The high nitrogen samples on the other hand had a small number of sources, 
but each was able to produce a greater number of consecutive dislocations, thereby 
producing the higher step heights. 
1.)f) 
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Chapter () Discussion and Conclusions 
6.2 Conclusions 
These studies on the plastic deformation of single crystal diamonds containing different 
levels of nitrogen support the following conclusions: 
• Under these experimental conditions, the onset of plastic deformation (BDTI') 1S 
influenced by nitrogen content. 
• Above the brittle-ductile transition temperature, the critical resolved shear stress is also 
influenced by nitrogen content. 
• The level of nitrogen in the lattice in substitutional sites affects the conditions 
necessary to produce extensive plastic deformation. 
• Impression creep of synthetic type Ib diamond occurs at temperatures just above the 
brittle-ductile transition temperature. 
The way in which single crystal diamond deforms plastically when loaded with a soft 
impressor at high pressures and temperatures is not yet fully understood. However, work 
within this thesis has produced results that have provided further evidence that can be used 
to gain a greater insight into the mechanisms of plastic deformation. The soft impress or 
technique has allowed experiments to be carried out that have shown that the level of 
plastic deformation for a given set of results is sensitive to the levels of dispersed single 
substitutional nitrogen within the crystal lattice. The large range of techniques used to 
proflle the plastic deformation has provided a unique insight into the possible reasons for 
that sensitivity. Although many results have been gained, it is obvious that the full answers 
to the questions asked within this thesis would benefit from further experimentation. 
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6.3 Future Work 
• The onset of the BDTT has been shown to be sensitive to nitrogen. Proftles similar to 
those carried out on impressions made at1400°C are necessary to determine the effect 
of temperature and pressure on the defect population at low levels of plastic 
deformation. 
• The brittle-ductile transition temperature, as stated in this work, was defined using a 
dwell time of 300s. However, results on the creep of diamond have indicated that if the 
experimental dwell times were increased, the temperature at which plastic deformation 
is observed would be reduced. 
• The creep results also indicate that the creep process may change in mechanism as the 
experimental temperature is increased. More creep results would provide clearer 
evidence for such a change in mechanism. 
• A line indicating the point at which the samples cracked was produced. It was not the 
intention to create cracks during the course of this experimental work. Further 
investigation into the brittle behaviour, both Hertzian and dislocation induced, is 
needed to identify this upper limit more accurately. 
• As diamond is susceptible to localised plastic deformation, work-hardening and 
ultimately fracture under conditions of point loading, cycling the impresso! at 
temperatures just above and just below the BDTI' would provide an interesting 
assessment of mechanisms of fatigue wear in diamond. 
• The high level of dislocation initiation with the course of these experiments introduces 
the question of work hardening. As with many other materials does the presence of 
dislocations within the crystal structure make it more difficult to produce further plastic 
deformation? 
• It has been shown that the nitrogen content affects the plasticity of single crystal 
diamond. However, nothing is known about the effect of variation in nitrogen levels on 
polycrystalline, CVD diamond. In addition, what would be the effect of doping 
diamonds with an element that is smaller than carbon, such as boron? 
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